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Abstract
This dissertation contributes to sociological research on the govemance and
restructuring of health care services. It is made as an effort to understand certain of the
social relations through which health care reform is being made in the province of
Ontario. The empirical focus of the thesis is health services research (HSR). HSR is an

applied multidisciplinary field of research on health care services that has recently
emerged as an important source of expertise within sites where health policy is made and
health services delivered.
Existing critical scholarship on hea1th care reform generally overlooks the
knowledge relations that sufise contemporary health care restructuring efforts. By
contrast, this dissertation targets for inquiry the ways that a new mode of health science
is implicated in contemporary transfomations in the organization of health care services.
Rather than treating HSR as a technical remedy for health care cost problerns, or
subsuming discussion of HSR within more established disciplinary problematics such as
the professional status of medicine, my dissertation explores how HSR is a part of what

organizes new ways of knowing and acting on health care. Overall, it formulates an
empirical sociology of knowledge and governance in health care, one that treats an
important knowledge form as an active constituent of health care reform.
My analysis of HSR is organized as an institutional ethnography that explores the
production, promotion and use of research put forward by health services researchers at
the Institure for Clinical Evaluative Sciences, an important HSR institute based in

Toronto. In exploring the instïtute's intellechial production, 1 have sought to underscore
how HSR operates as a social practice. More specifically, my analysis of how HSR helps
shape restxucturing processes is developed in the thesis as an investigation of textmediated social relations- Each substantive chapter of the thesis addresses a different
text of HSR and explores text-based forms of health govemance. What ensues is an
explication of social relations of evidential knowledge in health care. Particular attention
is given to how HSR constitutes governable versions of health care, how fiealth services
researchers contribute to the evidential transformation of clinical medicine and how HSR
is drawn upon in projects of standardking and remaking hospital care.
The thesis raises important questions about researching modes of health science
in ways that foreground the social organization of health care reform. It should appeal to
those interested in the empirical analysis of textual practices and to those concemed to
take senously the operation of new modes of knowledge in the analysis of health care
restnictunng.

Mernories of two important people helped sustain me during the most dificult
moments of writing this thesis. George Smith was an activist and a sociologist. In the
early nineties, we worked together in the A I D S movement. George was a mentor,
colleague and friend. He introduced me to institutional ethnography and convinced me
to retum to the academy to do graduate work in sociology. The dissertation began in
conversations with George about changes in the social organization of medical
knowledge. 1hope he would have approved of the direction it has taken. Anna
Michalowski emigrated to Canada in the early 1930's. A gifted seamstress, she was an
activist in the ükrainian Canadian women's movement and something of a family
matriarch. While she understood liîtle about the University she was an exemplar of spirit
and encouraged me in my work as only a babtsia could. Vichnaya Pamyat!
I am very fortunate to have worked with a supportive and generous supervisory
committee. Pat Armstrong was, quite simply, an extraordinary supervisor. Even at my
worst she was encouraging. Throughout the writing of rny thesis, she met with me
regularly to discuss the substantive and practical issues 1was encountering. When 1was
most buried in the detail of my interview data, Pat would remind me of political economy
and suggest "ways out-"She guided my writing with gentle queries about narrative and
audience. Lorna Weir's scholarly excitement and engagement with my work helped me
complete my dissertation. She gave generously of her time, meeting with me regularly to
discuss draft versions of chapters. Lorna's carefùlly considered comments and detailed
feedback pushed me in new directions and helped me grow intellectually. 1 am
extremely grateful. 1first met Karen Anderson as an undergraduate student in the rnideighties. Her provocative and challenging lectures were an important part of what "sold-'
me on sociology as a young student It was a pleasure to reconnect with Karen during my
doctoral work and to benefit in my writing fiom her encouragement and support.
During the time 1 wrote the dissertation 1 was l u c e to be a part of a vibrant
cornmunity of graduate students in the Departrnent of Sociology at York University.
Gama1 Abdel-Shehid, Rob Gill, Sara Leiserson, Sheila Cavanagh and Renuka Sooknanan
were supportive fellow dissertation writers. Warm thanks, for their encouragement, also
go to Lachlan Story, Mary-JONadeau, Katia Rukszto, Cherie Bova, Kelly Train, Patti
Philips, Suzanne Peters, Martin Cannon, Tara Milbrandt, Beth Jackson, Mark Lede, Kate
Anderson, Rebecca Raby, Clarke Kuhling and Mark Thomas.
1 would also like to thank the administrative staff at the Departrnent of Sociology
at York University for making easier, the life of a graduate student. Thanks to Ursula
Kruger, Audrey Tokiwa, Myrna Mathewson, Roselaine Shemtov, Jackie McConnelI and
Ourna Gill.
While 1wrote my dissertation 1was fortunate to be a part of two research groups
and a reading group. Our meetings not only helped to break the isolation of thesis
writing, they offered places for intellectual exchange within which the analytic work of
my dissertation took shape. Thanks go to the Making Care Visible research team: Liza
McCoy, Darien Taylor, Craig McClure, Michael Bresalier, Loralee Gillis, and Michelie

Webber; the Happy Theory in Health Reading Group: Patti Phillips, Michael Bresalier,
Loma Weir, Lachlan Story and Fiona Miller, and to the ever-unnamed group of health
researchen: Pat Armstrong, Hugh Armstrong, Jerry White, Ivy Bourgeault, and Jackie
Choiniere.
1 would like to specifically record my gratitude to three m'ends who read and
commented on my work. Carol-Anne O'Brien did a careful copy-edit of early chapters
and my references. Michael Bresalier took great care in reading early versions of the
thesis. His insightfûl comments helped improve the work and have left me with
questions to continue exploring. Liza McCoy was a constant colleague throughout my
writing. She listened patientiy to my doubts and uncertainties and offered generous
analytic and practicd advice. The thesis registers the influence of my many
conversations with her,
Of course, this thesis would not have been possible without the generosity of my
research participants. I would like to thank the people who organized research access to
ICES and Roxborough Memorial Hospital as well as al1 those who gave of their time to
be interviewed.
Writing this thesis was made easier by the support of family and fnends. 1would
like to thank my sister, Adrienne Mitchell, for her tremendous encouragement. My
parents, Christine and Raymond Mitchell, helped me through the long process of doctoral
training with patience and confidence. Alexis H o I p k y was more than generous.
Thanks also to Bohdan Holynsky, Laryssa Holynsky, Henryk Varju and Ian Esquivel. My
life and work has been made richer by loving fiiends who have helped me throughout my
doctoral work. It is not possible here to do full justice to the depth of their support.
Mary Louise Adams was a caring &end who inspired confidence. Mark and Missy
Hahan and Scott and Fancy Bowler were encouraging throughout my writing. 1would
also like to thank Sean Lung, Bruce Martin, Danny Firestone, Joel Rotstein, Frank
Chester, Steve Kyriacopolous, Darien Taylor, Carol-Anne O'Brien, Doug Weatherbee,
Kate McKenna, Sarah Forer, Diane Cameron, Demis Findlay, Ian Lusden, Heather
Low, Joyce Bamett, Ed Nyman, Richard Willis, Paul Pereira, Rick Douglas, James
Adeney, KatChurch, Sharon Rosenberg, Michael Bresalier, Liza McCoy, Rob
Young, Waimin Wang and Rita Kanarek.
Lastly, 1 would like to thank my partner, Alan Boutilier, for his enduring
support and gentle spirit, and for his outstretched hand while 1 went through the final
stages of writing.
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Chapter One
Introductory Remarks
1.O

Introduction
For the first time since rnedicine achieved prominence in health care in
the industrialised world (about 100 years ago) the buyers of Gare, both
public and private, are begiming to question the quality of that care. The
cntical questions today include how much of current medical intervention
is warranted.... In other words, research findings, not new but still
accumulating, which question the cost efficiency of many medical
interventions have now entered the public debate on health care refom
and are being accepted as never before (Chappell, 1993:494-495).
The Medical Research Council [of Canada] has recently launched a major
t h m t in these areas mealth services research and clinical epidemiology],
the National Health Research and Development Program remains active
and in virtually al1 Canadian provinces there is now some formal
technology assessrnent or utilization research capacity geared to dealing
with this problem of how we make sure we are doing what we ought to be
doing given the affordability crisis in Canadian Medicare today (Naylor,
1995).
We don? have a health system we have a non-system. And the realiw is
that the Ministry has been for yean in the tough position of trying to
impose some kind of public management on what has largely been an
uncoordinated network of private nonprofit hospitals and private for-profit
physicians... (Naylor, 1995).

The remarks quoted above express important changes in the organization of
health care. They point to and reflect a set of social relations, largely of knowledge,
through which health care systems have become objects of particular forms of applied
intellectual scrutiny and of pragrnatic transfomative action. In Chappell's remarks these
relations find articulation as a change in public debate, one marked by a form of
questioning focused on the quality and efficiency of clinical medicine. Naylor suggests

health care seMces of one sort or another is k i n g produced and brought into relation
with government funders as an aide in health care reform. His declaration of a hedth

"non-system" further expresses some of the characteristic forms in which health care,
under new evahative gazes, becornes constituted as a site of irrationality and potential
waste. New questions, new knowledge arrangements, new ways of knowing health care,

al1 of these suggest practices of health care refonn configured through a nexus of
knowledge and assessment.
This thesis is concemed with the goings on that have been variously described as
an information revofution in health care (Mïllenson, 1997), a new era of assessment of

medicine (Relman, 1988), and a new evidence-based practice of health care reform
(Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences, 1997). Cornmentary on health policy has

becorne increasingly animated around such developments, forming a site for the
expression of enthusiasm about the capacity of new modes and uses of knowledge to
remedy problerns of health care delivery.
New forms of population-based health information have beeo generally

positioned in the medical literature and elsewhere as a source of rational practice and as

a mechanics of harmony.

In the United States, for example, initiatives to develop

research on the effectiveness of medical practices by harnessing the Medicare &tabase
were met with a distinctive ebullience. Thus, Roper et al. (1988:1197) refer to such
research as a "public good" that "everyone can support." In his much quoted Shamick

Lecture, Ellwod (1988: 1 55 1) likens research on the outcomes of medical interventions

to a "central nervous system" spreading throughout the health care system-cum-organism

a cornmon, rational Ianguage of decision-making. Repeated throughout both early and
more recent forms of commentary on population-based health information is its
positioning as a guarantor of health care quality. Health information, we are told,
provides data that guides mutually reinforcing, rational decision-making on the part of
physicians, patients and payers @elman, 1988; Ellwood, 1988; Eisenberg, 1998: Starr:
1997).

This thesis engages a way of understanding the play of health knowledges in the
assessment and reform of health care that is quite different fiom that offered by Roper,
Ellwmd and other enîhusiasts of population-based information on medical events. The

primary source of this difference does not lie in a more sober assessment of the potential

of such information to increase quality, reduce costs, or transfomi clinicians7and others'
decision-making, of which there are now many articulations (see Davis and HowdenChapman, 1996; Carr-Hill, 1995; Fraddord, 1994; Belkin, 1997). Nor does it rest in
concerns about a less harmonîous use of medical effectiveness research. The use of such
information in projects for standardizing clinical judgement that threaten medical
professionaIism, or to control costs rather than improve quality have both been duly
remarked upon (Rappok, 1996, 1997; Coburn et al., 1997; Feinglass and Salmon' 1994).
Rather, an important source of the particularity of my research obtains fiom a
critical stance that, instead of chiming in with words of enthusiasrn or simple reproach,
gives pause to reflect on the popularity of modes of health information. Such a pause

opens up opportunities to explore, examine and pose questions about transformations in
the rationalities and practices that govern choices in matters of health
1988:173).

(Foucault,

For some time, I have wondered about what is afoot in health care, what al1

the fuss is about the circulation of new evaluation-based knowledges. 1 have wondered
about how such knowledges work and, per&ps most importantly, how they are a part of
changes in the organization of the governance of health care. For a while now, it has
seemed to me that the widespread use of population-based knowledges of medical events
signais changes in the intellectual procedures through which health care is known and
questions about it posed, as well as in the practical strategies employed to make
judgements about what health services are provided to whom.
This thesis is developed as a project that wouid investigate some of these
developrnents. It articulates what I Iike to cal1 an empiricaI sociology of knowledge in
health care. What distinguishes the inquiry, is an interest in the relationship of the
operation of new modes of health science and health care restructwing. 1 want to
understand knowledge as an active constituent of health care reform.

The specific

empirical focus of the thesis is health services research CHSR), a growing field of
research on health care practices that grounds a good deal of contemporary efforts at
medical assessment. Drawing on the work of a leading health services research centre,

the lnstitute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences in Ontario, 1 try to explore something of
how HSR works in the restnicturing of health care in Canada. My work centers on
matters of evidence and evidenîïal relations, posing questions about how HSR offers

particdm versions and ways of bowing health care, how health services researchers
participate in projects for the evidential transformation of clinical medicine, and how

HSR is drawn upon in projects of standardking and remaking hospital care.
2-0

Whv Health Services Research?

My interest in exploring health services research has many sources. Perhaps

primary among them is a simple curiosity, a wish to know more about what appears to

me to be an important knowledge form. Health services research is a highly applied,
often statisticaily-based field of research that focuses on medical events such as surgical
services, and that contributes and responds to the managerial problernatization of health
care. It is an important discursive ground of contemporary concems about variations in
the forms and outcomes of medical care.

As Naylor's remarks above suggest, those who make HSR are enjoying a period
of considerable cornmitment of institutional resources to their work. HSR is now firmly

ensconced in university training programmes and has become extremely popular in
health policy circles, to the point where one might consider it the pnmary intellectual

resource informing contemporary restmcturing initiatives in health care. My interest in
exploring health services research is a wish to better understand the developing
intellectual technology of health care reform.
Of course, 1 did not commit to the inquiry I make here out of curiosity alone. My
decision to undertake an empirical investigation of health services research was
encouraged by a sense that it was a knowledge form that had not received the critical

attention it warrants. My work thus responds to a need for a close analysis of health
semices research that seems calIed for by the present state of scholarship on the
restructuring of health care.

Ln Canada, much of the criticai scholarly work on health care reform is informed
by political economy perspectives.

Political economists have explored health care

reshicturing as a terrain of shifting and contested boundanes between the state and the
market (Armstrong and Armstrong, 1996; Drache and Sullivan, 1999). Political economy
investigations are based in conceptual sirategies that attend to transformations in
stateimarket relations and to the implications of cost-containment and pnvatization
initiatives that introduce market principles into the organization of a public welfare
service (Appleton, 1999; Somen and McCracken, 1999). From such perspectives, the
reform of heaith care is understood as a substantiation of neo-conservative ideoiogy, a . a
form of corporatization and/or as a moment of a more general retrenchment from the
welfare state.

One of the most important feaîures of political economy research on

health care is its political cornmitment. PoIiticaI economists have offered the most
important scholarly countervoice to recent preoccupations with business practices as
solutions for health care problems and are the leading source of intellectual defence of
Canadian Medicare (Armstrong and Armstrong, 1996; Armstrong et al., 1997: Drache
and Sullivan, 1999; Evans, 1999; Appleton, 1999; Harden, 1999).

Important as political economy critiques have k e n , they have only partly
illurninated the power relations that operate in contemporary health care refom. While

their analytic frameworks are usehl for explicating statelcapitallprofessional relations,
they are less well-suited for shedding light on the circuitry of knowledge relations that

suffuse contemporary programs of health care restructuring including, for example, the
projects of medical assessrnent and evaluation that have found such favour in recent

Y-Health reform is not simply a matter of the movement of the great engines of the
state and the market. Initiatives to integrate health care services and programmes for
managing health care delivery rely on relatively new forms of population-based

information about health care practices. If the critique of health care restnicturing is at
al1 concerned with the social organization of reform, then forms of inquiry that attend to
the play of forma1 knowledges in health care are required. Political economy has begun
to take steps in this direction in, for exarnple, the important ideology critiques of

population health offered by Poland et al. (1998) and Robertson (1998). However, in
addition to b a l critiques of the content of health knowledge, analyses are required that
explore knowledge at the level of social practice (Hopwood and Miller, 1994).
My investigation of HSR is intended as just such an inquiry. In exploring how a

particular health science is implicated in the restructunng of health services, I want to
draw attention to forms of social organization of reform, namely relations of expertise,
that have been largely overlooked by existing work on health care restructunng. My
interest in health services research is an interest in contributing to efforts to understand
how healtb care reform is occurring. 1 want to contribute to the criticai language through

which sociology and other social science disciplines make sense of the changes taking
place in the organization of health care.
3-0

Theoretical Location and Methodolonical Resources
My focus on health care refom as consequent upon the operation of forms of

expertise such as HSR locates my work within traditions of scholanhip that are
concerned with the interplay of relations of knowledge and of governance or mie (Smith,
1987, 1990, 1990% 1999; Foucault, 1980, 1982, 1991; Miller and Rose, 1990; Rose,
1996; Barry, Osborne and Rose, 1996).

In exploring HSR, 1 have been broadly

infiuenced by work on contemporary forms of power that emphasizes the centrality of
formal discourses of knowledge for the latter's organization My work shares with that
of others an understanding of rule or governance as not reducible to the forma1 legislative
or other activities of c'governments" (Hunt, 1996: 4 11). Like much other contemporary
work on the organization of power, 1 take interest in how discourses, forms of expertise,
techniques of calculation, and other mundane practices are drawn upon both in producing
objects of governance and in forming the practices of their regdation.
Of course, there is theoretical specificity in contemporary programs of inquiry of
the organization of goveniance, a specificity that places limits on theoretical bricolage.

One cannot simpiy mix and match theoretical perspectives at whim or carelessly combine
approaches with distinct ontological presuppostions. The specificity of contemporary
approaches to the analysis of mle can present difficulties of negotiation for one who
would hope to produce an analysis that is not narrowly orthodox or theoretically closed

dom. The tnck as 1 see it, invotves making some form of theoretical cornmitment, while

borrowing and appropriating conceptual resources fiom elsewhere that support a &en
program of inquiry. In my own case, this has involved a grounding of my work in
Smith's writings on the relations of ruling within contemporary capitalisrn- Smith's work

operates as a kind of 'intellectual home' for my analysis. It is the terrain of rny
'theoretical cornmitment,' the place that 1 operate fiom and return to in my efforts to
converse with other approaches to the investigation of contemporary forms of power
including, most notably, studies of govemmentality (Barry, Osborne and Rose, 1996) and
social studies of science (Latour, 1987).
Smith's work puts forward a project of inquiry of ruling relations as an alternative
to conventional sociological practice. Institutional ethnography, as it has corne to be
known (Smith, l987:lS 1-179; Campbell and Manicorn, 1995; Grahame, 1999; McCoy,
2999), is specified, in part, by the problematic of the everyday world as a point of
departure for inquiry. Rather than beginning investigation from within the established
categories of sociological discourse, institutional ethnography begins with actual people,
located in actual settings of activity and practice.

Its purpose, unlike conventional

ethnography, is not to describe the activities of everyday life, but to explicate their social
organization.

Institutional ethnography is empirical investigation of how people's

activities are organized within cccoursesof action7'or social relations that extend beyond

a given iocal setting (Smith, l99Oa:Sl5; 1987).

As institutional ethnography, rny anaiysis of health seMces research offers

detailed empirical descriptions of a set of institutional relations in which HSR is
implicated. My discussion does not formulate a self-referencing theoretical conversation
for sociology. Rather, it begins in the social world of which I am a part and engages a
critical impulse that would speak in response to an active wortd of social processes and
experiences. My dissertation starts in my own recognition of traces of health services
research and its project of assessing medical practice, and is organized as an empirical
investigation of how HSR, as knowledge fom, works. My discussion of HSR explores
how health care reform is organized by relations of knowledge-making.

In a recent discussion of her work, Smith (1999) M e r specifies institutional
ethnography as a form of investigation that treats the 'social' as its object. Here is one
important point of difference between governmentality perspectives and institutional
ethnopphic research and work in the social organization of laiowledge more broadly.
The governmentality literature generally eschews forms of sociological realism and treats
the 'social7 nominalistically. For theoristç of governmentality, the social is a category of
discourse, a terrain of governance invented in the late nineteenth century, at risk of
disappearing in a pst-social world of neo-liberal governance (Rose, l996a).
Not so for institutional ethnographers.

Institutional eùinography involves a

cornmitment to a matenalist ontology, to an actual world of real people, engaging in dayto-day, ongoing activities (Smith, 1987:123). More than that, it treats as its analytic focus
the "ongoing concerting and coordination of individuals' activities" (Smith, 1999:6).

Smith refers to such foms of concerted action as 'the social."

For institutional

ethnography, the social does not operate as the shifting discursive terrain of governing
practice. Rather, it is an analytic or methodological category that directs inquiry at
people's organized and coordinated actions. institutional ethnography explicates the
social as relations that organize and extend beyond local settings, as the ongoing
processes and practices that shape people's everyday actions (Smith, 1987).
As developed in my dissertation, institutional ethnography orients my exploration

of health seMces research and governance as a matter of a particular form of analysis of
its social character.

One established approach within social science emphasizes

knowledge as social in the sense that it is perspectival, created by individuah or
organized groupings of individuals and so, reflective of their interests and social
locations (SwidIer and Arditi, 1994). My own approach is rather different.

My exploration of health services resestrch as social, emphasizes how it is a part
of new ways of understanding, organizing and delivenng health services. Coupled with
work on the social practice of scientific knowledge-making (Latour, 1987; Latour and
Woolgar, 1986) and recent Foucauldian work on accounting as a social and institutional
practice (Hopwood and Miller, 1994) institutional ethnography's emphasis on the social

as concened action invites me to investigate HSR through metaphors that emphasize its
active and productive character. I want to explore health services research as a practice

of reform, as implicated in foms of coordination of people's actions across time and
place. My dissertation explores HSR as a governing practice in ways that foreground

how a knowledge enters into and helps shape restructuring processes. it underscores how
HSR is active in varied sites of health care practice.
Given the empi~calterrain of my inquiry-a knowledge that evaluates medical
practice and that seeks to organize clinical and managenal activity in health care-1 have
found certain features of work in govemmentality usefid. Notions of an exercise of

power organized as action on the actions of othen, as prornoting subjects' selfgovemance and as involving foms of regulated freedom (Rose and Miller, 1992;
Osborne, 1993; Huntt, 1996) resonate with my empirical observations of how HSR is
produced, promoted and used Neither health seMces research nor its makers operate by
compelling physicians and health care managers to do v e v specific things. The various
ernpirical discussions of HSR that 1 make in the thesis are at lest suggestive of what
have been called neo-liberal pmctices of govemance. These are governing efforts that

would encourage certain actions or shape their possibilities, while hamessing
individuais' capacities for self-regdation.
1 have also found governmentality theorists' discussions of problernatization to

have a particular heuristic value for my work.

In the govemmentality literature,

problematization grounds an analysis of govemance that poses questions about what
forms of problems are deemed amenable to what forms of regulation by what authorities
(Miller and Rose, 1990). It further registers the productive chamcter of expert discourse,
suggesting processes of inscription and calcdation that render objects in concepîual

forms that welcome certain forms of intervention (Miller and Rose, 19905). I have

found problematization useful for describing certain fomal discursive properties of
health services research (chapter three). 1 have also appropriated the term to descnbe
how making things up as problems deserving of paxticular forms of attention is part of
the practical eveiyday work of health services researchers (chapter four) and of hospital

managers (chapter five).
More important for my analysis than concephial resources borrowed and
modified fiorn the govemmentality literature, is my exploration of the active character of

health services research as texhial practice. My empincal work on HSR emphasizes its
existence as text, as well as the fundamentally textual processes of its activation. This
organizing interest in textuality derives fiom a M e r distinguishing feature of
institutionai ethnography.

Part of the innovative character of institutional ethnography, and of Smith's work
more broadly, is its analytic focus on the matenality of texts. Institutional ethnographie
research draws attention to what has been elided in traditional sociological inquiry-the
organizing capacities of textuai processes. Texts are treated not simply as repositories of
meaning, but as active constituents of ruling relations.

Texts are understood to

coordinate actions as their standardized form is activated in different places by different
people "at the same or other times" ('Smith, 199917).
As developed by Smith and others, exploring textually-mediated social relations

is not a way of thinking about ruling practices as somehow detemined by texts or as
involving texts that act on their own account.

Rather, it emphasizes how ruling

processes, that is, processes of executing, controlling, ordering, informing and so on that
go on in various institutional, governing, managerial and discursive sites (Smith,
1990a:212) are accomplished and coordinated through work camed out on, with, and in
relation to texts. Smith is particularly interested in texts as repositones of objectified
knowledge and as grounding constituents of an organizational mechanics for trmposing
people's actual experiences into terms actionable within professional discourses and sites
of ruling. As mentioned above, she is also interested in how the circulation of texts as
standardized forms of words or images and their activation in various local settings at the
same or other times coordinate and concert people's activities.
1 have found Smith's invitation to treat texts as constituents of social relations a

valuable resource for my analysis of health seMces research as an active knowledge
forrn. My empirical work on HSR has been organized around specitic instances of its
textual expression. Thus, each substantive research chapter of the thesis deals with a
specific text of HSR and in different ways explores text-based forms of heakh
govemance.' Attending to the materiality of texts offers a way into explicating how HSR
enters into and helps shape some of the work being done to reorganize how medical care
is delivered in Ontario. Focusing on how HSR is implicated in relations of health care
govemance through textual practices results in an empirical exploration of the social
relations of evidential knowledge in health care. As a whole, the thesis offers an analytic
description of part of the complex of social practices through which HSR is produced,

-

1

The publisher's approval to reprint portions of these texts appears as Appendix 1
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promoted, and used withi.n initiatives to assess health Gare services and make their
delivery more evidentiary.
The texts addressed in the thesis have al1 been produced by faculty, researchers

and staff at the Institute for Cluiical Evaluative Sciences in Ontario (ICES).
empirical focus on the intellectual production of ICES is not incidental.

My

Based at

Sunnybrook and Women's College Health Sciences Centre and established in 1992 with
funding from the provincial governrnent, ICES is the most important institutional site in
Ontario for the production of health services research. The Institute's research agenda is
focused on the active dissemination of HSR considered to contribute to the efficiency,
effectiveness and quality of medical care in the province (Institute for Clinical Evaluative
Sciences, 1993, 1995). ICES senior scientists are important policy advisors for the
Ministry of Health and the Institute's research has been widely disseminated within the
province's hospital systern- While not a strict case study of the Institute, my research
does suggest some of the ways a group of researchers has corne together and produced a
knowledge for transformation of healtb care in Ontario. It attends to some of the more
important forms of intellectual production of HSR in the province and the relations of
restructuring HSR enables and enters into.
My dissertation research draws upon multiple methods including the close

analysis of texts, research interviews, and participant observation at health seMces

research and health policy conferences. Of these, research interviews have proven to be
the most significant, grounding much of what 1have to say in chapters four and five. in

ail, 1 conducted 22 interviews with 20 individuals. Most of these interviews were
conducted in the summer and fall of 1997; tweIve were with people who worked at ICES
and eight were with people working at a iocal cornmunity hospital. The two remaining
interviews were conducted with a representative fiom the Ontario Health Care
Evaluation Network and with a physicianhealth senices researcher not formally
comected with ICES.
Following interview strategies associated with institutional ethnopphy, (see
Campbell and Manicorn, 1995) 1 oriented to my interviews as focused conversations.
Interview participants were treated as comptent knowers of the daily work activities in
which they were engaged and interviews were carried out with a view to producing talk
about how they went about doing the work of writing, researching, managing and so o n
Rather than following a rigid question and answer format, 1 began interviews with areas

of work that I hoped to hear about A good deal of my own work of interviewing involved
attending to the character of our dialogue as it was CO-produced. 1tried to encourage and

support forms of conversation that had as their ground of speech the acnial work people
did day to day. 1 also tried to focus conversation around moments of talk that suggested

how people's work activities were hooked into extended courses of action.'

Thus, for

exarnple, 1 was interested in conversations about the processes through which texts of

HSR had entered into the han& of local users, and with discussions of how particular
texts of HSR were produced in ways that intended particular forms of use. In trying to

'

1 thank Liza McCoy for this articulation of what is involved in doing institutional
ethnographie interviewing.

produce a dialogue in which peoples' work would unfold in its location within sequences
of action, at times, 1 would invoke conversational rnoves that 'directed talk'away fiorn
speculation about what others did, for example, or away from forms of conversation that
relied too heavily on the categories of managerial discourse.
Al1 interviews were semi-structured and typically lasted between 60 and 90
minutes. Al1 were tape-recorded and transcn%ed in part or fÙlI. 1 followed standard
informed consent procedures in my interview research- A sample of the information
sheet and consent form used at the community hospital appear as Appendix 2. In an
attempt to guarantee the confidentiality of interview participants I have used an
institutional pseudonym for interviews conducted at the community hospital. Job titles
identi@ interview participants from CES onIy when a number of individuais hold the
sarne position. Other rneasures used to maintain confidentiality are descriid in the
chapters themselves.
4.0

Chapter Breakdown

The narrative argument of the thesis is carried forward in three successive
empirical chapters that form its core. Prior to these, 1 offer a chapter that discusses the
field of health services research as well as the hstitute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences.
The chapter orients readers to contemporary population-based health services research on

variations in heaIth care patterns. It offers a critique of existing scholarly approaches to

the analysis of health services research
Institute's research activities.

and provides an analytic discussion of the

The first substantive research chapter of the thesis, chapter three, deals with the
formal discursive character of health services research. In it 1 use the first principal
research document produced by ICES, the ICES Practice Atlas (Naylor, Anderson and
Goel, 1994), as an empirical ground for exploring the constitutive conventions of HSR.

In the chapter, the active character of HSR is explored as the inscriptive practices
through which HSR produces govemable versions of health care. Drawing on Smith
(1999:45-69), 1 argue that one important way HSR is implicated in the governance of

health care is through the constitution of health care practices, in text, in forms that
enable and are required by contemporary relations of niling.
The discussion 1offer in the chapter is based on a close textual analysis of the
inscriptive conventions of the Atlas. My interest is in describing the forms of inscriptive
work that provide the textual conditions of a particular evaluative, expository and
problematizing way of knowing health care. The chapter contributes to analyses of
scientific communication that emphasize the centrality of the CO-deploymentof prose and
visud dispiays (Lemke, 1998). I argue that such proseldisplay interfaces are fundamental
to the constitution of the Atlas S primary discursive object-the health care pattern--of
which trends and variations in the rates of surgical practices are of particular
significance. 1 further detail the rhetorical strategies through which patterns are made
particular kinds of managerial problems, problems that are inscribed within an intended

form of indirect, evidential governance of health care.

In chapter four my discussion moves £tom the textual surface of the Ailm and the
inscriptive practices which give it a particular discursive character to efforts undertaken
at ICES to promote health services research and biomedical science among practicinç
physicians. The chapter explores what is referred to within HSR discourse as research

transfer. Research transfer initiatives seek to increase the practical use of research
findings in a range of work contexts. When focused on clinical medicine, such initiatives
typically go under the name evidence-based medicine. Proponents of evidence-based
medicine are preoccupied with establishing the medical research literatures as a
determinative ground of physicians' clinical decision-making. Their work has become
something of a cause célèbre of contemporary health care reform.
My exploration of ICESYsresearch transfer efforts is based on interviews with

ICES staff and on participant observation of evidence-based medicine conferences. It is
further organized around a text called hfonned,' a newsletter produced by ICES and
targetted at Ontario family physicians.

In discussing informed, 1 make a case for

understanding contemporary efforts to remake medicine in the name of science as efforts
at governing reading. The particular texnial configuration of informed is made in relation
to specific ways of problematizing both the relationship of science and clinical practice

and the nature of physicians' routine reading practices. znforrned is further organized as a

translation initiative that reconstitutes scientific discourse in tenns that are deemed
clinically relevant. informed, then, demonstrates ICES staff and researchers at work

The title of the newletter is not capitalized in the original.
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intervening in physicians' workhext relations. Their production of informed aims to
scientize medicine by making biomedical literature into a form that physicians might
enjoy reading and find clinically usefiil. My discussion of the newsletter illuminates a
text-based goveming practice executed as the social organization of interpretation.
Chapter five moves beyond work going on at ICES to consider how HSR is
implicated in goveming practices as it is drawn upon in locally enacted ways of knowing
and transforming health care services. In the chapter, 1 explore the knowledge making
practices of ICES at their intersection with a care pathway initiative used to reform and
standardize hospital care. Drawing on i n t e ~ e w carried
s
out wïth people working in the
cardiac care division of a communîty hospitai, 1offer an analytic description of how an
ICES working paper was used in processes of transforming the care received by patients
who have had heart attacks.

Overall, the chapter opens up for view the complex world of textually-mediated
research, I argue that health
relations of hospital management. Drawing on my i n t e ~ e w
senices research is productive in local settings of reform as an evidentiary resource used
to respond to the problem of managing physicians' involvement in hospital reform.
Most accounts of clinical standardization emphasize managerial control over physicians
and the curtailing of their professional autonomy. On the basis of my interview data, I
offer a contrastive analysis, one that describes the organization of physician governance
at the community hospital as a delicate text-mediated technoiogy of enlisting their
participation in the pathway initiative.

The chapter raises questions about how research documents are used in practical

settings of managerial work. Once again arguing from my research data, I emphasize
that HSR 'cornes alive' at the hospital through intertextual relations of problematization
of cardiac care. More specifically, my discussion of how people engaged with the ICES
working paper offers an analysis of the textual mechanics through which patient care is
made observable as inefficient, Here the chapter speaks to my discussion in chapter
three of the comparative textual mechanics of the Atlas, describing how visual displays
of standardized numerical length of stay data for heart attack patients are mobilized by
actual readers of HSR in ways that produce local care as inefficient and open to remedy
by an initiative such as a care pathway. Moving away fiom an analytic h e w o r k

privileging an individualized readedtext relation, 1 draw on Smith (1990a:221-224) to
argue that the use of the report is best understood as a socially organized discursive
practice, one shaped by new relations of knowledge and accounîability taking h d d at the
hospital.
As my chapter o u t h e suggests, the primary rhetorical character of the thesis is

explicative. My dissertation offers detailed analytic descriptions of institutional relations
that foreground how HSR enters into new ways of thinking about and managing health
care senices.

Made in relation to questions about the relation of bowledge and

governance, discourse and action, the thesis charts a mode of inquiry of HSR that
contrasts with the main applied thnist of much sociai science research on health care.

As 1 discuss in chapter two, the most common textual presence of health services
research within social science Iiterature is as a conceptual resource, rather than as an
explicit object of analysis. Such forms of applied social science do not pose questions of
health services research, but draw on its conceptual apparatus in parallel efforts to
problem-solw one health care crisis or another. My own work is made as a countervoice
to such foms of applied scholarly engagement with HSR. I do not want to remedy
problems of cost escalation in health care or othenvise engage in an analysis of repair.
Instead of formulating a sociology for heaIth services research, 1 want to put
forward a sociology of health services research. The purpose of such an endeavour is not
simply to colonize yet another object of analysis for sociology, but to reflect on how

forms of health science are a part of the way health and health care are governed. The
project is not one that asks how to make health care less costly or more efficient, for
example, but that exptores how a forrnal discourse of knowledge shapes ways of knowing

and acting on inefficient health care. As developed in rny dissertation, it is a program of
inquiry that attends to some of the mundane practices through which HSR is bound up in
projects of evidential assessrnent and transformation of medical care.

Chapter Two
Orientations
1O

Introduction
Before developing my empirical analysis of HSR and text-mediated relations of

health care refonn, some orienting rernarks about the research field and the Institute for
Clinicai Evaluative Sciences are in order. Neither ICES nor health services research is
likely well-known outside of health sciences and policy circles. In order to aid readers'
consideration of later chapten of the dissertation 1 offer here a discussion of the nature of
health seMces research and the main forrns of it produced at the Institute.
The chapter begins with a discussion of the field of health services research.
Through an autobiographical research narrative, I explore some of the key moments that
have contributed to my understanding of health services research as a particular kind of

knowledge.

My discussion explores some of the historical commentary on the

development of HSR as a research field

It also outlines features that distinguish

contemporary health services research, including its applied and multidisciplinary
character and its emphasis on the assessrnent of population-based patterns of health care.

In the next section of the chapter 1 offer a brief review of the small body of
scholarly literature that addresses health seMces research as a primary object of analysis.
My discussion includes commentary on the possibilities and limitations of political
economy approaches to the critique of HSR. It further suggests some of what specifies
the andysis of HSR that 1 make in the dissertation. To close the chapter 1 draw on

research publications, sources fiom the secondary literature, and my research interviews
to offer an account of the research activities of the Institute for CIinical Evaluative
Sciences. While ICES produces various forms of health services research, the core of its
work is research on variations in aggregate medico-statistical events. 1 suggest some of
the character of this work, the principle vehicles of its dissemination, and briefly explore

some of the relations that organize its production2.0

Health Services Research-What 1s lt?'
I became interested in health seMces research long before I h e w of its forma1

existence. 1 remember years ago reading newspaper articles on health care that 1 found
peculiar. 1 still have the clippings 1took then; scratches, circles and underlining mark the
prose that caught my attention, much of it to do with topics Iike unnecessasr surgical
procedures and performance ratings for hospitals. It didn't take long for me to realize
that there was a good deal of tak going on about the inefficiencies of Ontario's health

care system, about wasteful health care, ineffective medical interventions, and the like.

Al1 of this talk seemed important.
1 was particularly intrigued by the new conceptual resources 1was k i n g exposed

to in my casual reading-geographic variations in surgical interventions, hospital stays

that were unnecessary or too Iong, medical practices that had outcornes attached to them.
1 rernember thinking that 1 had caught on to something. It seemed to me that behind al1

the discussions about hospitals and health care reform there was more happening than the
This subtitie is taken from Navarro (1993).
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transfer of business practices or 'logics' to the public sphere. Some knowledge form,
some way of construing health care as a particulas kind of knowable object appeared to
be at work With time I came to realize that 1 had indeed encountered the discourse

objects of such a knowledge, one that 1later leamed to cal1 health services research.
Understanding that a more or iess coherent form of expertise called health
services research exists as such was a formative moment in the development of rny
dissertation research.

It was a complex process of 'coming to know,' a mixture of

happenstance and investigation that took me fiom reading ICES material, to attending
conferences, to discovering a broader HSR literature.

Through these occasions of

reading and observation, 1 encountered a teeming world of textuai and discursive f o m s
only traces of which were visible to me in my newspaper reading. I learned about the
discursive practices that mark out a knowledge form and came to understand something
of its historical and institutional development. I also came to understand health seMces
research as a knowledge organized around the assessrnent of health care practices. Let
me take you through some of how al1 this occumed.
2. Z

Early Encounters with Health Services Research
Getting a conceptual hold on health services research is no simple matter.

Disputes about the nature of health services research have been a recurring feature of
practitioners' self-justifkatory efforts since the term first becarne widely used in the
United States in the 1960s. The methodological practices and research objects of health
services research are diverse, making it difficult to speak in a facile way about an

intemally homogenous HSR.

The field is also multidisciplinary. Health sewices

research groups together the conceptual and methodological resources of a variety of
applied disciplines such as health economics, medical sociology, epidemiology,
statistical science and management studies (Shortell, 1997; Pittman, 1995; Fox, 199 1 ).

One important and early research experience that contributed to my
understanding of HSR was my encounter with the ICES Practice Atlas, a document I
explore in detail in the next chapter. In the A t h 1 encountered a highly applied,
population-based knowledge of regional and temporat variations in surgical practices,
lengths of hospital stay and other medical events. Here was a document that offered a
particular way of knowing health care, that constituted heaIth care as a patterned,
numerically-based terrain and that posed questions of its effectiveness on the basis of the
observance of variations,
The many references included in the Alles-to research on the appropriateness of
hospitaiization in pediatric hospitals (Glwr et al., 1993), to work on regional variations
in the treatment of breast cancer (Farow et al., 1992), and to research on the lengths of
stay and outcomes of surgical practices (Cleary et al., 1991) among others-suggested that

the Atlas was not a unique text. Other researchers were doing related and similar work;
the Adas itself gestured to a body of inquiry of which it was a part. I came away fiom

reading the Atlas with an inchoate understanding of health services research as a
characteristic way of knowing health care put forward in various sites, of which the A ~ h s

was one instance.

This developing understanding of HSR was reinforced by my

attendance at health policy conferences.
2.2

Attending a Conference or Two
The use of conferences as a research site has been suggested as one means of

shifting the site and topical focus of ethnographie research on science beyond the
laboratory-based construction of facticity. Conferences have also been recomrnended for
the access they provide to research comrnunities and, thus, to some of the processes
through which scientific discourses are reconstructed and circulated (Hess, 1992). For
the most part, I attended health care policy and research conferences that featured
presentations by ICES scientists or that were sponsored by the ~nstitute.~These were
moments that opened up to view a social world of health care research activities, ways of
talking, forms of research and their presentation, relationships between producers and
users of scientific information, institutional sites of knowledge making and so on.
They were also moments when 1 first encountered the term health services
research. Some of the advertisements, pamphlets and other literature describing the

'The conferences 1attended as part of my dissertation research

included: "International
Symposium on Health Management," McMaster University, Hami 1ton, Ontario,
November, 1994; "Working with the Evidence: Turning Evidence into Practice," Ontario
Health Care Evaluation Network 4th Annuai Symposium, Toronto, November, 1996;
Annual Convention, Ontario Hospital Association, Toronto, Ontario, November, 1996;
ccEvidence-basedClinical Guidelines; Making them work for the Decision Maker,"
London Health Sciences Centre, London, Ontario, March 1997; "Third Annual Health
Policy Conference: Integrated Delivery Systems: Why the Rush to Judgement?" Toronto,
Ontario, March, 1997; and "'The Party of the First Part...' Conîracting in Health Care,"
Centre for Health Economics and Policy Analysis, 10th Annual Health Policy
Conference, Hamilton, Ontario, May, 1997.

conferences used the term to designate what the meetings were about.

At the

conferences themselves, I entered an active world of policy deliberation and artfil
scientific representation grounded in a form of knowledge that was k i n g called health
seMces research and that reproduced much of what 1 had encountered in the Atlas.

Many of the conference presentations 1 attended and the posters 1 read called for the use
of research evidence in planning and delivering health care services. Much of the
research posed questions about the performance of hospitals and of health care systems

as a whole, recommending or engaging in practices of assessment of health care patterns

in ways similar to that found in the Atlas. 1had corne upon a name for what 1 had read in
the Atlas and seen traces of in newspaper articles. There were people 'out there' who
produced a knowledge form hown as health services research.
2.3

Exploring the Health Services Research Literature
With a new term in hand, 1 began to explore the Iiterature. 1 discovered books

that discussed and reviewed HSR as well as jounials that collected instances of it.

Reading work on health services research as well as examples of it brought to light the
range of research that constitutes the field, as well as some of the social relations that
help organize its contemporary form. It also suggested the value of thinking about HSR

as an enterprise historically located within disciplinq efforts to render health care
administrativety knowable.
Academic journals dedicated exclusively to the publication of health services
research are one of the most important vehicles for its dissemination. Three of the most

important of these are Medical Care, Healrh Services Reseurch, and Znquiry. Al1 were
established in the 1 9 6 0 ~suggesting
~
that HSR began to ernerge as a coherent and
distinguishable field of investigation at this time (Institute of Medicine, 1995:28; Bice,
1980)- Health services research is also routinely published in clinical journals such as the

Canudian Medical Association Jountaf, the New England Journal of Medicine and in

management joumals such as the Journal of HeuZth Care Management..
Recent contributions to Healrh Services Research, the officia1 journal of the
Association for Heakh Services Research, provide some indication of the kind of work
k i n g done in the field At the time of writing, the past two issues of the journal included
articles of the following sort: a report of s w e y research on the financial performance of
rural hospital networks (Chan,Feldman and Manning, 19991, a study exploring the
relationship between sociodemographic variables and the use of drug treatments among
people with HIV disease (Smith and Kirking, 1999), an assessrnent of the quality of
primary care practice in a large HMO (health maintenance organization) (Grumbach et
al., 1999), a report of the results of a randomized clinical trial testing the impact of a
comrnunity care mode1 on inpatient hospital service use (Salkever et al., 1999) and a
discussion of how diagnostic and demographic variables can be used to develop
predictive models of outcome for patients in mental health outpatient treatment programs
(Hendryx et al., 1999).
Even this small grouping of work points to some of the charactenstic features of

HSR. As the many efforts made in the literature to delineate its specificity make clear,

(Flook and Sanazaro, 1973; I O N 1979; 1995, DeFriese, 1989; Crombie, 1996; White et
al., 1992) healtb services research does not designate a specific discipline, but an area

and programme of empirical inquis.. Healtii services research is not clinical research
proper, but research into the delivery of clinical seMces (Crombie, 1996). The topics it
addresses are wide-ranging and include such issues as the structure, processes, and
organization of health care services, their use, quality and relationship to health status,
access to services, the efficiency and effectiveness of health care seMces and the uses of
medical knowledge (Crombie, 1996; Institute of Medicine, 1995).
Health services research is m e r distinguished by its highly applied character
(White et al., 1992). Health care cornes to be known through HSR as a pt'dctical,
actionable object, something to be known not through philosophical or theoretical
reflection, but as an object of a practical rationality that would seek to change or improve
it. The field's applied character and engagement of methodological and conceptual
resources from a range of disciplines M e r make for blurry boundaries. Among other
commentators, the Institute of Medicine (1995:20) notes that it can be difficult to
distinguish the field of health services research from c'arenas'7 such as health care
management and health policy-making.
Blurred boundxies and multidisciplinarity notwithstanding, current work in
health senrices research has an intemal consistency that makes it easily recognizable.
Much of the contemporary work is population-based research that engages statistical
methods to address applied questions about medical services. Health services research

trafics in aggregate data sets made available by the installation of large-scale
administrative databases and computing facilities in health care sectors in the years
leading up to the 1970s (Andersen and Mooney, 1990). It has a strong numerical base.
In addition, the field's sensitivity and contribution to health policy concems reinforces

foms of research that focus on the performance, quality, effectiveness and efficiency of
health care services2.4

Eealth Services Research as an Evaluative Knowledne
-

A careful exploration of the relations that produce the forms of intelligiiility of

health care typical of contemporary HSR is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Scholarly historical analyses of how health seMces research has corne to take the form it
does, have yet to be written. The commentary on the development of HSR that does exist
haç

beec written primarily by US. health services researchers. For the most part, it

suggests a growth in HSR that proceeds as a more or less uninterrupted maturation and
refinement of capacities, knowledge and techniques (Fox, 2 99 1; Ginzberg, 1991; Flook

and Sanaaro, 1973).
A particulariy comrnon rhetorical device of such accounts is the naming of

pioneers or antecedents of HSR, most often in the figures of William Petty, William A.

Guy, Florence Nightingale and Avery Codman (see Pd-Shaheen, Clark and Williams,
1987; White et al., 1992; Thompson, 1981), fiom which HSR springs forth as an

increasingly sophisticated set of efforts to evaluate health services. Commentary of this

kind is characterized by narratives of progress and improvement h tells a story of the

consolidation of HSR through accounts of its funding base, the establishment of
foundations and professional associations, an expansion of research and journal activity,

a growing sophistication of methods, a diversification of the field's areas of study and an
increase in its policy relevance.
More theoretically interesting than standard historical narratives of progress is the
atîention paid in the literature to HSRysdevelopment in relation to state concems about
health and health care. HSR has been generally understood as a response to state
dernands for a better understanding of how health care services are "organized, financed
and delivered and with what consequences" (IOM, 1995:25). Health services research
follows upon problematizations of the heaith of populations, but also of health care

services. It develops alongside and contributes to its object As health care services
expanded and becarne more cornplex, HSR emerged as a site for systematic inquisr about
'health care systems' and practices, how they contribute to health and what rnakes them
costly. In respect of the United States, the problematic of cost is offered as the primary
irnpetuç behind the development of health senices research. Both Ginzberg (1991) and

the TOM (1979),for example, suggest that the emergence of HSR as a coherent field of
research in the 1960s obtained fiom the U.S. federal goverment's increased role in
financing health care services and its interest in reducing rising health care costs that
followed the introduction of Medicare and ~edicaid.)
--

-

-

-

Tracing the development of HSR in Canada would need to take into account early
efforts at the systematic inquiry of health care s e ~ k e sundertaken for the Hall
Commission on universal health insurance and for later provincial commissions and task
forces on the costs of health care services. For a review of some of these initiatives and

Of course, health services research is about more than a simple reflex of health
care

COS

concems or other state policy interests. Its development is a matter of the

coalescing of forms of rationality and of disciplinary techniques and resources in a
coherent project for knowing health care. Its distinct forms of intelligibility of health
care anse out of the convergence of developing modes of knowledge and health scienceof biostatistics, epiderniology, economicq and so on.

Understanding HSR in ways not

overdeterrnined by state practices or given to the mach of progress involves
foregrounding its development as a relatively distinct way of knowing health care. It also
involves understanding health seMces research as organized within relations of
govemance marked by the sipificance of numerically-based f o m s of expertise for
interpreting, directing, and adrninistering social practices (Rose, 1991).
Work on the origins of health senrices research can aid such an understanding by
locating it within a trajectory of evaluation-based inquiries of medicine and health care.
Codrnan and Nightingale certainly put forward unique projects located within particdar
social, political, institutional and disciplinq relations and distinct forms of medical
practice and concepts of health. Thinking about HSR in relation to them, however,
brings into view the kind of knowledge it is. Health services research does not simply
reply to questions posed by the State. Nor is it simply a research field that documents
features of the delivery of health care services. Health services research is one of a
number of ways in which medicine and heaIth care are brought into thought as they are

their reports see Mhatre and Deber (1 992).

problematized in different histoncal moments and under specific administrative gazes. It
is an evaluative knowledge, a social practice that enters into remaking health care
services and that is thus implicated in what it describes.
3.0

How Has Health Services Research Been Thought About?
Since its consolidation in the 1960s, health services research has enjoyed

considerable institutional success. Professional health services research associations,
journals and granting bodies have been established. In university settings, the field is
now routinely taught in graduate programmes in health policy, administration, clinical
epidemiology and public healîh (IOM, 1995). C'nder the aegis of the problematic of
health care costs and their containment, health services research has also been instdled
as the primary intellectual and justificatory base of contemporary health care policy.
Witness, for example, the report of the National Forum on Health (1997), one of the
most important health care policy documents produced in Canada in recent years. In
calling for the assessrnent of health care outcornes, in rewmmending the establishment

of accountability indicators for health care programmes, and in its concem for
geographic variations in health care practices, the report recommends a programme of
health care refonn conceptualiy coordinated by many of the principal discourse objects
of HSR.
In addition, in Canada, health services research institutes funded largely by

provincial govemments and comrnitted to producing knowledge about the effectiveness,

efficiency, and appropriateness of hedth care senices abound" Health services research
institutes and health seMces researchers are linked one with another and wïth the public

and private sectors through HEALNet, established in 1995 as one of Canada's Networks
of Centres of Excellence. Most recently, in 1997, the federal government committed $65
million to help establish the Health Services Research Fun4 administered by the
Canadian Health Services Research Foudation.
Given the considerable popularity and institutional success of health services
research both in Canada and elsewhere, one might expect an established scholarly inquiry
of the relation of expertise, knowiedge, discourse and health care restructurïng processes
to have formed around it.

Unfortunately, this has not been the case. The applied

character of much social research on health care is such that the most common textual
presence of HSR within the Iiterature is as a conceptual resource rather than as an
explicit object of analysis. Much of this sort of work is done by social scientists who,
while not engaging in studies of medical outcornes, variations in medical practices, or
other forma1 HSR initiatives, draw on its named or unnamed prernises to formulate
policy-oriented assessments of health care reforrn (see Chappell, 1993; Evans, 1992). In
so doing they give shape to a technical narrative of health services research, one that

These include The Institute for Clinical and Evaiuative Sciences in Ontario; The Centre
for Health Services and Policy Research, University of British Columbia; The Manitoba
Centre for Health Policy and Evaluation; Saskatchewan's Health SeMces Utilization and
Research Commission; The Centre for Health Economics and Policy Analysis, McMaster
University; The Population Health Resaarch Unit, Dalhousie University; The Institute for
Health and Outcomes Research, University of Saskatchewan; and The Centre for Health
Evaluation and Outcomes Sciences, St. Paul's Hospital, Vancouver.

understands its relationship to health care restnicturing in terms of a putative capacity to
remedy problems of cost escalation.
3.1

Scholarlv Analvses of Health Services Research
Fortunately, policy-based narratives that constitute HSR as Iittle more than a

technical fix for curent health care woes, or that try to deflate assertions about its policy
relevance (Evans, 1990) do not exhaust the currently available frameworks for
understanding its political significance. While f a . fkom well-developed, a scholarly
discussion that treats HSR as a central object of analysis has begun to appear in the
literature.

This discussion departs fkom the scientistic claims of health services

researchers and the relevances of policy-based discussions. It begins to pose questions
about health services research and generally avoids its representation as a neutral
technique for guiding health care restnicturîng.
Much of this discussion has taken place in the United States where HSR is welldeveloped and closely tied with the development of managed care (Belkin, 1997).
Political economists and others working in the United States have begun to write in ways
that treat seriously the character of health services research as a knowledge form. The
pnmary analytic framework organizing their consideration of HSR is the critique of
professional power. Tanenbaum (1994, 1996), for example, offers an immanent critique

of claims made about the relevance of outcornes research for clinical and policy decisionmaking. While arguing that clinical decision-making is fundarnentally interpretive and
therefore irreducible to research findings, she suggests that the political significance of

outcornes research rests in the relations through which it is epistemologically privileged
over what practicing physicians know.
Concerns about how HSR c m over-run the judgement of individual practicing
physicians are a h raised by Belkin (1994, 1997). For Belkin, the ascendancy of HSR is
but one expression of a "technocratic wish." Belkin describes the technocratic wish as a
"history of how democratic societies rely on an objectivity of standardized measures to
broker disagreement, rather than rely on individual expert judgment" ( 1997511).
Drawing on the history of science and medicine, he raises questions about how authority
over physicians is justified by processes through which knowledges that rely on
"objective" measures corne to be authorized and considered "truffil."
3.2

Political Economv Ap~roaches
Political economy perspectives have dso been dram upon by work that treats

HSR as a knowledge fom deserving of explicit critique.

Like the analyses of

Tanenbaum and Belkin, work on health services research informed by pditical economy
is framed by questions about medical autonomy (see Rappolt, 1996). At the same time, it
seeks to locate HSR within a broader social, political and economic context of health

care reform and makes suggestive remarks about its association with related forms of
measurement, caiculation and evaluation. One of iis more distinctive features is a stance
toward health services research that emphasizes its character as an objectifjmg discourse.
Here, the tendency is toward analyses of HSR that rely on a negative theory of power
(Foucault, 1979; 1980a). By negative theory of power 1 mean, following Foucault's

critique of it, ways of conceptualizing power as a repressive, constraining, and limiting
quantity. The recent work of Navarro (1993) and Frankford (1994) suggests some of the
possibiIities and limitations of this f o m of critique of HSR.
Navarro offers an anaiysis of the nature of HSR based on his response to an
important anthology (Whiteet al., 1992) that draws together previously published heakh
services research dating fiom the years 19 13 to 199 1. Navarre's critique of the text and

of HSR more broadly is framed within a social determinants of health perspective. He
notes that the relatively exclusive focus of health services research on clinical medicine
prevents an examination of the broader relations that shape both the delivery of health
care seMces and the nature of health problems faced by most iridividuals. He M e r

argues that its emphasis on ccconjuncturaldetails" to the exclusion of the structural
determinants of health and health care serves to reflect and reinforce the interests of the
"health policy establishment7'(1993: 1).
In a more complex argument:

Frankford, (1994: 784) likens health seMces

research to a "new form of Taylonsm in which data collection and analysis will
supposedly lead to optimal processes of diagnosis and treatment."

Drawing on the

critical theory of Habermas, he critiques HSR as a form of scientism and economism.

For Frank$ord, health services research enters into contemporary relations of health care
reforrn as an objectiQing d i s c o m . In his view, by representing reaIity as consisting

Frankford notes certain productive features of HSR including its promotion of the
conception of a cost cnsis in health care and its h i s h i n g of a "data-driven" language
that reinforces the assessment of technologically-based clinical medicine.

oniy of "phenornena that can be quantifieci and measured" HSR operates in ways that
obscure the fiilhess of human activity in relation to health and the body (1994:774).
3-3

Toward an Alternative

The analyses offered by Navarro and Frankford shed light on an important
property of discourses of knowledge-how they constrain or limit possibilities of thought.
Their discussions are suggestive of how HSR negates the complexity of people's
interactions with health care providers, by textually transforrning them into a set of
standardized and objectified rates and averages of medical events.
At the same time, there are problems with how Navarro and Frankford treat

health services research as a knowledge form implicated in health care restructunng.

For example, the use of Taylorist metaphors to descnie health services research is at risk
of projecting a history and set of social relations unique to industriai capitalism onto
contemporary health care developments that have a distinct development and social

form. In the American political economy literature, Taylorism appears as a common
rhetorical device in discussions linking population-based, medico-administrative data and
control of the medical profession (Salmon et al., 1994, Feinglass and Salmon, 1994).
However, the social relations through which contemporary medical practice has
becorne an object of investigation and constructed as a site of inefficiency and
ineffectiveness, and the work practices tbat organize its assessment are dif5erent fiom
those that shaped Taylorist scientific examination and management of indusirial labour
processes. While both forms of assessrnent share in the use of statistical and calculative

techniques, the contemporary evaiuation of nedical practice is concerted with the
construction of the patient as a rational consumer and the fumishing of a knowledge for
use in government, hospitals and other sites of professional work to manage new

problems of inefficiency. This is not the same process as the monitoring of labour that
appeared during the heyday of industrial capital.
Inscnbing the social character of HSR in terms of its support of "interested
positions" as Navarro does, also has analytic shortcomings. Health services research is
not part of a master plan of rule. Its support of political interests cannot be read off the
surface of its texts. Feminists and midwives, for example, have used data on regional
variations in hysterectomy rates as part of a challenge to the organization of health care
services that is not contained by the relevances of cost-reduction (see Ferris and McMainKlein, 1995).
In addition to missing the contradictory uses of health services research, the

perspectival approach to knowledge that grounds statements of how HSR supports this or
that interest limits the analytic terrain of the category 'social.' The main problem is how
an inquiry concemed with the specificity of HSR and the significance of its calculative
practices for shaping the way health care services are understood and organized is
disafirmed by such approaches. Understanding HSR only as reinforcing the interests of
a "health care policy establishment" treats health services research in a derivative
fashion. It comments on a new way of knowing in ways that expatiate an established
scholarty discussion about the relative power of physicians, the state and capital. The

risk of such an analytic strategy is that health services research appears as significant for
health care reform only as a resource or tool in a contest for power that is the main object
of analysis. Within this analytic fiamework, the burden of exploring HSR as a practical
exercise of power, as an activity that helps order action in health care through people's
engagement with its particular codiguration of calculative practices, narrative strategies,
texhial forms and broader forms of intelligibility of health care does not present itself.
But this is precisely what 1 have trïed to do in this work. 1am not concemed with
health services research as an opportunity to participate in applied analysis of the
direction that health care reform should take. Nor am 1 interested in pondering its policy
relevance. Instead, I want to fashion a reflexive inquiry of a knowledge form, an inquiry
that pauses to wonder about and explore how health services research, in its particular
discursive and textual configurations, is consequential for relations of power in health
care. Rather than folding HSR into the existing analytic contour of discussion about
health care restmcturing, as in its appearance withîn debates about the professional status

of medicine, 1 want to give it its analyti-c due.
Treating health services research as a principle object of analysis requires careful
empirical investigation of it. One way this dissertation is distinguished fiom existing
scholarly work on HSR is in the sensitivity of its inquiry of the discursive character of

HSR and of the text-mediated relations through which it is promoted and used in health
care settings. 1make few grand statements here that would either lionize or disparage
health seMces research. Instead, 1 offer detailed discussions of specific texts of HSR and

how they participate in and organize governing practices. 1 want to emphasize in ways
not done before, the significance that the particular textual reaIity of HSR h a s for how it
is a part of the way health care is being restructured
4.0

The Institute For Clinical Evaluative Sciences In Ontario

The texts that 1 address in subsequent chapters of this dissertation have all been
produced at the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences (ICES). Many of the research

interviews I conducted were with people who worked there. Given the empincal
significance of the Institute for my dissertation, some orienting remarks about it are
called for. In this section 1 begin with basic background idormation about ICES. I then
turn to an account of the health services research produced at the Institute. 1 emphasize

the applied and population-based character of the core program of ICES research. 1also
offer examples of some of the publications produced by ICES scientists and describe the
main textua1 fonns for the dissemination of the Institute's research. 1 d o s e with a
suggestive discussion of how ICES research is produced Here, rny remarks focus on
relations of state funding, on the reiations through which mediceadminisû-ative nurnbers
are made, and on the organization of collaborative work forms.
4.1

Institutional Background
The Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences is an independent, provincially-

funded research institute committed to the production of health services research on
Ontario's health care system. Housed in a small building located on the grounds of the

Sunnybrook and Wornen's College Health Sciences Centre, the I d t u t e was established
in Apnl 1992 with funding fkom the provincial government for a five year period. In
1997, the Ministry of Health renewed its funding cornmitment to the Institute in the

arnount of roughly 5 million dollars per year unti12003.
ICES pursues a ngorous program of applied health care research, guided by an
agenda focused on the active dissemination of research considered to contribute to the
efficiency, effectiveness and quality of medical care in the province (Institute for Clinical
Evaluative Sciences, 1993, 1995). Currently, some 90 individuals work at the Institute.

They include ICES scientists, most of whom are University of Toronto faculty members
trained in medicine a d o r clinical epidemiology; research coordinators with a range of
backgrounds that include clinical as well as pst-graduate training in epidemiology,
demography, and quantitative research metbods; research transfer staff whose work
focuses on the communication and dissemination of ICES research; biostatisticians;
cornputer programers; administrative staff; research fellows and graduate students.

ICES is one of the most important centres for the production of applied health
care research in the province, if not the counûy. The Institute is well known in sites of
health care policy development and delivery; its health services research circulates
widely and is taken seriously. Among the Institute7ssenior scientists are close advisors
to the Ministry of Health and Ontario's Health Senices Resmtcturing Commission.

4.2

Health Senrices Research at CES: Forms of Inquirv and their Textual
Embodiment
While 1did not carry out a formal participant observation or case study of ICES, 1

did meet with and interview a number of the people who work there. Many were quite
enthusiastic about the work they were doing and the place they were doing it in. A
number spoke with excitement about participating in a novel, applied research
endeavour. For example, in explaining why she had corne to work at the Institute, one of
the research coordinators 1 interviewed spoke about ICES as a
place where there is leading edge thinking beïng done about not only the
type of research we do, but about what we do with it at the end to change
the way health care is delivered to people. Not only to make it
cheaper...but to give people efficient, effective health care that maxirnizes
their health.
(Research Coordinator O5/97)
The research coordinator's rem&

organize ICES research.

are suggestive of the practical relevances that

Like much other health services research, the Institute's

intellectual product is applied knowledge about health care. One articulation of such
applied relations of knowledge is "putting research into practice," an important guiding
principle of the Institute's work. Not only does it appear as the title of one of ICES's
annual reports, it informs the work of ICES research transfer staff and was an often
spoken phrase in my i n t e ~ e w swith Institute scientists and researchers. Intending
practical uses of research is part of what shapes ICES investigators' relationship to their
work. It helps organize the research efforts of the Institute's many researchers as a
collective enterprise, one marked by the production of knowledge that might guide

pdicy-makers, health providers and others in their work of organizing and delivering
health care servicesThe coordinator's remarks M e r suggest some of the specificities of the type of
applied knowledge produced at ICES. At the InstiMe: making practicable knowledge
about health care is not a fiee for dl. Not any actionable knowledge will do. The
research coordinator's comments about efficiency and the maximization of health trace,
however faintly, the privileged Location within the Institute's intellectual programme, of
research that seeks to know features of health care delivered to populations as a whole.
At ICES, such population-based health seMces research is largely statistical in
orientation and focused on documenting and probiematizing patterns of health care. It

draws on large-scale databases including those used for epiderniological surveillance of
health care (the Ontario Health Care Survey, Vital Statistics, Statistics Canada census
information, etc.) and those designed for administrative purposes (the Canadian Institute

for Health Information database of hospital discharge abstracts, the National Physician
Database, which compiles data fiom the provincial health insurance plans, the Ontario

Dmg Benefit Claims File, etc.) to describe and pose questions of regional and temporal
variations in aggregate medical events.

Among the most popular of such medico-

statistical events are rates of surgical procedures, average lengths of hospitai stay and
rates of readmission.
While work on patterns and variations in health care practices is a mainstay of

ICES research activity, it is not the only hm of health services research undertaken at

the Institute. In the years since ICES was established, its researchers have carried out a
wide range of research studies on many aspects of the organization and delivery of health
care and published papers and reports covering a wide range of topics. The Institute has
participated in and funded studies of the ïmplementation of clinical practice guidelines
such as the Ottawa Ankle Rules (Stiell et al., 1995). ICES faculty have conducted
research projects on physicians' prescribing practices (Hux, Levinton and Naylor, 1994)

and developed patient decision aides for breast cancer and other health problerns
(Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences, 1997:10-1 1).

They have expIored the

economic impact of cardiovascular disease (Chan, Coyte and Heick, 1996) and written
about the relationship of wife abuse and W transmission (Degani, Ferris and Norton,
1997). Methodological work on the use of administrative data in health seMces research
(Hawker, et al., 1997; Cohen, 1993) and on the developrnent of appropriate measures of
health outcome (Goodwin and Llewellyn, 1994; Orkin et al., 1993) has been conducted
by ICES researchers, as has work on the organization of long term .tare services (Coyte
and Young, 1997) and on the societal factors that relate to differences of access to health
care services (Wen, Goel and Williams, 1996; McIsaac, GoeI and Naylor, 1997).
These are but a few examples of an impressive body of research carricd out by
those who work at a highly successfiil centre for the production of research texts. A
recent ICES publication called In Print provides a selective listing of some of the more
than 500 published journal articles written or CO-writtenby ICES scientists since the
Institute was established. They include contributions to a number of the leading health

services research and medical j o m d s . In addition to published research articles, the
Institute produces 'corporate products' available to the public free of charge or on a cost
recovery basis.
ICES research is made available to the public in a number of texhial forms the
most important of which are workùig papers, briefing notes, the publication infom4

and the series of research documents known as the ICES Practice Atlases. ICES working
papers are short research reports, many of which are revised for forma1 academic
publication. In chapter five I explore how one such working papa was drawn upon in
the refonn of hospital care. Briefing notes are short descriptions of ICES research
reports written for a lay audience. informed is a quarterly newsletter that reconstitutes
biomedical and health services research for its physician/readers. It is the ernpirical

focus of chapter four. The Practice Atlases are the most widely recognized and important
of ICES's research publications. They are a showpiece for the Institute's research on
variations and are designed to provide comprehensive overviews of patterns of health
care delivery in Ontario. The series includes volumes that focus on specific medical

conditions, as well more general volumes that explore a wider range of medical
interventions. Chapter three offers a careful examination of the volume that inaugurated
the series.

4.3

The Production of Health Services Research at ICES

Of course, behind the pages and pages of research t e a produced by the Institute

are complex forms of work organization, divisions of labour, relations of funding, and of

knowledge production. How ICES research is made is a complex research problem that
deserves a separate, detailed investigation. While my discussions with people at ICES
addressed the question of how ICES research is produced, they only begin to open up for
consideration the complex relations involved Below, 1sketch out some of the fùnding
relations, foms of data production, and collaborative work relations that shape the
organization of research at the Institute.
4.3 1

Relations of Funding
1 have already noted that ICES is funded by the provincial government Scholarly

accounts of the formation of the Institute further point to its emergence as part of changes
in the early 1990's in the relationship between the state and the medical profession
(Rappolt, 1996; Cobum, Rappolt and Bourgeaulf 1997). In Ontario, these were marked
by new forms of shared responsibility between the provincial government and organized

medicine for the management of the health care system. They were realized in early
initiatives such as the Scott Task Force on the Use and Provision of Medical Services and
were given formal expression in the Framework Agreement between the Province of

Ontario and the Ontario Medical Association (oMA).~
The Scott Task Force was established in 1988 and included membership fiom the OMA
and the Ministry of Health. Its mandate was to "examine utilization data for the
determination of practice patterns, the development of clinical guidelines and systems for
monitoring cornpliance, technology assessment, and the assessment of factors affecting
the demand for medical services (Task Force on the Use and Provision of Medical
SeMces, cited in Rappolt, 1996). Arnong its many initiatives were clinical and policy
studies of lithotripsy, hip and knee replacement, and osteoporosis; the production and
dissemination of cholesterol and thyroid testing guidelines; and research on hospital
utilization, walk-in clinics, fee-for-service vs. alternative funding mechanisms, and the

ICES was initially established as a research a m of the Joint Management
Cornmittee (JMC). A comrninee of the OMA and the Ministry of Health (MOH), the

JMC

wr?s established

under the Framework Agreement and provided an organizational

forum for policy discussions that focused primarily on physician "manpower"
management and on the utilization of medical seMces (Rappoit, 1996: 157-159).
RappoIt argues that while there was considerable ambiguity about îhe role KES would
take, eady expectations among MOH bureaucrats and OMA executives were that KES
would produce research toward the developrnent of clinical practice guidelines. These
expectations were not realized; whiie ICES has participated in and supportai guidelines
initiatives they are hardly the focus of its research activities.
WhiIe the M C was disbanded in the mid-199O7s, ICES continues to produce
applied health care research that is fundeci by the provincial govemmenf even as it seeks
to enter into complex relations of health care management involving multiple actors
including ministry oficials, the Ontario Hospital Association, individual hospital boards,
cornmittees, and administrators, practicing physicians, and othen. ICES does not simply
produce research for use by its funder. At the same tirne, state fùnding creates certain
pressures and foms of accountability that bear upon the Institute's work-

misappropriation of OHIP codes (Rappolt, 1996:155-156). Under the terms of the
Framework and Interim Economic Agreement, April, 1991, the OMA gained the nght to
represent and collect mandatory dues from al1 Ontario practicing physicians (Rappolt,
1996:208). Coburn et al. (1997) note that the Agreement provided the OMA greater
input into health care policy through fora such as the JMC. They further point out that in
exchange for formal recognition of its bargaining role, the OMA agreed to share the cost
of increased utilization of medical services (1997: 8-9).

In a discussion with one of the InstiMe's senior managers it was made quite clear
to me that intemally h d e d research activities and exnamurally funded projects that
consume ICES resources must meet its mandate. The Institute is enjoined to produce
research that is relevant to the contemporary health care policy concems of the provincial
government.

It must also do work considered to contribute broadly to 'good

management' of the health care system. Beyond that ICES must be 'productive:'
We do have accountability built in.... In order to maintain our funding and
to ensure a renewal and to have access to resources we...have to have
highly visible products that are not only circdating but are deemed credible
and important. And 1 think al1 the scientists appreciate that... If we don't
have a basic level of productivity we won't, it won't happen.

(Senior Scientist O6/97)
4.3 2

ICES, Health Services Research and Medico-administrative Numbers
As I rnentioned above, ICES meets its research mandate through a focus on

popdation-based health services research and particularly through the study of patterns
of health care practices. The Institute emphasizes a program of research on geographic

and temporal variations in medical events. This form of research and the numericallybased forms of representation of health care that it proffers, rely on a complex of social
practices that produce aggregate, administrative numbers about health care.

The research activities that go on at ICES involve further manipulation of such
numbers by biostatisticians and the production of texts that bring numbers and words into
relation with one another.

While ICES documents clearly have a life beyond the

Institute, in hospitals, government offices and other institutional sites where they are

modified and incorporated into still more texts, they do mark an important moment of
the assimilation of administrative numbers into report forms and textual genres that

circulate widely in sites where health care is delivered, planned and managed. The work

going on beyond the Institute that produces the numbers its scientists draw on in making
health services research is extremely cornplex. Let me offer a few remarks that register
the significance of the social relations of administrative number-making for the forms of

knowledge produced at ICES.

In the health services research literature, the field's reliance on administrative
numbers such as those found in the Canadian Lnstitute for Health Information's discharge
abstract database @AD)' finds expression as discussions about the quality and reliability
of administrative health care data (Williams and Young, 1996).

Health sewices

researchers are concemed with the numericd foundation of their tnith daims,
7

In 1994, the Hospital Medical Records Institute, the MIS Group, the Wealth Information
Division of Health Canada and the Health Statistics Division of Statistics Canada were
consolidated withh a single organization-the Canadian Institute for Health Information
( C H ) . C H is responsible for developing, coordinating, and maintaining Canada's
"comprehensive health information system." (Health Canada, 1998). Its major activities
include deveIoping and promoting data standards, protocols and systems of classification;
maintaining and operating 16 national databases and registries; providing analysis tools
to assist hospitals in managing patients, health care treatments and facilities; producing
reports on hospital utilization trends and variations on the basis of the data it collects.
CIHI'S Discharge Abstract Database @AD) collects &ta on hospital discharges
nationally. The database contains clinical, demographic and administrative data on
patient discharge including most responsible physician/diagnosis, principal procedure,
patient gender, date of birth, admission category, length of stay and so on. C m ' s
activities in respect of its DAD help shape a network through which participating heaith
care facilities contribute coded data that C W aggregates, classifies and rernits in the
form of reports on hospital resource utilization that are both facility-specific and that
compare like facilities one with another (Canadian Institute for Health Information,
1999).

particularly with its clinical sensitivity. However, when considered from outside their
structure of relevance, these methodological anxieties offer something of a glimpse at the
artefactual character of HSR.
Concerts about enforcing coding standards and so on suggest how the versions of
health care constituted by health services research draw on numbers that themselves have
been made up through a complex of work and activity. These activities, which the
textual surface of HSR seeks to eliminate from view, include the charting activities
engaged in as part of the day-to-day text-mediated organization of clinical work, a host of
coding practices through which patient's clinical data is translated into the administrative
categones of standardized databases, the generation of classification systems and
guidelines and protmls for their use, the collection and aggregation of data in an
administrative center (CH), and so on.
Drawing attention to the forms of "invisible work" that take place within
networks (Star, 1991:33) for the generation of numbers, points to the Instihite's location
within a particular set of reIations. As developed at ICES, health services research is a
knowledge form produced through the concerting of clinicd, managenal and researchbased relations. It is enabled by work practices occurrïng beyond ICES through which
clinical inscriptions are produced, transformed into medico-administrative information,
and aggregated, calculated and otheMise worked on at C M .

The relations involved are not innocent. When, for example, medical records
staff translate clinical inscriptions into the relevant categories of CIHI'S DAD they

understand that they are entering the hospitalysclinical work into the standard fonns of a
developing fûnding technology, one that is being used to reorganize hospital
remuneration in ways based on the number and type of cases treated. However, rather

than viewing coding pracîices made with an awareness of their resource implication as a
meîhodologicai problem for HSR, one might do well to consider how HSR is a way of
knowîng organized within a text-mediated intersection of clinical and managenal
relations. Health services research is a form of knowledge that draws on data whose
social relations of production and use accomplish routine medico-administrative
pracîices in health care settings. It is also a knowledge form that reconfigures that data
within a social organization of research-based assessrnent of hedth care-

4.33

Collaborative Work Relations

The health services research produced at ICES is also made through relations of
collaboration.

It is a cooperative endeavour made possible by inter-institutional

coIlaboration and an eIaborate division of labour interna1 to the Institute- Many of the
research projects undertaken by ICES scientists involve participation on the part of

researchers working in other organizations. Some of these individuals are adjunct faculty
of ICES, others are not. The University of Toronto Centre for Bioethics, the University

of Ottawa, the Arthritis Society, Ontario Division, the Joint Policy and Planning
Cornmittee, the Ontario Heart and Stroke Foundation, CIHI, the Canadian Cancer
Society, Ontario Division, the Ontario Medical Association-these are but a few of the

many organizations with which ICES scientists have established working relationships as
part of conducting their research.

Establishing such 'institutional linkages' is an

important feature of how ICES produces HSR.

It is reported on regularly in the

Institute's annual reports and arose in my i n t e ~ e w sas part of discussions about how
ICES tries to ensure that its work is "put into practice."
Collaborative work relations within the Instiîute are also important to the
production of its health seMces research. The basic work organktion through which

HSR is made at ICES is the research project. Within the Institute, carrying out research
projects involves bnnging together varied research staff wittrin a division of labour with
definite lines of authority. It also involves using management practices for monitoring
the progress of ICES research projects, both individually and as a whole.
ICES researchers work together in complex ways that Vary fiom project to

project. Roughly speaking, however, projects are t y p i d y headed by ICES scientists.
As principal investigators, they assume responsibility for projects and are often the

pnmary writers of research reports. Research coordinators, most of whom are women

conduct literature searches, compile bibliographies, administer surveys, conduct focus
groups and engage in writing tasks.

Technical team members-biostatisticians and

cornputer programmers-produce the statistics that appear as the core findings of ICES
research, but do not generally engage in report writing.
At any one time, ICES scientists, research coordinators, and technical staff work

on a nurnber of research projects simultaneously, each with a potentially different

composition of research 'tearn mernbers.' As such, part of the work organization at ICES
involves establishing managerial practices for matching research coordinators and
technical staff who have different skills and 'personalities,' with the particular research
needs of a given project and with the 'personalities' of its principal investigator. It also
involves developing reporting procedures for monitoring the progress, costs and staff
time used on the Institute's various research projects. At the time of my interviews such

reporting procedures had only k e n recently introduced at ICES, with consequences that
were descnied as a "culture clash:"
Initially it \vas a culture clash among the faculty and among the scientists
and al1 the staff-... 1don't know what your research shop's like but we' ve
gone, some of us corne fiom an academic environment where you just
work on your own. You did your projects and no one monitored and
that's the environment E'm from. And now we're working you know,
funded by the Ministry and we're very accountab1e and becoming more
and more so. There's, its been a difficult transition.
(Research Coordinator 05/97)
4.4

Toward the Next Chapter

This chapter has set the stage for an exploration of health seMces research as a
social practice of health care refom. My central aim has k e n to provide readers a
degree of familiarity with heaIth services research, both generally and as developed at the
Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences. Thus, 1 have outlined the population-based
character of contemporary HSR discussed its relationship to earlier foms of health care
assessrnent and explored some of the relations of production of ICES research. In

discussing and critiquing scholarly analyses of health services research, 1have also nied

to identi@ the problematics that distinguish my own work Chiefamong them is an
interest in HSR as an active knowledge fonn and a concern with the relationship between
its textual and discursive configurations and its implication in health care govemance.

The next chapter builds on the account of health services research provided here,
in an analysis that begins a series of more careful investigations of the textuality of HSR
and relations of governance in health care. The remarks I have made so far about the

population-based research pursued at ICES provide some indication of its discursive
form. The health services research made at ICES is applied, it focuses on patterns of
health a r e , and it is statistically-based
Like other discourses of knowledge it is not innocent. Health services research
makes tnithful statements; it seeks to persuade its readers to a version of the problematic
nature of health care services and what should be dune about it. In the next chapter 1
flesh out the rhetorical character of health servicesresearch. Drawing on a text analysis
of the ICES Proctzce Atlas (1994) I direct careful attention to the formal discursive
properties of population-based HSR By carefully exploring the textual surface of HSR, 1
want to show readers what kind of knowledge it can be. Most importantly 1want to
examine the constitutive conventions through which it produces govemable versions of
health care.

Chapter Three
The Constitutive Conventions of Health Services Research
3.0

Introduction
The contemporary governance of health care involves more than efforts to cut

health care costs, more than the introduction of market relations in the delivery of health
services, more than shifts in the deployrnent of resources within health care. It involves
important and inchoate transformations in how health and health Gare are understood; the
development and circulation of new knowledges beyond biomedicine that are drawn
upon in goveming strategies that concem matters of health. These knowledges ground
new initiatives for securing health and new ways of planning, managing and making
judgements about health care services.
In a recent article, Robin Bunton (1998) argues that systems for the care of il1
people are being remade as systems for monitoring the health and welfare of populations.
Health senrices research is an intellectual technology that figures prominently in this
transformation. The broad bmsh strokes of the previous chapter indicated certain
prominent discursive features of HSR, including its focus on variations in medicostatistical events. This chapter extends the earlier one by drawing closer attention to the
form of medico-administrative rationality proffered by population-based heaîth services
research on variations in health care. By medico-administrative rationality 1 mean the

cornplex of concepts, objects of discourse and intellectual procedures that form a
coherent system of thought about the nature and reforrn of health care.
The purpose of the chapter is not simply to catalog the discursive propenies of the

peculiar rationality of health seMces research. Rather, it is to make an argument about
one forrn of text-mediated goveming practice that HSR is bound up with. Following
other work that accords discourse a productive or generative capacity (Smith, 1999;
Foucault 1980, 1982; Miller and Rose, 1990; 1994; Bany, Osborne and Rose, 1996), 1
argue that HSR is implicated in relations of governance through its constitution of a
particular version of health care. Health seMces research does not simply report on
health care practices in an unrnediated fashion; it enters health care into thought as an
object of managerial reflection. Health seMces research participates in and enables
relations of rule in health care by 'producing' health care in govemable terms.
The chapter is further organized by an emphasis on the modes of knowing health
care proffered by health services research as vested in the texts of which it is constituted.
Health services research inscribes health care within relations of g o v e m c e that are
produced and reproduced as its readers operate its conceptual practices. As such, my
concem is not only to make daims about the productive capacity of expertise, but to
explore the inscriptive mechanics that underwrite it.
The chapter engages in a particuiar type of text analysis. Like other substantive
chapters of the dissertation, my discussion is focused on a particular document and
engages foms of analysis sensitive to textual form and relations of textual engagement.

Unlike later chapters, however, my present remarks do not empirically explore how HSR
actually helps organize new ways of acting within and upon health care in a managena1
way.

These are matters dealt with in chapter four, which addresses how HSR is

refomulated at ICES in efforts to encourage evidence-based medical practice and
chapter five, which examines how local hospital managers take up health services
research in their efforts to restructure patient care.
Lnstead, the form of analysis 1 carry out here is preoccupied with textual surface.
Following Smith (1999:45-69), 1 want to explore the constitutive conventions of health
services research. My interest is in the particular inscriptive practices that produce health
care in a form that permits and is required by contemporary practices of planning,
managing, and restruchuing health care senrices. My discussion is empirically based on

a document produced by ICES scientists called Patterns of HeaZth Care in Ontario: [CES
Practice A t h , First Edition (Naylor, Anderson and Goel, 1994). It contributes to my

earlier discussion of how HSR at the tnstitute is produced, by drawing attention to foms
of inscriptive work-writing, organizing data visually and comecting prose with graphical
elements-that both constitute health care as a medico-administrative object and that
provide the textual conditions of a particular evaluative and problematizing way of
knowing health care.
The constitutive conventions of medico-administrative rationality that I
investigate ground HSR as an expsitory and problematizing discourse. They include
ways of making up health care as kinds of pattemed objects by interrelating foms of

prose with specific visual organizations of numerical data. Comparative gestures such as
those that problematize local health care patterns by relating thern with patterns observed
in other junsdictions are a further discursive mechanics that ground the Atlas's medicoadministrative rationality. Another convention is the depioyment of evidence in efforts
to explain variations in health care in ways that draw on the discourse object 'practice
style.' The articulation of an indirect strategy for the evidential govemance of health
care delivery is a further discursive feature that grounds a managerial stance toward
health care. In concert, such ways of inscribing health services research create health

care as an object of a particular medico-administrative or managenal rationality.
Ratfier than isolate such conventions in an uialysis that disengages them fiom the
text, 1 have tried to fashion a discussion that preserves the form of their rhetoricai
deplopent in the Atlas. This has involved basing my analysis on a small section of the
Atlas entitled "~holec~stectom~'"
which is reproduced as Figure 1. This approach is in

keeping with various textual analyses of scientific knowledge that offer carefül readings

of small portions of published research (Bazerman, 2988; Lemke, 1998; Lynch, 2990).
Reproducing the text under investigation presents certain analytic advantages. It makes

'

A cholecystectomy is the surgical removal of the gall bladder.
.ei open
cholecystectomy involves the gall bladder's removal through a major incision made in
the muscle of the abdominal wall. A laparoscopie choIecystectomy is perfonned with
surgical instruments and a laparoscope with a mowited camera that are inserted intù
smail puncture incisions made in the abdomen (Marshall, 1991). The authors of
"Cholecystectomy'~do not distinguish between the two procedures. Cholecystectomies
are perfomed for patients who develop complications arising fiom cholelithiasis
(gallstones) (e-g. severe pain, inflammation, cancer, jaundice) (Marshall, 1991). For a
further clinical discussion of cholecystectomy see Figure 1.

Figure 1
"Cholecystectomy.* ICES Pracîice Atlas
(2994), p. 94-97.
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visible the textual sequencing of discursive conventions that ground a rationality. It also
has the effect of bringing something of "what kind of thing [a] knowledge" (Bazerman,
1988:18) is to readers, while offeilng them an opportuniity to consider a given analysis in

light of their own reading of the reproduced text
At the same tirne, it presents certain disadvantages. Most notably, it involves a

fom of analysis that c m be extremely detailed and technical. Exploring the constitutive
conventions of discourse as they are realized in a small portion of text necessitates a
dense discussion that can appear overly concemed with textual minutiae. I have tried to
respond to this problem by suggesting moments within c'Cholecystectomy" that are
illustrative of more general features of the Arlas.

Even at those times when my

discussion is focused on the particularities of how numbers are assembled or how words
corne together in a particular rhetorical foxm, it is put fonvard in the spirit of an analysis
concemed with the inscnptive grounding of an important form of goveniing knowledge.
Before getting to rny discussion of "Cholecystectomy," 1 provide suggestions for
why one rnight want to explore the textual surface of HSR. In plming these forward, 1
briefly discuss existing work on the discursive character of health services research.
These remarks are followed by an autobiographical narrative that describes my early
encounters with the Atlas- Here 1underscore its evaluative character and lay out some of
its basic textual characteristics. Next 1 outline m e r constitutive features of the Atlas,
review some of the theoretical resources 1 enlist in my analysis of "Cholecystectomy"

and frame my text analysis by locating the Atlas in its broader disciplinary and political
context. 1 then offer my text analysis of c'Cholecystectomy'' proper.
3.1

Attending to the Textual Specificitv of Health Services Research

My interest in providing a place within the thesis that deals pnncipally with the
textual character of HSR has many sources. Of course, prirnary among them is my
research interest in textually-mediated relations of govemance. Understanding people's
acnons as coordinated through their activation of texts requires that attention be directed
at the material character of those texts. At the same time, my primary analytîc concern in
this chapter is with the inscriptive grounding of HSR's constitutive capaciw. Claiming
that HSR's production of health care as govemable object is a textual affair calls for
forms of analysis that display and illuminate the textual mechanics invotved.
1M e r intend my text analysis of the Practice A t l a s to intervene in the character

of scholarly discussion of HSR's implication in relations of govemance.

Critical

analyses that attend carefirIIy to health services research as a form of knowledge or that
investigate its discursive form are rare. As rnentioned in the previous chapter, most
scholarly discussion of HSR is denvative. Thus, what little attention the Atlas has
received has taken the f o m of iilustrative remarks made as part of analyses that focus
either on the changing nature of state-medicine relationships in Ontario (Coburn et al.,
1997; Rappolt, 1997) or the differing uses of health services research in Canadian and
U.S. policy-making (Tanenbaum, 1996). As we have seen, this situation also holds for
work that deals with HSR in general.

Those analyses that do deal more centra11y with HSR as a knowledge forxn
emphasize its disabling or negative feaîures. As discussed earlier, Navarro (1993) argues
that health services research prevents an understanding of the broader social, political,
and economic relations that shape the delivery of health care. In a related argument,
Frankford emphasizes how it operates in a repressive fashion, negating and
overwhelming alternative medico-humanist ways of knowing health care
Analyses of this sort leave me dissatisfied.

Cursory descriptions of health

services research as a numencally-based and objectifjing knowledge fail to accord its
discursive character the specificity of analysis required for a careful consideration of how
it is a part of relations of govemance in health care.

The treatment of HSR as

epiphenornenon, as a resource or tool in a more central struggle between the state,
capital, and organized medicine (Navarro, 1993; Rappolt, 1996) or its elaboration as an
instance of something that it is not, most notably Taylorisrn (Fr&ord,

1994), faits to

recognize that health services research organizes and participates in relations of mle as
health services research.
How HSR goes to work, the relations which it enables and is a part of, is a matter

of what it is, which in a fundamental way is a grouping of texts. HSR exists as text. It

has distinctive textual foms that record particular calculative practices, constitutive
conventions and forms of argumentation through which health care is made known as an
applied, managerial object.

Treating health services research as an objectiwng discourse that only negates
and effaces is a limited analytic endeavour. It misses out on thinking about how the
textual configurations of HSR mark a distinct way of constituting and knowing health
care. It also misses out on the way these texîual conventions facilitate how documents
such as the Atlas enter into and organize relations of health care management.
Addressing HSR as an explicit object of analysis invites a refocusing of one's analytic
gaze on the obvious. Careful scnitiny of the textual character of HSR can help ground a
shift from a derivative analysis of HSR to one that takes serioudy the operation of new
modes of knowledge in health care reform.
3.2

The Practice Atlas - First Encounters

The Practice Atlas was the first major research document produced by the
Institute for Clinical Evaluaîive Sciences. It received unprecedented attention in both the

lay and medical press (Priest, 1994, 1994a; Benedetti, 1994; MicWeburgh, 1994; van
Rign, 1994; Noble, 1994; Bonellino, 1994) and generated more controversy than any
other ICES research publication since released. The Atlas is an edited collection of
original research that draws on epidemiological and administrative data to provide what
is claimed to be a comprehensive overview of population-based patterns of health care in
Ontario. Early chapters offer an assessrnent of the 'performance' of the Ontario health
care system based on statistical analyses of the state of health of the population and of
temporal and regional variations in the utilization of broad areas of health service
deliveq such as acute hospital care, physician services and prescription dnigs.

In later chapters, the focus on broad areas of semice is replaced with an emphasis
on specific medical events of two types: surgical services such as appendectomy and
breast cancer surgery, and the duration of patients' hospitalization, referred to as a length

of stay. In these chapters, assessrnent is made through consideration of temporal and
geographical variation in medical events, given statistical expression as rates of surgicat
practices and average lengths of stay for paRicular medical conditions or surgical
procedures.
The publication of data in the Atlas that openly identiw hospitals and regions and
that depict widespread variations in surgical care is the primary source of its evaluative

character and of the controversy it generated upon its public release. Media coverage of
the A t h reproduced some of its findings about inexplicable regionaI variations in
surgical care including, for example, a three-fold province-wide variation in
hysterectomy rates and four-fold differences in the rate of breast c o n s e ~ n gsurgery

For the Atlas's table of contents, see Figure 2.
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provided within Toronto (Prïesî, cited in Rappolt, 1996:167).

'

Rappolt suggests that the medical profession's response to such publicity ranged
from cool to hostile. In describing her interviews with physicians following the report's
release, she writes that "some surgeons were squirming in embarrassrnent and k i n g
with resentment in response to the data published in the Atlas" (i996:168). Ln her view,
academics and politicai l e a d e ~ within
s
organized medicine found the Atlas "humiliating
for individual and regional outiiers and for the profession at large" (168). Clearly, not

onIy did the Atlas fumish a knowledge that evaluated medical practice, it sparked

Openly identiwng hospitals. in data on variations in lengths of stay and other masures
of 'performance' was an important feature of a series of manuals of management
information launched in 1994 by the Joint Policy and Planning Committee (JPPC)(1994,
1994a, 1994b). (The JPPC was established in 1992 as a padnership between the Ontario
Ministry of Kealth and the Onttario Hospital Association- Its mandate is to "faciiitate the
implementation of hospital reform in Ontario." (Joint Policy and Planning Cornmittee,
1998). The Atlas, however, marks the first time that Ontario hospitais were openly
named in a text of heaIth services research that sought to comprehensively survey the
province's health care system. The identification of hospitals within the textual f o m of
an atlas, certainly facilitates comparative use of the text. It also grounds its evaluative
potential. The observance of wide-spread geographic variations in surgical rates not
accountable by the socio-demographic make-up of regions ofien has been treated as
evidence of potentially unnecessary or inappropriate care. One of the contriiutors to the
AfIas that 1 met and spoke with offered the following comments about the Atlas: "We
said okay, we have approximately 200 acute care hospitals and here are the numbers,
with hospitals named, and then al1 of a sudden that derted the hospitals to the fact that
somebody was monitoring what they were doing.... Al1 the hospitals are fimded under a
global budget.... Nobody has really looked at what they are doing with the money. It has
been for each hospital to decide the seMces that they would provide for the most part...
And nobody really paid attention and we said, not ody, 'here's what hospitals are doing,'
but 'here's how they compare with their pers.' And the cornparisons are really what
draw people's attention and al1 of a sudden we put the numbers in the Atlas and then
there were questions from the press, there were questions from the ministry, there were
questions fiom organized medicine. Why are your numbers high? Why are your
numbers low? What's going on here?"

relations of public shaming of the medical profession. Exploring how the Atlas is put
together as a text can provide insight into the textual underpinning of complex relations

of medical assessment.
Intended for use by hospital administrators, dinicians, and health care policy
makers, the Arlas is a weighty document, over 320 pages long. With seven substantive

research chapters that combine research narratives with vaned forms of numerical data
and some 20 contributors including ICES faculty and associate faculty, research
coordinators, technical team members, and research collaborators, the Atlas is a densely
packed text with a near encyclopedic feel.
1 first encountered the particular textual version of health care supplied by the

Pracfice Atlas at a Ministry of Health policy fonun held in February 1995.~The forum
itseif was a moment of promoting the intellechu1 project of ICES and in particular the
recently published A t l a s among the physicians, surgeons, researchers, hospita1
administrators, ministry offrcials and others present in the audience. As David Naylor,

CE0 of ICES at the time and one of the editors of the Atlas, spoke, its peculiar mode of
objectifjmg health care met our eyes and ears and, afier the meeting, likely circulated
beyond the room in one way or another in the ongoing health care work of those who

were present.

--

4

-

-

-

.

-

The title of the presentation was "Pattern of HeaIth Care in Ontario-ICES Pracrice
Atlas." A11 quotes fiom the presentation are based on my transcription of a tape
recording of it.

The mode of knowing that was on display at the forum and which we were being
invited to participate in is decidedly applied and evaluative. It is one in which health

care cornes into knowledge as a practical, actionable object, something about which one
wants to know because one wants to 'improve' it What 1 saw enacted at the policy

forum was a statistical knowledge that fumishes conceptual resources for objectiQing
health care evidentially, prùnarily through evaluative practices that compare surgical

rates across regions andlor time.
Naylor's talk was organized as a slide presentation While the full text of the
AtIas was not present at the meeting, certain elements of it projected ont0 a screen were

the focal points of his remarks. As tables, diagrams and shaded maps of the province

appeared for view, Naylor spoke about some patterns, temporal trends in carotid surgery,
for example, as evidence of physicians "doing the right thing," while others, such as
c'inexplicable'7 widespread geographic variations in hysterectomy were represented as
"area[s] of concem."

Along the way we were introduced to vanous of the Atlas's

discursive objects and their rhetorical deployment. Thus we learned about "practice
styles," and "large variations," about the need for "more uniform patterns," and about
"low rates areas [that] tend to stay low" and "high areas [that] also stay high."

In his talk, Naylor M e r located the Atlas within a set of political relevances
organized around cost reduction.

His presentation began with an account of an

asordability crisis in health care, what he described as the "unhappy7' context for current
efforts to evaluate medical care. The nature of the Atlas's contribution to such efforts, in

turn, was as an initiative in effectiveness research.

As Naylor put it, effectiveness

research
tells us about whether we are: doing what we ought to be doing... It tells
us about how our procedures-prescniing, test ordering, performing
surgery and every other dornain of practice-depart from those that ideally
might be expected of us.
1 left the policy forum excited at having witnessed an effort to organize health

care policy and management around the Atlas 's peculiar way of constituting health care.
1 was intrigued by the promotional form of that effort, by the circulation of the Atlas's

conceptual resources, and by the invitation to participate in understanding and

responding to variations in health care practices in a "blarne-fiee fashion." 1 was also
intigued by the mysterious, semi-present Atlas. I wanted to move beyond the slide
projections we had seen of the Atlas and leam more about its textual fom. i wanted to

explore the inscriptive ground of the mode of knowing health care that 1 had
encountered.
3.3

The Practice Atlas at a Glance

Some rnonths f i e r the forum 1 finally obtained a copy of the ~tlas.' It sat on my
shelf for quite awhile before 1 read it; the Atlas is a bit of a daunting text, not something
one would pick up for light reading. Slowly, however, 1carne to familiarize mgself with

the text. Over the past two years, I have read, thought about, and reread the Atlas and
portions of it a number of times. There was a period, for example, when for a month or

5

1 thank Doug Weatherbee for providing me a copy of the Practice Atlas.
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so I sat holed up in a carre1 office, taking detailed notes on chapter five, reading each
paragraph and pausing to write about the discursive mechanics that underpinned my
expenence of the text.
Some of the ways 1 have come to understand the textual character of the Atlas.
have emerged slowly over time. It has only been with îhis writing, for example, that 1
have come to fully appreciate how wmparison is used in the A t h to give shape to and
pose questions of the patterned character of health care practices. Of course, my efforts
to make sense of the formai discursive features of the Atlas have been made alongside
other research activities, readings, and readers' responses to earlier versions of this
chapter, a11 of which have helped shape my understanding of how the Atlas, as te*

is put

together.

When I first began reading the Atlas, 1 found the text's self-positioning to be
quite similar to that offered by NayIor at the policy f o m that 1 attended. The Practice
Atlos is a text that intends a particular applied politics and practice of health care reform.

Thus, the introduction positions the AiIas as a response to a particular set of crises in
health care. These iriclude not only the crisis of affordability described by NayIor in his
speech, but an information crisis or, more particularly, a scarcity of information that can

be used by "policy-makers, managers and clinicians...to make tough choices necessary to
maintain or improve the [health car4 system in a period of fiscal duress" (Naylor,
l994:2).

The Atlas positions existing policy responses to nsing health care costs as
inadequate to the task of helping administrators and chicians meet the challenge of
organizing and providing care in the context of diminishing rësources (Naylor, 1994:2).
As such, the text is to be read as an intervention in this problem, one specified by the

provision of effectiveness research that defines the "'is' in health service delivery"
(1994:2)-

As suggesied by its introduction, the Atlas provides a form of reallst, expsitory

discourse that daims to tell "what is actually k i n g done" in hedth care (19942). Of
course observations about the 'is' of health seMces are not provideci for their own sake,
but in order to ground what the text presents as a somewhat abstract and simplistic
calculus of health care reform. It is a practice of reform in which decision-makers use
comparative information on patterns of health care to 'clearn fiom each other" and to
stimulate local efforts to understand and change patterns of medical practice (Naylor,
1994:3-4). As represented in the Arlas, health care reform is a collaborative evidence-

based process of "shifting practice patterns so that actual care more closely approximates
ideal care" (Naylor, 1994:2).~

On the many occasions when 1 have read the Atlas 's substantive research chapters
to understand just how the text makes up the "'is' in health services delivery," 1 have
encountered a textual mechanics not fully suggested by what 1 encountered at Ministry of

The Atlas describes this practice of reform as located at the "interface of 'is' and
'ought"' (Nayior, 1994:2). The "is" is supplied by research such as that offered by the
Atlas, while the 'Cought"cornes fiom clinical triais research.

Health policy forum. The various maps and tables and diagrams we were s h o w are

certainly present in the text. In fact, they are one of its most prominent features. In a
document 329 pages long 1 count over 220 Msual displays of al1 sons. Pie charts of
Ministry of HeaIth expenditures for different health care services in different years adorn
chapter three; chapter seven is filled with lists that provide hospital-specific data on
average lengths of *y,

benchmark length of stay7 and other measures for a host of

medical conditions and surgical procedures; full-page geographic rnaps showing regional
variations in age- and sex-adjusted surgery rates are found throughout chapter five.
These displays have a commanding presence.

They left me with initial

impressions of a text constituted by numerical data But the Atlas is also made up of
extended passages of prose. Words did not visually appear at the policy forum except as
titles or minor elements of visual displays. In the A t h s proper, they have a significance
not suggested by what we saw of the text in Naylor's presentation.

According

significance to the self-evident presence of words and sentences in a text of HSR may
seem somewhat banal. However, it was in recognizing the presence of words or, more
particularly, their relationship with the visual organization of statistical data that I moved
to more fully understand the constitutive texnial practices that undenvrite the AlZm's
realist discourse.
7

The standard rhetorical deployrnent of benchmark in the HSR literature is as '?the best
or most outstanding level of performance" (Basinski, 1994:166). In the Adas, a length of
stay benchmark for a procedure or diagnosis is defineci such that 25% of a11 patients in
the given group of hospitals under study received care for an average duration that met or
was shorter than the benchmark (Basinski, 1994:166). A benchmark defines a top Level
of pefiormance met by 25% of cases.

The Atlas as expositoty discourse, that is, as a knowledge form preoccupied with
the display and presentation of health care as 'is,' relies on an interplay of prose and

visual displays of numerical information to substantiate health care as a patterned object.

My analytic notes made in my carre1 office register this textual feature of the Atlas in the
fonn of reminders and notes to myself:

There is something powerful about how numbers are visually organized
here. AI1 through the chapter numbers are arranged in ways that make it
possible for you to see patterns of health care. But it's not just the
numbers. T t s tnie the Arles is statisticd, but that isn't the only thing it is.
The Atlas is numbers, but the numbers are always accompanied by words.
As I moved to build on these initial observations, my efforts continually fell short.

Somehow the nurnbers always managed to get in the way. In my early accounts of the
Atlas, 1 tended to privilege numerical information, according it a primary status while
treating words as merely elaborative. Reading through work that explores scientific
- discourse as textually grounded in an integration of words and visual displays helped

change the terms of my analytic description of the text.
This work has been made as part of a growing literature that explores scientific
knowledge through carefûl attention to its textual specificities (Bazerman, 1988; Lemke,
1998; Lynch and Woolgar, 1990; Martin and Veel, 1998). One recurring feature of the
literaiure is its recognition of the significance of visual representation for scientific
modes of communication (Rudwick, 1976; Lynch, 1990; Baigrie, 1996; Lemke, 1998;
Veel, 1998). In a particularly well-developed formulation of the matter, Lemke (1998)
argues that scientific texts are fûndamentally "multi-media genres." They are, as he puts

it, "semiotic hfirids" organized not simply as linear, verbal text but as texts that

"combine, interconnect, and integrate verbal text with mathematical expressions,
quantitative graphs, information tables, abstract diagrams, maps, drawings, photographs

and a host of unique specialised visual genres seen nowhere else" (1998:88). Lemke's
discussion of scientific texts as involvùig a co-deployment of verbal and non-verbal

textual semiobc systems has helped me express my experience of the Atlas 's constitutive
conventions. In my text analysis of ''Cholecystectomy7~it helps focus my discussion of
the comparative gestures through which verbal and nonverbal text CO-producehealth care

as a pattemed thing.
Paying closcr attention to the form of prose found in the A t h also opens up for
consideration the discursive mechanics tbrough which the text constitutes patterns of

heakh care as particular kinds of problems. The Atlas does not simply describe or map
out patterns of health care.

It engages particular forms of argumentation-ways of

treating certain patterns as in need of expianation, of explaining them,and of suggesting
how they might be remedied-that help enter health care into thought as an object of
managerial reflection. The Atlas treats variations in surgical rates and other health care
patterns as panicular kinds of problems, as bases fiom which the wayward features of
health care can be 'uncovered' and brought into line through evidence-based managerial
strategies that promise to eliminate 'wastefu17 and 'inappropriate' foms of care.
1have found recent work in govermnentality helpfbl for my efforts to think about

the problematizing character of the Atlas. Governmentality theorists have drawn upon

and extended Foucault's discussion of problematization8 (Foucault, 1988a; Castel, 1994)
in their analyses of the contemporary exercise of power. As developed in the literanire,
problematization grounds an analytic stance to govemance that privileges concerns about
how various authorities have posed questions about the nature of d e and its objects. It
orients by suggesting for inquiry the significance of the emergence, development, use of,

and response to particular wzys of thinking about what constitutes a 'proper' problern
and by what fonn of authority a aven problem should be addressed (Miller and Rose,
1990).

My analysis of the AIIas is not concerned to explore governance as unfolding in
the realm of thought. Still, discussions of problematization have helped me articulate
how forms of narrative and argumentation deployed in the Atlas constitute health care as

an object to be managed in particular ways. 1 have always been struck by the indirect
quality of the Atlas's narration.

Even as it seeks to respond to the probIems of

contemporary health care policy in an applied way, the Atlas operates not through
direction, in the sense of providing specific research-based solutions to questions, but
through the promotion of a way of understanding health care, what 1 like to cal1 a
managerial or medico-administrative rationality. The various research accounts found

In his later writings and intewiews, Foucault uses the term problematization as a way of
distinguishing history of the present fkorn other forms of historical research. By
problematization, Foucault means "how and why certain things (behaviour, phenornena,
processes) became a problem: (1988:17). More specifically, he employs the terms as a
referent for the processes through which certain forms of behaviour came to be classified
and known in particular ways, as madness or delinquency, for example, while other
similar forms of behaviour were not.

throughout the Atlas treat health care as a particular kind of problem, one whose essential
features are detectable and potentially resolvable through evidential means. In my text
analysis of "Cholecystectomy," 1 oEer an account of the rhetorical techniques that
formulate a strategy for governing heaIth care and that intend particular forms of entry of
the Arhs into relations of health care management3.4

The Practice Atlas as Constitutional Text

My decision to use the Practice Atlas as the empirical base for my text analysis

was deliberate. The A t h is not just any research document, it is a "constitutional" or

"foundational" text (Smith, 19995445). This does not mean that it is fully unique or
original.g The textual form of the Atlas owes much to earlier work in health services
research focused on the observance and problematization of variation

Some twenty

years prior to the Atlas's publication, health seMces researchers in Canada (Vayda,
1973; Vayda, Morison, and Anderson, 1976, Stockwell and Vayda, 1979; Roos et al.,
1977; Roos md Roos, 1981) and the United States (Wennberg and Gittlesohn, 2973;

Wemberg and Gittlesohn, 1975) had begun to use large scale administrative databases to

produce population-based analyses of medical practices.

Their work established

geographic variations, primarily in surgical rates, as objects of an evaluative, medicoadministrative rationality.

Wide discrepancies in surgical rates were not treated as

innocent observations, but as evidence of something gone awry in health care. For

9

The Dartmouth Atlas of HeaZth Care in the United States edited by Wennberg and
Cooper (1 996) is a similar publication.

Vayda, Roos, Wennberg and others, variations signalled the poçsibility of inequities in
medical care delivery or, more commonly, of inappropriate or unnecessary s e ~ c e
provisionThe AfIas also bonows a host of textual conventions fiom epidemioiogy. Most
prominent among them is the text's use of maps to make visible, spatial patterns of
surgical practice.

Maps of disease have been an important textual device of

epidemiology since the early 19th century when they were deployed as resources in
debates about the etiology of yellow fever (Coleman, 1987). In the more immediate
cuntext of Ontario health care policy, maps showing the distribution of cancer rates have

k e n brought together in an atlas (Manet, Swift, Reynolds and Clarke, 1991) to ground a
discussion of population-based planning of health care resources.

The surgical maps

that appear in the Atlas are not a unique textual deviçe but a technology of knowledge
that transfers epidemiological conventions for representing the geographic distribution of
disease to the representation of geographic variations in health care practices.
While the inscriptive mechanics fond in the Atlas are not Wly unique to it, they
do establish a set of "constitutive conventions" or ccmethodsof writing [health care] into

texts" (Smith, 1999:46) that have k e n reproduced in subsequent KES publications. The
Atlas's focus on variations in medical practices, its use of visual displays that interface

with prose, its open identification of hospitals in data on lengths of hospital stay, its
problematizing narrative foms, rhetonc of comprehensive rnapping and other inscriptive

techniques provide a store of conventions for producing health care in an objectified and
govemable form.

These have been reproduced, modifie4 embellished and added upon in a second
edition of the Atlas (Goel et al., 1996), as well as in a senes of conditions specific Atlases
focused on cancer (Iscoe et al., 1997) arthritis (Badley and Williams, 1998), and diseases
of the heart (Naylor and Slaughter, 1999). As such, explonng the inscriptive mechanics
of the A t h provides insight into a set of textual maneuvers for producing govemable
versions of health care that are typical of the broader program of health services research
advanced by KES,
3 -5

A Textual Analvsis of c4Cholecvstectomy"

Having discussed some of the textual features of the Atlas in general, 1 now want
to explore more carefully the conventions through which it constitutes health care as a
medico-administrative object My discussion draws on c'Cholecystectomy" a section of

chapter five of the Atlas. The largest of the A t h s.' chapters, chapter five deals with
regional and temporal variations in surgical services. In twelve sections, each with its
own group of authors, the chapter addresses four surgical classes: lower limb joint
replacement (total hip and total knee replacement), cardiovascular procedures
(abdominal aortic aneurysm repair, carotid endarterectomy, peripheral vascular disease
procedures

and

coronary artery bypass graft surgery), abdominal surgery

(cholecystectomy and appendectomy) and single-sex procedures (radical prostatectomy,
orchidectomy, transurethral resection of the prostate and hysterectomy).'O

My discussion of 'cCholecystectorny" is informed by an approach to text analysis
developed by Smith in her work on the constitutive conventions of objectivity in
sociological discoune (1999:45-69). Smith offers a way of engaging with texts that
explores the inscnptive practices that produce an objectified reality. It is an approach
that atîends to the textual foms that constituîe the social according to conventions that
enter it and us as readers of texts into relations of d e (1999:47).
In my engagement with Smith's approach, 1 have tried to develop an analytic
description of a piece of health servi-ces research that takes readers through the text in
sequence. My analysis draws attention to conventions that textuaIIy ground a medicoadministrative rationality of health care as they are deployed in ''Cholecystectomy." My

hope is that rny text analysis wili bring to light how the A t l a s 'speaks' health care in ways
that produce a world of medical events as objects of managerial reflection and action.

This is a world in which people's experiences of il1 health, of seeking care for their
illness, of providing care, of working in hospitals and so on, are eclipsed and statistically
reflacted through the performative reievancies of eficiency and effdveness. In place

of people's experiential ground of encounten with health care providers one finds in the
Atlas a discursively constituted "objectified world-in-commony' (Smith, 2999:50),

expressed as problematic numerically-based patterns of surgical practice.

'O

The chapter also includes an introduction and conclusion written by C D . Naylor.

My analysis begins with an account of the textual organization of
"Cholecystectomy" that outlines the main foms of report found in the section, as well as
the primary sites of its wrîtten textfvisual display interfaces Next I explore how an
external literature on cholecystectomy is used to provide an evidential h i n g for the
section This is followed by a discussion of the texnial conventions that constitute health
care as numencally-based pattern. Here 1 consider how temporal trends and geographic
variations in rates of gall bladder surgery are produced in "Cho1ecystectomy" through a
mechanics of comparison.

This involves a relationship between visual displays

organized in ways that make numerical comparison relatively easy, and complex verbal
textual statements of comparison that select out features of visual displays for readers7
attention and t k t substantiate them by drawing on evidence fiom an extemal HSR
literature.
My discussion of cbCholecystectomy,"closes with an account of how patterns of
cholecystectomy are further substantiated and elaborated by prose that positions them as

focal points for an evaluative and problematizing way of knowing health care.
Specifically, 1 explore some of the rhetorical procedures through which cholecystectomy
rates are treated as objects in need of explmation as well as the enlistment of statistical
rationality in their explmation. Turning to the section's deployment of the discourse
object 'practice style' 1 begin to lay out how an evaluative mode of knowing in
"Cholecystectomy," and in the Atlas more broadly, is organized around matters of
evidence. My discussion of the section closes with an exploration of how patterns of

cholecystectomy as medico-administrative or managerial objects are inscribed through a
cal1 to action. Here 1 emphasize how the section articulates an intended approach to
health care management by offering up variations in choIecystectomy as problems of
thought and as things to be tackled by readers through still hrther deployment of heal th
services research.
3 -5 1

The Textual Structure of "Cholec~stectomv"
A quick glbce at cCholecystectomy77
(Figure 1) indicates features of its textual

structure.

Like other sections of chapter five, it is made up of two main textual

eiements: prose and visual displays. The prose in ccCholecystectomy"is written in sideby-side columnç and organized as a textual sequence vcrith paragraphs falling under
various headings and subheadings. The section's three visual displays are a table
(Exhibit 5-20), a map (Exhibit 5.21) and a list (Exhibit 5.22). For the most part, these
two basic elements do not stand in the section as discrete or autonomous textual
components. Rather, they are mutualIy elabrative, such that prose is made complete
when read in relation to visual displays, the full significance of which are realized only

when read in relation to prose.
Figure 3 offers a schematic representation of the textual organization of
c'Cholecystectomy." It draws attention to the relationship and contents of the pnrnary
textual units of the section.

The pnmary fonns of narrative report found in

"Cholecystectomy" and the subsections where they occur are indicated in the figure
under the title "Prose."

Due to a copy-editing error, the subheading "Overall trends"

which appears in the figure, has been omitted in the text of "Cholecystectomy." It
should have appeared directly above the third paragraph. As Figure 3 indicates, the
narrative sequence of "Cholecystectomy" begins with a warrant and an evidence-based
discussion of the procedure, moves to a description of temporal and geographic patterns
in cholecystectomy rates, and closes with commentary that probkmatizes variations in
cholecystectomy rates by querying their source and suggesting courses of action to
remedy thern.

One of the most important textuai conventions of the Atlas is the production of
health care as pattemeci through a bnnging together of words and numbers. Figure 3
indicates the forms of relationship or interface between wrïtten text and visual displays
that occur in cLCholecystectomy." Arrows that link subsections with a visual display are
meant to indicate the presence, within prose, of statements that gesture toward a map,
lis% or table. These statements are of two main types. The first involves instances in
which visual displays or elements thereof are directly mentioned within written text, such
as when the name of an exhibit is given in parenthesis in a sentence. The second
involves statements about healfh care patterns that, while not directly referring the reader

to a specific visual display, still gesture toward them and in a sense require them for their
meaning to be complete. The distinction between these two types of interface is made
clearer later on in my discussion.

Figure 3
The Textual Organization of c'Cholecvstectornv''
Prose

Visual Displays

Forms of Report

Section and sub-section

warranting statements
evidence-based discussion

Cholecystectomy

realist description
specification of kinds of
patterns
problematization
explanatory accounts
strategies of management

--- - - - Exhibit 5.2 (table)
& -- Overall trends
- - - - ,,-V Exhibit 5.21 (map)
Geographic variations ,
-- ---+
Exhibit 5.22 ( k t )
Comment

- - - .- - - - - - - -

-

The darker arrows indicate that a particular subsection is a textual site in which
both forms of interface are enacted. Thus, as indicated by the figure, interfaces of prose
and visuai display are a textual device used predominantly in the work of

substantiatingkinds of health care patterns. The lighter arrow indicates the presence of
only the second forrn, which is characteristic of the text's "Comment" subsection.
Arrowheads point in both directions to indicate that the constitution of health care as
pattemed, medico-administrative object involves a ''joint CO-deployment" (Lemke,
1998:1 10) of visual images and written text.

The overall textual structure of "Cholecystectomy"-the

warrant / description /

problernatization prose sequence, the use of specific graphical elements, and the texnial
location of particular written text/image interfaces-is a more or less standard feature of

ail sections of chapter five. This type of repetition of textual form and content creates

certain kinds of reading effects. Some of my own early readings of the chapter took on

an almost rehearsal- or drill-Iike character as 1 read section upon section that handled its
subject matter in roughly the same fashion. There was a kind of cumulative effect as

each reading of each section brought to life, resounded, and reinforced a particular way

of thinking about health care and a particular set of health care problems.
At the same time, reading the chapter placed me in a relationship with an almost
faceless author. Sections are written so similarly that it was difficult to have a sense of
their distinct or individual authorship- Considered as a whole, then, an important
discursive feature of chapter five is repetition. Chapter five reads as an 'institutional
text' one seemingly wrïtten by ICES rather than distinct authon, with sections that echo
off one another, repeating a story told in much the same way about one surgical practice,

t b n the next, then the next.
3 -52

Frame-setting
Kaving described the basic textual structure of c'Choiecystectomy7" let me now

turn to a more carefiil analytic characterization of its constitutive mechanics.

My

approach is to follow through "Cholecystectomy's" various subsections of prose in
sequence, raising points about forms of argumentation, use of visual displays, etc., that
contribute to the production of health care as a medico-administrative object. k t ' s begin
with the section's opening statements.

The opening paragraphs of "Cholecystectorny" operate as fiame-setters. niey
introduce the andysis of variations in chokcystectomy rates in ways that pnvilege
population-based forms of thought about disease and evidence-based approaches to
medical treatrnent.

The section's first paragraph offers an example of the textual

hybridity of HSR. It is interesting for how it enlists epidemiological discourse in the
work of warraning the section's investigation of patterns of cholecystectomy. As a
knowledge form based largely in statistics, HSR follows upon the constitution of the
population as an object of goveming practice. As a whole, the Atlas is a text concemed
with population-based health and health care phenornena- What we have in the first
paragraph, then, is more than a simple epidemiological account of gallstone disease. We
have a reason for k i n g concerned with variations in its treatment that is based on the
prevalence of gallstone disease within generai populations and segments of them.
One of the peculiarities of the first paragraph of "Cholecystectomy" is the
absence of statements that justifL the selection of a particular surgical practice for

analysis in terms of an explicit econornic rationality. Many of the other sections in
chapter five begin by linking a population-based burden of illness with the costs of the
surgical procedure under investigation. Thus, in the section on total hip replacement, we
learn that it "is one of the more cornmon major elective surgical procedures in Ontario"
and that 'me rising use of the procedure among the elderly poses definite challenges to
hospitals because of resource limitations" (Cohen et al., l994a:î2). While fiaming the
investigation of variations in surgical practices as an exercise that can contribute to the

reduction of health care costs is an overall feature of chapter five, it is a warranting
strategy that is somewhat muted in the section on cholecystectomy.
The second paragraph of ccCholecystectomy"is an evidence-based discussion of
the procedure. It does what many of the early paragraphs of other sections of chapter five
do, which is to offer a clinically-based discussion of the surgical procedure under
anaIysis. Of course, not just any sort of clinical discussion will do. The Atlas is a text
that trafics in evidence, both its own and that produced elsewhere. Paragraph two
represents a characteristic gesture of chapter five in which an extemal literature on a
surgical procedure is imported into the text to underscore the evidential character of
clinical practice. Here, the focus is on expert opinion concerning appropriate indications
for cholecystectomy.
Gestunng toward this literature provides linkages between the foms of evidence
on practice patterns provided by the section and current evidence-based discussions of
cholecystectomy in biomedicine. This meeting of kinds of evidence produces health care
within an evidential fiame and intends possible uses of the text. Read in light of the
section's later suggestions to compare indications across counties as a way to ameliorate
errant choIecystectomy rates, paragraph two operates as a kind of invitation. ft records
places in the literature that readers might tum to in assessing evidentially the
appropriateness of gall bladder surgery provided in the hospitals or geograpbical areas
where they work.

3.53

Making up Health Care Patterns through Words and Numbers

The next three paragraphs of c'Cholecystectomy," the beginnings of the subsection
"Analysis of Cholecystectomy in Ontario," are analogous to the findings or results
sections of a scientific research text They are moments within "Cholecystectomy" in
which the narrative moves fiom frame-setting to a rhetoric of empirical demonstration.
Paragraptis three to five provide one instance of a textual mechanics that underlies a
general rhetorical feature of the A t h , its realist discourse- The Practice Atlas is a text
stnichired around textual practices of demonstration, of showing and rnapping. As a
whole, it is positioned as a documentary resource that engages observational and
1994:2). A
descriptive methods to defme "the 'is7 in health service delivery" @Taylor7

good portion of the A t l a s is committed to a rhetoric of authoritative exposition, to ways
of displaying health care patterns and outcornes as they occur in ''actual practice"
(Naylor, 2 994:2).
Of course such efforts to describe 'what is7 involve constitutive discursive moves.
Patterns and outcornes or rates and variations for that matter are not health care activities,
nor do they exist as directly observable phenornena in the 'real' world. They are textual

constructs. Paragraphs three to five display some of the inscriptive work that goes into
producing a basic discourse object of the Atlas, the numerically-based health care
pattern. At work are a set of textual conventions that render health care into thought as a
mathematical terrain of temporal trends and geographic variations in surgical rates.
Central to such a mechanics are ways of connecting numbers and words and of

establishing comparative forms. In 'Y=holecystectomy'' and in the Atlas more broadly,
health care as panemed object emerges through a mutually constitutive interface beîween
comparative statements about numbers and particular ways of visually organizing
numerical information.
3.53 1 Visual Disdavs as Inscriptive Technology

Paragraph three suggests some of how al1 of this works. It is the first moment in
"Choiecystectomy" in which an association between a group of sentences and a
partkular visual display is made. The visual display of concem is Exhibit 5.20. M i l e
the exhibit rnay appear as Little more than a mundane table, one might better understand
it as a technology of inscription that helps rnake health care as a patterned universe
thinkable. The table is not simply any odd açsembly of numben; it is a highly crafied
visual display with numbers carefully arranged for cornparison such that health care
patterns become observable.
Perhaps the most stnking feature of the exhibit is the chronological organization

of numbers in colurnns. When the chart is made active through its reading fiom top to
bottom, temporal trends emerge as numbers increase and decrease. So, for example, one
can 'see' a pattern of increase, decrease, stabilization, and increase in the overall rate for
cholecystectomy when the successive numbers below ' 3 16" are compared one with
another. A further feature of the exhibit is the disaggregation of yearly overall rates into
gender-specific, age-based categories.

This columned, side-by-side display of

cholecystectomy rates for men and women in different age groups permits a host of

cornparisons to be made. When the table is read horizontally as well as vertically,
various age- and gender-based patterns in the rate of cholecystectomy become visible.
Like other visual displays in the Atlas, then, Exhibit 5.21 does not simply display
numbers, it operates as a technology of inscription that makes health care visible as a
numerically-based, patterned terrain.
3.532 Bringing Numbers and Words Together: Cornparison and the Constitution of

Health Care Patterns
Exhibit 5.20 can be read as a stand-atone visual display. It has a title which tells

us what End of numbers we are reading. The words appearing above columns M e r
help us to make sense of the table by indicating the categories to which numencal values
piece of tex& however, would be
belong. To treat the table as a potentially ~el~sufficient

as something to be read tbrough prose.
to miss how it is presented in cCCholecystectomy'~
The first sentence of paragraph three begins this painng of visual display and verbal text:
"The age-sex adjusted cholecystectomy rates were 316/100,000 in 1981/82 and

33S/lOO,OOO in 1991/92 (Exhibit 5-20)."
Here is a compact sentence that does many things. Perhaps most obviously, it is a
declarative statement that qualifies the value of particular rates for cholecystectomy by
drawing on numbers that already appear in the table. In this sense, it represents a
particular kind of verbal textlvisual display interface, one in which numbers are entered
into prose. At the same time, through its parenthetic teference to Exhibit 5.20, the
opening sentence makes an invitation for printed text and Msual display to be read

conjointly. While the remaining sentences of the paragraph do not import elements o f
the table into written text directly they are rdated t o it as statements which direct
attention to and qualie certain features of the tableMost of these sentences are statements of cornparison. Thus, in the first sentence
one number is compare. with another, in ways already suggesting a temporal trend A
good many of the remaining sentences compare rates for men with those for women.
Like the table, these statements can also stand alone. The sentence, "Rates in women fa11
after age 75, whereas those in men level off," can successfully operate on its own in ways
that tell about the nature of a health care pattern. In the overall context of the first
paragraph, however, there is a sense in which it beckons or calls for reference to the
table for its completion.
Indeed, the various sentences of the first paragraph are not simply statements that
present the real, they are modifiers of the table, selecting out from among the wealth

O§

possible numerical reiationships it affords, qualifieci features for our attention. The table

thus completes the sentence even as the sentence delineates the table. It is this mutuallyreinforcing relation of written text and visual image that underlies the demonstrative
rhetoric of the paragraph. Health care becomes a particular object of knowledge through
a pairing of words and visual images. Out of a mechanics of interplay, it emerges as a

pattemed, numerically-based thing-a rate that one can 'see' remains "fairly stable," has a
"slight decline," or is "higher for women than men-"

3.533 More Health Care Patterns: Geomphic Variations and Statistical Rationality

In paragraphs four and five, the textual draw-ng together of writing and visual
display of numerical information is extended.

In this case, however, the pattemed

character of health care so constituted takes the form of geographic variations in rates of
cholecystectorny, rather than temporal trends. h these two paragraphs, the rhetoric of
empincal demonstration draws on epidemiological techniques of mapping disease, but
modifies them to offer a topological representation of variations in health care practices.
Once again, however, it is through an interface of writing and visual display that health
care is retidered into thought as a pattemed, numencally-based object.
The visual displays addressed in the two paragraphs are Exhibits 5.21 and 5.22.
The two exhibits are textual companions, meant to be read in relation to one another.
This is enabled by an acetate key of counties and cities found in a pocket on the back
cover of the A t h . When overlaid on the map it identifies the various counties and
regions of the map by name, thus permitting one to move back and forth fiom map to list,
matching up the list's numerical values with the shaded units of the map.
The main elements of Exhibit 5.21 itself, are three maps (Northern Ontario,
Southern Ontario and Toronto) and a boxed key in which shades and colours that are
more or less progressively darker are associated with increasing nurnencal values. One
of the most interesting features of the exhïbit is the graphical importance it accords to the
political centres of the province of Ontario. While Southern Ontario and the province's
capital, Toronto, are both geographically smaller than Northern Ontario, they take up

more than half of the visual space of the page. In addition to focusing attention on
politically significant areas of the province, the 'dissection' of the standard topologka1
representation of Ontario into these three areas augments the forms of cornparison and
types of patterns that can be made intelligible by reading the exhibit. When the visual

key is brought to bear on the maps, scanning them produces patterns in cholecystectomy
rates both within and across the three areas. Thus, for example, one can note that
Southem Ontario, with its variously coloured and shaded counties and regions, has
cholecystectomy rates that are lower but with a higher degree of variation than the darker

and more universally shaded Northern Ontario.
Exhibit 5.22, on the other hand, has something of the structure of a league table.
Its listing of geographical units alphabetically rather than by rank helps facilitate seif-

identification and comparison rather than the observance of a pattern. The intended
reading practice would seem to be one in which readers of the text lofate 'themselves'
through the geographic site of their work and corne to know 'theif 'performance' by
taking note of the region's rank and by comparing its rate with those of other areas.

In paragraphs four and five, the constitutive and comparative textual mechanics
through which verbal text and visual images are brought together are quite similar to
those of paragraph three. Once again prose incorporates and gestures toward visual
displays, selecting and qua1iQing certain features of them in ways only fully completed

by reference to the maps and list.

Once again, statements of comparison are a pnmary

ground through which the pattemed character of health care is substantiated.

One of the more distinct features of the two paragraphs is how the objectification
of hedth care is accomplished through statistical rationality. In particular, the second of
the two paragraphs displays a set of discursive mechanics through which multidimensional comparative statements are folded into a statistical language to give
substance to health care as variation. Thus, the first sentence of the paragraph begins
with a simple, declarative comparison of the highest and Iowest rates drawn from Exhibit
5.22: "Kenora and Rainy River had the highest rate, of 492/100,000; the lowest rate,

220/100,000,was in the City of Toronto." The next sentence then nurnericalizes the
expression of the comparative relationship between the two rates in the form of a
statistical object, a ratio.
This ratio, in tum, becomes a focal point for still further cornparisons in the next
sentence. Here it becomes a specific kind of ratio, one that not only tells that a aven rate
is twice that of another, but that itself is low in comparison with ratios for other surgical
practices and that speaks the nature of variation in ways different than that articulated by
other calculative procedures such as the absolute difletence in rates (which suggests that
the variation is large). The next sentence makes an important move from the discussion
of ratio to variation by offering an authoritative, statistically-embedded qualification of

the c'overall'' variation as moderate. The final sentence provides still further stability to
pattern of variation in cholecystectomy rates by delineating them within the additional
terms of temporal comparison.

Producing the 'thing-like' form of variations by describing a constancy of relative
rankings in regional rates over time is a powerfut device repeated throughout the sections

of chapter five. Thus, in respect of rates of abdominal aortic aneurysm repair, we leam
that the "rankings of counties and cities have changed little over time (Simunovic and
To, 1994:80)," while in the case of coronary artery by-pass

surgery, that rankings

"have remained much more consistent over time than would be expected by chance
alone" (Ugnat and Naylor, l994:91). Here is a powemil way of inscribing the solidity of

the pattemed character of health care. Ln the case of cholecystectomy, the temporal
consistency of regional rates is given expression in decidedly statistical fashion. The
practice of cornparkg rankings over time is not expressed in prose in an explicit way.

Instead, we are simply told that rates appear stable, afier which the constancy of rankings

is expressed statistically as a correlation of 0-76.
Paragraph five thus displays a particular discursive technique for rendering health
care into knowledge as variation.

At work is a subtle rhetoric of empirical

demonstration. In part, it involves a fairly standard set of interrelationships between
written text and visual displays. At the same time, it involves the successive elaboration
of rates within progressively more cornplex forms of comparison. In our example the

movement is from simple numerical cornpanson, to the comparison of ratios, to the
temporal comparison of relative radcings. Alongside this elaboration, the explicit textual
expression of comparison is subsumed within a statistical objectification which produces

ratios as low or high and variations as small, large or in the case of cholecystectomy,
moderate.
3 -534 'Kinds' of Patterns as Anchors of Medico-administrative Rationalitv

While paragraph five may be specified by the importance of statisticalization in

its constitution of health care, like the section as a whole it goes to work in ways that
make hedth Gare knowable as a particular kind of thing. Whether rendered into thought

as a temporal trend or a geographic variation, what is common throughout paragraphs
three to five is a demonstrative rhetoric which makes up health care as solid, stable,
numerically-based patterns.
These three small paragraphs suggest some of the ways in which HSR is
consolidateci in textual f o m through the production of specific discourse objects- trends,
and variations-that corne to operate as its ontological ground. What one sees here is a
rhetoric of empirical demonstration that takes shape through a proliferation of conceptual
objects expressed in nominal form (Halliday and Martin 1993).

More than simple

nominalization, however, c'Cholecystectomy7'gives rise to a way of knowing grounded in
particular kinds of things.
It yields not simply rates and variations, but rates that are increasing or
decreasing, and variations that are small or large in degree.

These 'kinds,' act as

categories of discourse that help realize a medico-administrative rationality of health
care. Descriptions of increasing rates, or of surgical practices with large degrees of
variation are textual moments that hold, reproduce and create relevances of cost-control

and efficiency. They invite particular kinds of questions. One can wonder, for exarnple,
about what makes a rate inmease and how to slow it.

In the end, then,

"Cholecystectomy7' offers a rhetoric of empirical description of health care that sets the
stage for its particular problematization as medico-administrative object. It fiirnishes a

language of description that produces health care as a stable pattemed object, fixther
qualified through categories that can realize the broader political and strategic relevances
of the Practice Atlas.
3 -54

Questioning, Emlaining and Acting

In the final subsection of "Cho1ecystectomy" entitled "Comment," the narrative
of the t e a shifts fkom empirical presentation of findings to a rhetoric of explanation and
action.

1 like to think of the subsection as realizing the incipient managerial

problematization of surgical practices made in their earlier substantiation as increasing
rates and moderate geographic variations. Moving fiom a concem to show or tell what
health care 'is,' the iiarrative of paragraphs six through nine explicitly takes up health
care as an object of managerial curiosity.
As was the case with "Overall trends" and "Geographic variations," "Comment"

displays textual mechanics that ground a more generai feature of the A t h s 's rhetorical
character. The Atlas seeks not only to persuade its readers about the reality of health
seMce delivery, but about the practice of health care refom.

It does not sùnply

constitute health care as a numerically-based terrain of patterns, it treats such patterns as
particular kinds of problems. The Atlas is a profoundly applied text that seeks to provide

information for use in ameliorating wayward patterns of medical practice. Throughout
its many pages, variations in surgical rates and lengths of hospital stay are treated as
evidential problems. They are not presented as the given and natural state of health

s e ~ c delivery,
e
but as phenornena subject to human influence. In the Atlas, patterns are
treated as starting points for m e r scnitiny, research, and evidence-based efforts at
transformation,
c'Cholecystectomy~~
suggests some of the discursive mechanics that underpin this
managerial way oflmowing and acting on health care. Its Comment subsection displays
some of the ways that health care is rendered problematic through forms of rhetoiic that
establish surgical rates as in need of explanation, that explain them, and that suggest
modes of action that might ameliorate them.

Such forms of discussion organize an

spplied, evidential assessrnent of panenis of surgical practice. They further articulate an
indirect strategy for rnanaging health care that positions the text's imagined readers as
kindred evidence-based actors on health care.
3.54 1 Makine; Ur, Rates of Cholecystectorny as a Problem

In c'Comment," the narrative of c'Cholecystectomy" begins to articulate a
problematizing mode of knowledge. A good deal of the discussion in the subsection
raises questions about variations in rates of cholecystectomy, particularly their source and
potential remedy. Prior to such h

s of commentary being made, however, rates of

cholecystectomy need to be constituted as a problem. Work needs to be done to set them

up as applied objects, as things that not oniy cal1 for an explanatory account but a
suggested remedy as well.
The most irnmediate textual site of this work is paragraph seven. Here we find
that occasioning an explanation of cholecystectomy rates involves extending the foms of

comparison through which kinds of patterns were made intelligible in the preceding
subsection. We corne to the need to explain and remedy cholecystectomy rates by way of
noticing that Ontario's and Canada's are three to four times larger than those for a range
of other counûies. In "Cholecystectomy," explanation and action follow on the heels of
the observance of international rate variation,
The extemal HSR literature is an important rhetorical resource drawn upon in the
paragraph to move the text through to explanation and action. Thus it begins with a
statemenr that draws on Vayda's early work (1973) to establish that 30 years ago the
Canadian cholecystectomy rate was five times greater than that in the U.K.. Additional
references are entered into the text to organize an intenace of words and nurnbers that
positions the Ontario rate in relation to a series of other rates and that produces their
relationship as evidence of an enduring international difference.
Thus the extemal literature operates as a device for extending the text's
comparative mechanics outward. We are no longer looking at regional rate differences
wiîhin Ontario, but at differences across national jurisdictions.

Accornpanying this

outward move is a certain slippage between discussion of the Ontario rate and a more
general Canadian rate, indicating a move to a higher level of abstraction. Overall, the

rhetorical effect is one of producing important international ciifferences that are weighty,
temporally stable, 'big' and that thus warrant explanation.
This particular way of occasioning explanation in Comment subsections is typical
of a nurnber of the analyses of surgical practices in chapter five.

The Comment

subsections of "Coronary Artery Bypass Graft Surgery," "Transurethral Resection of the
Prostate," and "Hysterectomy" al1 include early discussions in which the extemal HSR
literature is used to compare Ontario surgical rates with those of other provinces,
countries, or US. states.

In these instances it is persistent patterns of difference in the

form of higher Ontario rates that are treated as a problem in need of explanation and

action. This way of establishing the requirement to account for surgical patterns builds a
medico-adm inistrative way of thinking by producing a terrain of potential managerial
action. It directs aîtention to a problem (hi& rates) that if ameliorated (lowered through
harmonization with rates of other regions) can contribute to the amelioration of the 'cost
crisis' in health care.
3.542 'Practice Styles' and the Textual Mechanics of Evidential Explanation

In "Cho1ecystectomy," the move fiom establishing international differences in

rates as in need of an account, to the work of explainhg them is made in paragraph eight.
The paragraph opens with a sentence that states that the reasons for diReremes between
Canadian and Eumpean cholecystectomy rates are not known. What follows is an

explanatory account that further grounds a medico-administrative way of knowing health
care by producing health care patterns as evidence-based managerial problems.

Readers familiar with the discursive conventions of statistical rationality will find
in paragraph eight a customary fom of explanation. Explanation is süuctured in the
paragraph as a consideration of various facton or variables that might partly account for
variations in cholecystectomy rates. Thus, mention is made of the ethnic composition of
regions and of variations in diagnostic practices.

Other factors drawn upon in

explanatory commentary in chapter five include patient preferences (Klotz et al., 1994),
diagnostic irnprovements leading to increased detection of a medical condition
(Simunovic and To, 1994), and differential access to technology and specialized s e ~ k e s
(Ugnat and Naylor, 1994).
At the çame time, paragraph eight has rhetorical features that are more complex
than simple speculation about contributing facton.

While there is a certain

indeterminacy to the explanatory account offered, there is also a definite pnvileging of
'practice styles' as the most important source of explanation. Thus a listing of possible
factors closes with a reference to varied practice styles associated with uncertainty. What
follows is a discussion that supports an emphasis on practice styles as an explanatory
resource by citing extemal research that points to large proportions of cholecystectomies
perfomed in various jurisdictions for inappropriate reasons. Following this discussion,
'cCholecystectomy" is brought to a close by a proposal for action on Ontario rates in the

form of M e r research that would compare indications across counties and review
hospital surgical records.

While never precisely defined in the Atlas, the notion of pracbce style suggests
physicians' choice or use of different treatment approaches for patients with the same
medical condition in situations where "there is 'no one best method' (Naylor,

1994b:70).

The term was popularized by Wennberg (1984) and implies clinical

discretion or more carefully, the possibility of using different processes of care to achïeve
similar outcornes for patients facing similar medical problems (Chen and Naylor,
1993:7).
As deployed in "Cholecystectomy," practice style conjoins explmation with

assessment, generating a way of knowing that produces rate variations as problems that
can be managed through evidence- Paragraph eight makes an explicit link between
practice style and uncertainty.

It also rnakes judgements about the evidence-based

character of gall bladder surgery. The references to expert panels, for example, suggest
that variations in choIecystectomy rates have to do with differences in the ways doctors
treat gallstone disease in a context of uncertainty about appropnate indications for the
procedure. While the references pertain to surgical practices in Israel and the UK, they

are mobilized in the text to irnply that some portion of the variation in Ontario
cholecystectomy rates owes to inappropriateness. b a l variations thus corne to signa1 an
evidential deficit; information about appropriateness does not exist, is not reaciung, or is
not k i n g used by Ontario surgeons.
Elsewhere in chapter five, 'practice style' operates in a similar discursive fashion,

appearing as a preferred explanatov variable that structures a way of thinking about, and

about acting on, surgical patterns evidentially. The typical nanative sequence is one in
which variations in rates are understood to anse out of situations of evidential
uncertainty.

Ameliorative respünses, in turn, are stnictured around evidence-based

strategies for reforming medical practice such as the production of clinical practice
guidelines.
Rather than operating simply as one more explanatory variable, then, the notion
of practice style locates surgical patterns within a fonn of rationality organized by
questions of evidence. Its deployment in "Cholecystectorny," and elsewhere in chapter
five effects a curious elision whereby numerically-based patterns in the rate of a given
surgical practice become understandable as practice styles or patterns of practice
grounded in a relation with scientific evidence. Through such commentary, temporal
trends and geographic variations in surgical rates corne to be understood as practicebased responses to information. What before were statiçtical patterns accountable by a

variety of factors now become traces of physicians' practice styles, phenomena
understandable as the effect of different evidential states-of uncertainty, of relative

clarity, and so on.
In the end, practice style is an important instance of a constitutive textual

mechanics that produces health care practices as evidential phenomena or objzcts. The
capacity of practice style to draw together related concepts of evidence, information and
udcertainty helps formulate a pariicular way of knowing health care as an abstract text-

mediateci world of evidential patterns and aggregate, numerically-based information.

Given that in chapter five, uncertainty and lack of information come to be associated
with high degrees of variation in surgical rates, practice style helps constitute the
chapter's aggregate patterns of health care as practicable problems. It is part of the
grounding of a constitutive discursive mechanics through which health care patterns
become known as a particular kind of actionable problem. Through explanation oriented
around ''practice style," surgical patterns become matters that are to be managed by
rejigging the relationship of clinical practice and scientific evidence.
3.543 Governing through Evidence: Medico-administrative Rationality and Managerial
Action on Health Care
-

The constitution of geographic and temporal variations in surgical rates as a
problem of evidential management is brought to a close in the final paragaph of
"Cholecystectomy," where such pattern are offered up as a terrain of action for the
imagined policy-maker-, manager-, and clinician-readen of the Atlas. After empirically
describing kinds of numerically-based patterns through an interface of prose and visual
display and offering explanations of them that privilege the relationship of evidence and
clinical practice, the discursive mechanics of "Cholecystectomy'' come to an end with
recomrnendations for ameliorating problematic patterns evidentially.
These recomrnendations are h e d as a cal1 for M e r studies of the sort that
"Cholecystectomy" itself demonstrates.

Thus, Cohen, et al. (1994) suggest further

comparative research on indications for choiecystectorny as a next step in understanding
why Canadian rates of gall bladder surgery are higher than European rates. Overall, the

paragraph articulates a form of action on rates that takes the form of an ongoing program

of hedth seMces research on patterns of cholecystectomy. Evidence-based strategies of
response to variations in rates of surgical interventions are the most popular
recommendations made in the various sections of chapter five. In addition to the local
audit of surgical records they include the production and use of outcornes research to
assess the significance of variations in surgical rates (Sirnunovic and To, 1994a), the
comparative use of ICES information and other HSR by clinicians and managers to
formulate a range of acceptable rates for a given procedure (Ugnat and Naylor, 1994),

and the production of decision ai& and clinical guidelines to guide physicians' decisionmaking (Klotz et al., 1994; Simmovic and To, 1994, 1994a).

The propods for action offered in paragraph nine are interesting for a number of
reasons. For exarnple, the cal1 for further research displays what one rnight think of as a
formal property of HSR discourse, as a particular organization of knowledge production
is suggested as a solution for problems that it itself renders into thought. More than that,
however, paragraph nine begins to suggest some of the ways in which the analyses of
surgical patterns made in chapter five of the Atlas intend an indirect, evidence-based
strategy of goveming heaIth care.
At the heart of this strategy is the Atlas-the text itself-which is offered up to its

readers as an authontative resource for them to use in the local work of responding to the
patterns of health care that it rnakes intelligible. The articulation of this imagined text-

reader relation is made most explicit in the introduction and conclusion to chapter five.

Here readen are invited to engage in a collective project, one in which variations in
surgical rates are "best seen as inadvertent experiments that allow providers and
institutions to leam from each others' experiences" Waylor, 1994b:71).

Elsewhere

readers are encouraged to collaborate with one another in "developing and assessing
hypotheses about causes of variations7' (Naylor, 1994a:124). Such work might involve
studies that ICES would 'kelcome the opportunity7' to participate in, but whose specific

nature would be left to "local and regional groups" (Naylor, 1994aA24).
When read in light of such reading instructions, the recommendations for action
made in "Cholecystectomy7' become one textual moment of a broader collective
evidential pedagogy promoted by the Atlas. They extend the problematizïng medicoadministrative rationality of the Atlas by presenting the text's original evidence on
surgical patterns as a starting place for further questioning about the arithmetic of
surgical care on the part of its readers. Rather than positioning evidence simply as a
point of closure, or as a discrete solution to a problem, "Cholecystectomy" and other
sections of chapter five present evidence-based problems to be resolved locally through
M e r evidential means.
In this hoped for approach to managing health care problems, an authoritative t e a
maps out the "'is7 in health care delivery" and seeks to cuordinate readers through the
production of a comrnon set of questions to be posed of a common object of their regard.
This bears traces of what Nikolas Rose (1994) calls the generosity of expertise. Rose
suggests that contemporary relations of expertise be understood not as a monopolization

or shoring up of knowledge but as involving an outward spread or proliferation of expert
vocabuIanes and conceptual resources. Of course, following Smith, one would not want
to read such relations off of the textual surface of a piece of the Atlas.

How KES

research and its conceptuai categories do or do not get taken up by health care
professionals is a matter of careful empirical research.
However, what one can do with an analysis of textual surface is display the
rhetoncal expression of such a strategy. One of the constitutive conventions of HSR as

put forward in chapter five of the Arlas is a fairiy explicit articulation of an imagined

form of indirect, evidential govemance of health care. The Atlas encourages readers to
take up the rationality it expresses. In a marner sirnilar to other sections of chapter five,
"Cholecystectomy" does not fornulate directive recommendations. It is not prescriptive
in the sense of putting forward particular appropriate rates of cholecystectomy for the
province of Ontario or its various regions. The imagineci relation of reader and text it
articulates is not one in which Teaders are informed what to think specificalfy, but how to
think. Rather than being told what a particular rate or degree of variation for a surgical
practice should be, chapter five invites readers to think about health care as a set of
pattemed rates and to continue the work of irnproving the delivery of health care services
through the use of health services research.
As a whole, the chapter expresses a kind of 'how to' reasoning, much the sarne as

the one 1 encountered in Naylor's presentation of the Adas which 1 described at the
beginning of this chapter. Individual sections of the Practice Atlas are written as

exemplars of a way of thinking about and acting on health care that might be reproduced
by readers. As suggested by my analysis of "Cholecystectomy," this organization of

textual surface rests in a set of inscriptive conventions that produce health care as an
applied object of a managerial way of knowing that is oEered up to readers to operate

and enact. In the Allas, medico-administrative rationality is self-promoting. One of the
text's central discursive features is its presentation as a resource that might structure the
manner of readers' engagement with the work of improving health care.

3 -6

Toward the Next Chapter

This chapter has offered a discussion of the textual mechanics that underwrite
HSRYs peculiar evaluative and problematizing medico-administrative rationality.

Drawing on a close textual analysis of the ICES Practtce Atlas, I have tried to
demonstrate how health services research is implicated in the governance of health care
through the constitution of medical practices, in text, in forms that render them

govemable by its particular expertise.

Based in a concem to introduce the textual specificity of HSR into discussions of
its involvement in the govemance of health care, I explored, in the chapter, the

inscriptive practices that gromd the Atlas's expsitory and problematizing character. My
hope is that readers have been made familiar with not only the t e d f o m of HSR, but

with the immediate inscriptive mechanics that constitute its particular objectified version
of hedth care.

My analysis emphasized the importance of interfaces between written text and
visual displays as well as a series of comparative moves for the productioai of health care

as numencally-based patterns. As part of my discussion 1 further notedi how efforts to
explain health care patterns made in the Atlar treat variations as evidential problems that

can be remedied by remaking the relation of science and clinical practice.
The next chapter explores such remedial endeavours. It moves the site of rny
investigation of HSR and governance to the efforts made by health services researchers to
ameliorate the evidential deficits of dinicd medicine. From a concern &th the textual
surface of population-based research, it tums analysis to a highly pragmatic terrain of

HSR practice-to the work health sentices researchers at ICES do to encourage the
practical use of research fmdings in medical decision-making.

Chapter Four
Health Services Research. Research Transfer and the
Social Ornanization of Intemretation
1.O

Introduction
The refom of health care ofien brings to mind transformations of a grand scale:

govemment funding cutbacks, hospital closures, the privatization of health care senices,
the transfer of care to community agencies, and so on. While transformations of this sort
receive rnuch attention in the academic literature and elsewhere, they are not the only
form of reorganization of health services currently taking place. Systems for delivering
health care to people who are sick are being remade in ways that might be considered
more subtle than those abrupt and majestic changes that so ofien capture public and

scholariy attention.

One such set of less 'dazling' transformations that deeply implicates health
seMces researchers involves new research-based ways of thinking about and providing
medical care. Alongside years of HSR that scrutïnizes the efficiency and effectiveness of
medical seMce delivery, have arisen initiatives to enter the findings of research into
medical practice. In recent years, delivering 'quality' rnedical care has been made a
rnatter of providing care that is guided by research evidence fiom the biomedical and, in
some instances, health services research literatures.
Research transfer, the generic term for endeavours that promote the applied use of
research is something of a specialty among health seMces researchers. Over the past

decade or so, HSR has emerged as an important site of expertise for efforts to 'put
research into practice' in health care settings. These efforts have dovetailed with a
burgeoning interest in evidence-based medicine (EBM). EBM is a project of therapeutic
transformation. It announces a new clinical science, distinguished by the iransfer of
epidemiological and biostatistical pnnciples to the bedside and by the establishment of

the medical research literature as a determinative ground of physicians' clinical decision-

making (Sackett et al., 1991;Evidence-based Medicine Working Group, 1992; Sackett
and Rosenberg, 1995).
W l e enthusiasts of research transfer and EBM would make of them little more
than earnest attempts to encourage upto-date, effective health care delivery, their
implications go beyond their immediate ameliorative potential- Weir (19965-6), for
example, notes that EBM and clinical epidemiology mark a recomposition of clinical
reason. They transform clinical rationality from a "positive knowledge of the individual
patient,'' (see Foucault, 1994) to a form in which "the individual patient is seen as a

member of a group, [with] group membership fixed by al1 its mernbers having the same
diagnosis." Both EBM and research transfer M e r promote marked changes in the
subjectivity of health care providers and the processes through which they deliver health
services. Putting research into practice is about producing evidential practitionsrs and
evidential relations of health care provision. It is about increasing the presence and
purchase of scientific rationality within clinical medicine and other caring practices.

More than facilitating quality care, then, research transfer involves the
reorganization of health care delivery as evidential practice. It puts in place relations of
scientization, remaking workhext relations such that practical activity and decisionmaking in health care corne to be guided by the cumulative findings of scientific
research. In recent years, evidence-based decision-making has moved beyond the clinic.
Evidence-based nursing has recentIy emerged (Mubail, 1998), as has evidence-based
management and policy, both within and beyond health care (Gray, 1997). At stake in
research transfer is the c'dominance and spread of [scientific] knowledge into more and
more areas of Iife" (Gordon, 1988:258).
The main thrust of scholady critique of research transfer and EBM has been

organized in relation to the moral preoccupations of humanistic medicine. Physicians

and others have expressed concern that the artful practice of medicine is at nsk of being
squashed by the standardizing impulses of certain approaches to promoting the use of
scientific research in clinical work (Can-Hill, 1995; Marshall, 1995; Iggo, 1995). Many
fear that interventions that are not easily quantified and expressed as numencal facts will
be overlooked by efforts to scientize clinical medicine (Smith, 1996; Bradley and Field,
1995). StiIl others fear that the formal codification of medical therapeutics through

clinical practice guidelines or other protocols places the clinical autonomy of medical
practitioners at risk of extemal, bureaucratic control (Grahame-Smith, 1995; Berg, 1997).

When health services research is among the sciences being promoted, concern has also
focused on the implications of basing individual medical judgements on a numerically-

based knowledge form that intends the efficient management of care for large
populations (Belkin, 1997; Frankford, 1994). The quality o f care promoted by research

transfer can be based in economic as well as, or in addition to, scientific rationality.
The critique of research transfer that 1 make in this chapter takes a somewhat
different fonn. My interest is not to debate the rnents of medicine as art versus rnedicine

as science. 1 am not tryïng to d i @ the promoters of evidence-based medicine, nor is ir
my intention to empincally explore the transformation of clinical medicine' Rather, my

concern is to suggest the significance of the activities of a new group of knowledge
makers for the reform of health care. In exploring research transfer, 1 want to shed light
on the organization of practices that provide for a particular approach to encouraging
practicing physicians to use scientific research that has been developed at ICES. 1 want
to contribute to an analysis that underscores how health seMces researchers actively
engage in restructuring health care, in this instance, by promoting evidential relations of
dinical work.
The empiricai focus of my discussion is informed, a chatty, evidence-based
newsletter published by ICES and targetted at Ontario farnily physicians. In offering an
analytic discussion o f the newsletter, my approach is in keeping with the dissertation as a
whole: it focuses on a particular text and through investigation of it seeks to explicate
certain features of the text-mediated relations of governance of health care. Of course,

'

Despite much enthusiasm, programmes of research tnuisfer in rnedicine have had a
spotty record of achievement. The extent to which physicians actually have become
evidence-based in their clinical work is not well known.

the investigative tools and analytic approach that I employ in the chapter are distinct For

example, my discussion is less concerned with the textuaI surface of informed than was
my analysis of the Atlas made in the previous chapter. 1 do not offer here, a close text

analysis of the content of infonned Rather, 1 draw on i n t e ~ e w conducted
s
at ICES to
explore some of the work practices through which the newsletter is made-

The

organization of my analysis, then, proceeds fiom an initial cm-osity with the unique
textual character of infomed, to a program of interview-based inquiry that seeks to
understand some of what might account for its particularïty as a research transfer
initiative. Overall I want to explicate some of the relations that produce informed as a
particular text-based approach to goveming medical practice, one that goes to work by
introducing a new form of text into the context of physicians' daiiy clinicai activities.
My analysis of informed emphasizes the organization of conceptual and

inscriptive work that coordinates the making of the newsletter as an initiative that
translates or recontextualizes science in clinicai tems. It thus opens up for consideration
practices through which scientific knowledge is reshaped in ways that intend particular
f o m s of interpretive practices and clinical action.
informed and its making M e r suggest a governing practice organized to treat

reading as an object of rule. The makers of informed seek to 'put research into practice'
by working at physicians' worWtext relations. More specificatly, they hope to shape a

terrain of potentially contested and variant readings of scientific research by providing
physicians a text that miffics in the clinical 'bottom Line' of scientific research. informed

is a practice of interpretation. Exploriog its making âraws attention to health services
researchers at work trying to shape how physicians do their clinical work by
circumscribing reading. My discussion of the newsletter points to forms of social
organization of interpretation that

nin

counter to certain psychologistic imaginings of

reading as a fiee field of individual accornplishment (see Leitch, 1995:404).
I begin the chapter with a bnef orienting discussion of investigations within

health services research that fwus on research transfer. While 1 deal principally with the
broad HSR Merature, 1 also outline work in the area done by ICES scientists in the p s t

few years. As part of this discussion I reflect, autobiographically, on some of what
informs my critique of research tramfer. Next I offer an account that contextualizes
infonned within the broader activities of ICES's Research Transfer Unit @TU).
informed is not a forma1 research project of ICES. Rather it is an initiative of the RTU, a

distinct organizational unit establisbed within the Institute to prornote and disseminate
ICES research.
AAer locating informed in the context of work carried out at ICES's RTU,I turn
to rny analysis of the conceptual practices that coordinate its making. My discussion
focuses on the significance of practices of problematization for shaping informed as a
specific text-based research transfer initiative. Through cornparison with a related
evidence-based medicine strategy called critical appraisal, I suggest that the chatty and
informa1 character of informed partly follows nom how people, in their daily work at
ICES, corne to know about physicians as ambivalent readers. I further suggest that the

strategic choice to organize research transfer as a text-based, c1inicaI recontextualization
of science follows fiom how, at ICES, science and therapeutics are routinely

problematized as distinct cultures or rationalities.
To close the chapter I offer a discussion of some of the inscriptive practices-ways
of choosing topics and of kting-that organize informeci as a particular type of

recontextuaiization of science. Drawing closer attention to the content of the newsletter I
suggest it is best understood as a type of patient management information- I argue that
informed gets made through forms of writing that intend the newsietter's use within the

daily rhythm of clinical work. The makers of infonned hope to produce an active text
(Smith,

I990a:120-158) by writing for the clinical setting; that is, by entenng clinical

relevances such as routine diagnostic and therapeutic practices in what and how science
gets written.
2.0

Research Transfer: Some Orîenting Remarks
Research transfer, particularly the transfer of findings h m biomedical science

and health senices research into clinicai practice is a central preoccupation of health

services researchers. The phrase 'putting research into practice' expresses well the
sentiments that health services researchers and their colleagues in the applied health
sciences bring to questions about the uses of research. Perhaps more than in other
disciplinary contexts, health seMces researchers have posed for themselves and others
practical questions about how to encourage the use of biomedical and health services
research among health care providers, particularly physicians.

Health services researchers are committed to exploring, identiwng and
promoting mechanisms that facilitate "the successfûl and consistent use of research
results to support health care decisions" (Sibbald and Kossuth, 2998:2). Their efforts
have produced a highly applied terrain of practical action and research, an admixture of
formal research projects and more informal programmatic interventions, such as
workshops and demonstration projects, through which they seek to understand and mold
both the users and the social conditions of use of health research information.
Through their work in research transfer,

health services researchers have

installed themseives as experts in the evidence-based medicine movement. They, and

their research, have become important sources of practical response to questions about
how to make physicians more evidential- Indeed, much of the work in the area r a d s as a
series of seemingly unending suggestions a h u t interventions that might prove most
successfuf in guiding physicians to use science in their clinical work. Health seMces
researchers draw on a wide varieiy of disciplinary sources in their search for the best
programme of behaviour change, inciuding adult learning theory, social marketing and
management studies, industria1 psychology, and sociological research on the difision of
technological innovations (Lomas, 1994; Rogers, 1995:3 8-95; Greer, 1977, 1988). They
have used such resources to theonze the physician as information user, provide him a
motivational structure, locate her within cotlegial networks and broader institutional
contexts and to devise, discuss, test and re-test strategies for encouraging her clinical use

of scientific information @unn et al., 1994; Ellrodt, 1997, Lomas, 2993; Schroeder,
2987; Davis et al., 1995).
The systematic codification of scientific research in the form of evidence-based

clinical practice guidelines-texts that, on the bais of scientific research, outiine the most
'effective' course of clinical action to take for a given clinical problem in a specific
group of patients (Eddy, 1982; Dixon, 1990; Field and Lohr, 1990)-and the host of
efforts to promote their use are perhaps the best known of research transfer initiatives in
health care. Much of the current literature calls for multi-faceted interventions for
infiuencing physicians' use of clinical practice guidelines andor the scientific literature
more generally. These interventions draw fiom a stable of approaches that includes
critical appraisal, academic-based detailing, reminder systerns, the use of local opinion
leaders, media campaigns, and patient-mediated interventions (Lomas, 1994; Oxman, et

al., 1995; Davis, 1 9 9 4 ) ~

Critical appraisal is explained in section 4.1. The use of opinion leaders involves
recruiting local physicideaders to act as "educational influentiaisz' who encourage the
use of particuiar research findings among physicians in a given comrnunity (see Lomas et
al., 1991). Academic-based detailing is an approach to research transfer that borrows
fiom the activities of pharmaceutical "detail men" Tt involves training individuals to do
outreach among physicians, generally providing them print information and specific
suggestions that help implement particular research findings (see Avorn and Soumerai,
1983). Research evidence is entered into clinical practice through reminder systems by
prompts incorporated into physicians' paper or computenzed documentation and
prescribing systems (see Haynes and Walker, 1987). Oxman et al. (1995:1425) define
patient-mediated interventions as "any intervention aimed at changing the performance
of health care providers for which information was sought fiorn or given directly to
patients by othen (e-g., direct mailings to patients, patient counselling delivered by
othen, or clinical information collected directly h m patients and given to the
provider)."

A nurnber of ICES scientists have conducted or paaicipated in studies in the area

of research transfer. The prescniing practices of physicians have been a particular focus
for the Institute's work in this area. For example, two recent ICES studies used an

experimental design to test the impact of multifaceted educational interventions on
physicians' prescriiing practices for antibiotics ( H m 1996) and heart dmgs (see Institute
for Clinical Evaluative Sciences, 199850-5 1). Institute scientists have also partkipated

in the development of clinical practice guidelines and other decision aides in such areas

as breast cancer (Institute for CIinical Evaluative Sciences, 199814649), domestic abuse
(Fems, et al., 1997), hypertension and heart failure (see Institute for Clinical Evaluative
Sciences, 199850-51)- ICES scientists have also pubIished in the area of medical
decision-making (Deisky et al., 1997).
Recent feminist suggestions for inquirers of scientific knowfedge to explicitly
locate themselves in their analytic writings (Haraway, 1988; Traweek, 1992) present an
opportunity for me to suggest sorne of what has shaped my critique of research transfer.
My own analysis of research transfer is made as a counter to its applied zeal. Of al1 the

areas of health services research, work in research transfer is perhaps the most boldly
applied, Much of the work is narrowly programmatic and rnarked by a spirit of social
engineering.3 In it, the health services researchercum-social engineer is positioned as a

-

1 would note that the people who work at ICES's Research Transfer Unit that I met and

spoke with have a more tempered attitude toward îheir work and its possibilities than
what 1 found in the formai Iiterature.

kind of benevoient experimenter working away at tryïng to bnng along his/her
information user to where they should ideally beAs a governing project, research transfer colonizes relevance in health care

research, delineating the terms of significance of knowledges about health within the
boundaries of applied thought. In a recent article, for example, a group of prominent

Canadian health senices researchers propose to encourage the practicd use of research
through an "evidence-based decision-making trade show." Such a "bazaar of researchbased evidence7' would be a place for ccpackag[ïng]" and "sell[ing]" "good research" to
"prospective decision-making clients,"

a setting in which "'arcane academic

debate...would be out o f place" and "actively discourageci" (Lewis et al., l998:211). In

the literature on research transfer, the valorization of applied sensibilities and the burden
to fix extend to more sociologically-oriented work.

For example, in a much quoted

article, Clark et al. (1991) develop a sociological analysis of research transfer that
inscribes the social as a missing explanatory/operational factor. Their work tries to
recuperate the social as an object of programmatic reflection, such that "social structural
influerrces" are promoted as a factor to be reckoned with in designing strategies for

influencing medical decision-making.
My own response to the formulation of research transfer as a goveming initiative

and the positioning of sociology as its resource has been varied. At times 1 have felt
overwhelmed by the colonization of relevance by health services researchers. At other

times I have become impatient with their self-assuredness and seeming arrogance? More

than anything 1have become uneasy with application, mistrustfiil of happy contributions
to the 'obvious' business of getting on with arneliorating health care problems. 1want to
work against the stmcturing of my own analysis of research transfer as sornething that
m u t contribute to the applied project of putting research into practice. I want to make a

space for the "arcane," feeling confident that something of significance can be spoken
about research transfer that is not applied.

Thus, 1 write about research transfer more or less unfettered by çoncerns of
practicality. In exploring infmed, in particular, 1 have no interest in contributing to the
evidentid problematization of clinical practice. 1am not concerned with helping the goal
of research transfer, with evaluating the effectiveness of the publication or with providing
suggestions for its irnprovement. Rather than contnbuting to relations of application 1
want to explore them- My concem is with social relations of govemance or nile; 1want
to investigate some of what goes into making a particular text-based initiative for shaping
physicians' practice of medicine.

3.0

informed and ICES s Research Transfer Unit

At the time 1 conducted m y interviews at ICES: the forma1 ICES research
projects in research transfer that I noted above had only recently gotten under way.
4

1 am not alone in this response. A recent Lancet editoriai chastised the leaders of

evidence-based medicine for their c'confidence," "lack of finesse," and tendency to
"notoriously exaggerate their daims" (Editors, 1999785).
5
My discussion of infonned is empirically based on a series of interviews conducted in
the surnrner of 1997 with ICES senior scientists, senior management, research

Research transfer had not yet been well established as an object of formal research and
investigation at ICES. Rather, much of the talk about research transfer that 1 heard about

focused on the practical activities being carried out by the Institute's newly established
Reseatch Transfer Unit.
informed is one of the most important initiatives of ICES's Research Transfer

Unit.

It is a chatty, easy to read newsletter focused on the clinical relevance of

biomedical research- Produced on a quarterly basis, the newsletter is intended for a
readership of practicing physicians. Individual issues of informed tend to run between
eight to ten pages in lengîh and generally focus on three or four clinical problems, most

of which are dealt with in two pages or less.
informed has an easy, appealing textual appearance. Its written prose reads as

hybrid clinical/research narrative, marked by interview quotes fiom noted experts rather
than by the details of scientific investigations. The conventions of desktop publishing are
a central feature of the newsletter's presence; bold headings in different fonts, boxed
text, cartoons, and graphic images appear fiequently in its pages. The publication's tone

is suggested by the titles and images of recent articles. Paired with a cartoon image of a
mustachioed chef reading from a book called "new guidelines," the title "Recipe for
coordinators and research transfer staff members. At the bme of my research, the
members of KES's Research Transfer Unit included its dîrector, a graphic designer, an
administrative secretary, an evaluation coordinator, a communications officer and an
informatics officer. To protect the confidentiality of interview participants, 1 do not
identify individuals who work at the Unit by job title. 1 refer only to "members" or
"staff' of the research transfer unit and identiQ their inset quotes by the designation
RTU. While not technically a member of the Unit, in the interest of confidentiality, I
refer to the editor of informed as a member as well.

Success7'announces a recent article on clinical practice guidelines for the management of
diabetes (see Figure 4). 'The Tmth About Fibbing" is the title of an article fiom the
September 1996 issue. The article focuses on the potential benefits of anticoagulation
for patients with atrial fibrillation and is animated by graphic images of a cartoon 'heart
as student' writing out '1 will not FIB" on a blackboard
infomed is an interesting exarnple of a text-based research transfer initiative that

harmonizes the Institute's concem to promote the use of scientific research in clinical
medicine, with practicing physicians' concems to provide patients good care. The
mechanics of this harmonization are textual.

informed bridges science and medical

therapeutics by providing physicians a text that offers an interpretation of the clinical
significance of scientific research. It putatively operates by translating duil, clinically
irrelevant scientific research into terms that clinicians find interesting and usefid for their
daily work.
The production of hfomed raises important questions about the analysis of the
promotion of HSR and the social relations of evidential knowledge in health care more
broadiy. One of these concerns the relation of HSR to other forms of knowledge. I came
to think and write about informed with questions about the promotion of the Institute's

HSR in mind. infonned, however, offers its readers more in the way of biomedical
research than fomal health services research. In its pages, HSR has a muted presence,
commingling with biomedical research proper. Ocwional reports of practice variations
stand alongside a main focus on clinical trials research in what becomes an

Figure 4
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interdiscursive terrain. As a strategy for intervening in physicians' clinical practice,
informed is interesting for how it combines population-based HSR which, in the words of

one RTU member, "look[s ] at the big picture" with clinical research. informed provides
one instance of how the promotion of evidence-based medicine involves a textuai

interfhce of HSR with related knowledge forms.
inforrned is also an interesting site for research because of its smallish and

unremarkable character. Conventional analyses of health care restruchinng, even if
focused on evidence-based medicine or research transfer, would likely bypass a
publication whose appearance suggests it as something doctors might read in their spare
time. As with rnany things, however, infonned's more obvious appearance belies its
significance. Its chatty titles, cartoons, and graphies, its gentle and encouraging rather
than commanding tone are textual traces of a particdar approach to governing
physicians' clinical behviour developed at ICES.
3.1

inforrned.Relations of Medical Autonomy and the Techniques of Social
Marketing

My analysis of informed emphasizes how its textual configuration follows from
ways of problematizing physicians as readers and the relationship of science and practice

that are enacted at ICES, As an initiative of the Research Transfer Unit, however,
informed is also organized by the broader relations that shape the Unit's work. The

research transfer activities of ICES's RTU form a terrain in which the programmatic
work of encouraging the applied use of research mixes with other managerial processes

and objectives. My interviews with people who work at the Unit suggest that its efforts
to manage the Tnstitute's relationship with the medical profession and the organization of
its work by social marketing techniques forrn important relations that shape informed as
a particular approach to research transfer-

ICES's Research Transfer Unit was established in 1995 in partial response to an
extemal review of the hstitute recomending a more proactive dissemination of its
research findings (RMC Resources Management Consultants, 1995). The Unit is a
distinct organizational entity within the hstitute's formal structure, staffed by six
individuals. RTU members, many of whom have training in media work and corporate
communications, engage in a varieiy of activities designed to promote the practical
implementation of the Institute's research. These include the regular evaluation of ICES
publications, the implementation of demonstration projects to assess strategies for
promoting the use of clinical pracbce guidelines, and a thorough program of work in
media-related research transfer.
My discussions with members of the Unit about how it got started put into view
the significance that the Institute's relationship with the medical profession has for the

organization of its research transfer initiatives, including informed. The activities of the
Research Transfer Unit did not spring forth as an application of a rational master plan to

'put research into practice.' Rather they were a response to a set of political tensions and
relations that ICES faced in its start-up phase.

In the previous chapter, 1 noted the controversial nature of ICES's populationbased research on medical practice variations. While ICES was established with the

CO-

sponsorship of the Ontario Medical Association [QMA], its evaluative research on

geographic variations in medical events ha& and continues to have, critical implications
for the medical profession. The critical purchase of ICES research was perhaps most
greatly felt in respect of the much anticipated 1994 Practice Atlas, its first major research
publication. Despite the controversial nature of ICES research, during its first few years
of operation matters of research communication do not appear to have figured
prominently within the Instittute. As one member of the RTU put it:

The Tnstitute was just publishing. Barn, barn, barn. 'Too many of this, too
many of thaî, too much variation here' and it kind of just lande& And the
medical profession felt very defensive..- And I think they were wondering
'why was XCES set up?' An4 you know, 'what are we doing?' 'We're
supposed to be sponsoring them and here they are shooting us in the back.

The problems that IêES2searly approach to disseminating its research created for
its CO-sponsorwere fûrther described to me in a more specific account of the pre-release

of information fiom the Practice A r h . Here is one version of the events:
The first Atlas was k i n g put together in late 1993. And one of the
scientists presented m e material on breast cancer surgery at a
symposium not realizing there was a journalist in the audience. 1 mean,
who knows, there's no point in pointing fingers at this stage of the game.
Anyway she wrote a story in the poronto] Star the next day and actuaIly
went up to Me scientist] af3er the session, and of course he'd never had
any experience with media before, and asked him 'if you were a woman
how would you feel about these numbers.' And he said that 'I'd be
shocked and appalled' The story was quite provocative about al1 these
women who were getting mastectomies when they didn't need them and
al1 this kind of shiff... It really pissed off the rnedical community,

particularly the surgeons, understandably... So 1think in the fist couple of
years a bit of a dynamic got established that was quite negative and partly
why a director of research transfer was hired was to try and set whether
we could sort some of that out... So once we [the Research Transfer Unit]
started working more closely with the [Ontario] Medical Association and
we, you know, we spent more time thinking through what the impact of
what we're saying was. So if we're going to release a bunch of data on
regional variation, which is kind of scary, then we have an obligation to
talk about the reasons why some of these variations are perfectly
Iegitimate, not just assume it's al1 bad.
(Euu04/97)
The remarks excerpted above are interesting for how they disnipt the abstract
representations of research transfer that typify the HSR literature. Health services
researchers' forma1 wriîings on research transfer tend to outline neat and tidy
programmes for goveming the contemporary relation of medical science and clinical
practice. When, however, such programmes are explored in ways that attend to the
actual and particular contexts of their development, research transfer emerges as a more
complex terrain of practice.

The research transfer activities of ICES's

RTLT are not simpiy about putting

research into practice. ICES research presses at the histonc forms of clinical autonomy
enjoyed by the medical profession. A good part of the Unit's work involves managing

ICES's public institutional identity and, in particular, its relationship with organized
medicine. Rather than simply encouraging practitioners to use research in their work, the

RTU actively manages the political tensions associated with that encouragement, thus,
the Unit's careful work in media-related research transfer. The delicately written press
releases translating the Institute's work into media language, the careful work of training

scientists how to "tdk at a certain level and in a certain way" at press conferences-these
and other activities are not simply attempts to disseminate ICES research to a broad
audience. They are part of a corporate communications strategy designed to promote the
corporate entity itseif-ICES.

Even more importantly, they are an effort to organize an

interface of ICES research and its representation in the media in ways that prevent the
types of 'misrepresentation' that created such difficulties for the Instihite's relationship
with the OMA following the release of information from the Pracfice At~as.
If the RTU's general work is organized within relations of tension with the
medical profession, so too is its production of infomed The Unit's carefûl and adroit
efforts to encourage physicians to use research evidence in their clinical work partly
takes shape as the deployment of social marketing techniques. In the quote above, these
techniques are suggested by the speaker's remarks about reflecting more carefully on the
impact of ICES research. By the time 1 had arrived and carried out my i n t e ~ e w sat
ICES, the Unit had put in place a dissemination strategy that had moved away fiom what

was described as "a set template" to the consideration of publications on a case-by-case
basis. Rather than simply producing a journal article, sending a draft of the research
report to the sponsor, "sticking a cover" on the working papa and mailing it out, Unit
members now consider health services research a product, the promotion of which needs

to be reflected on and designed in respect of the characteristics and needs of specialized
audiences. As I point out later, social marketing conventions that position practicing

physicians as prticular kinds of readers are an important part of what organizes the

textual specificity of informed
The difflculties the RTU negotiates in trying to make more evidentiary,
physicians, whose professional association bas CO-sponsoredICES and whose clinical
work is an object of the Institute's research-based assessrnent is also a feature of the
making of inforrned The newsletter does not have a commanding presence. It does not
clobber its readers with injunctions about the use of scientific research in clinical
decision-making.

Rather, it presents light narratives that suggest clinical uses of

scientific research.
Later I argue that the textual character of infonned is conceptually coordinated

by ways of producing particular 'problem spaces' that are deemed in need of response by
the initiative.

Suffice it to say here that the delicate character of infomed is also

organized more broadly by relations of medical autonomy. RTU members are in no
position to compel physicians to practice medicine evidentially. While ICES certainly
contn'butes to research-based relations for assessing and monitoring medical practice, the
medical profession is not answerable to the Institute. informed. then, invclves a more
tempered form of governing practice. The newsletter gently encourages and coaxes
physicians to consider scientific research when making clinical decisions. It presents
evidence-based medicine as something physicians would take up on their own account,
either for their own good, the good of their patients, or the good of the health care system
more generally.

4.0

informed and the Clinical Recontextualization of Scienîific Research

Having located infonned within the broader relations that shape the work of
ICES's Research Transfer Unit, 1now want to discuss the organïlation of conceptual and
inscriptive practices that provide for its particulkty as an initiative for making clinical
practice more evidential. In making this discussion 1 draw on a cornparison between
informed and a related research tcansfer strategy called critical appraisd. Before
developing my remarks on practices of problematization and their relationship to
informed, I offer a brief discussion of critical appraisal.

4.1

Goveminfi Reading;: Critical Ap~raisaiand the Ontario Health Care Evaluation
Network
Developed as a central component of dinical epidemiology by members of

McMaster University's Faculîy of Health Sciences and others, critical appraisal aims to
repsition the presence and use of %est evidence' in the work of delivering health care.
Critical appraisal is quite popular among evidence-based medicine circles.

It has

something of the status of 'business as usual' within efforts to put research into medical
practice. While the makers of informed are quite fmiliar widi the principles of critical
appraisal, their own response to the problematic relationship of research evidence and
c h i c a l decision-making takes a somewhat different fom.
1 fim encountered critical appraisal at a workshop on evidence-based clinical
guidelines offered by the Ontario Health Care Evaluation Network (OHCEN) in March

1997.~ Prior to the workshop, pariicipants received a package of documents that

included, arnong other matenal, two guidelines published in the medicaI literature (Hay
et al., 2996; Spence, 1995), two articles about reading and using clinical practice
guidelines writien for The Journal of the American Medical Association ( J M ) b y the
Evidence-based Medicine Working Group (Wilson et al., 1995; Hayward et al., 1995)
and two worksheets called "Critical Review Foms" that listed questions about the
guidelines that we were to have answered in advance of the workshop.
At the workshop itself, 1 participated as student in a pedagogy of evidential
reading that focused on a particular approach to assessing the merit of guidelines. Much
of our time was spent reviewing our worksheets and discussing the 'intemal validity' and
evidential character of guidelines. Thus we learned that disceming the value of a
guideline meant raising questions about the quality of evidence it is based on
(randomized controlled trial vs. uncontrolied trial vs. observational data vs. case reports,
etc.), the timeliness of its evidence, the transparency with which it reports on the
procedures used to identik select and aggregate evidence, the specificity of outcornes
reported, and the results of formal tests of the guideline.

The workshop was entitled "Evidence-based Clinical Guidelines: Making Them Work
for the Decision Maker." OHCEN was estabiished in 1993 with start-up fhds fkom
ICES. Through initiatives such as EBM workshops, annual symposia, a health research
database, and other intemet resources, OHCEN brought together Ontario health semices
researchers and promoted their work to a host of "decision makers" including health care
providers, administrators and policy makers. Not long after the workshop 1 atâended, the
Network folded owing to its failure to secure ongoing fùnding.
ci

Had 1been more farniliar with critical appraisal, 1might have been less surprised
by the efforts put forward at the workshop to govem worldtext relations in health care by

shaping how people read science. The various exercises ive participated in were a more
or less direct translation of the principles of critical appraisal. Critical appraisal responds
to a particular construction of the relationship between scientific research and medical
therapeutics. The medical literature is positioned as d y , ever-growing and filled with
methodologically weak bad apples. Those charged with the practice of rnedicine thus
face the constant threat of '%ecoming out of date," a predicament aggravated by the
"hurly burly of clinical practice" that leaves precious litile tirne for clinical reading
(Sackett et al., 1991 : 305,359).
In response to these problems, critical appraisal offers a host of reading strategies-

-codified sets of questions to pose of different kinds of research articles, techniques for
evaluating databases and 'tracking d o m ' evidence electronically, methods for deciding
which joumals to read, how to read them, etc.-that help organize a set of interpretive
practices through which readers make sense of the medical literature. Critical appraisal
contriiutes to pariicular forms of text-mediated clinical practice by promoting reading
strategies through which physicians can negotiate the medical Iiterature.
Critical appraisal is a popular strategy for research transfer. Its principles are
routineiy taught to students of medicine and applied health disciplines at universities
such as McMaster. The techniques for taming the medical literature it advances have
also been published as a series of reports in JAU4 under the title "'Users' Guides to the

Medical Literature." The series offen an abundance of 'how to' arîicles that explore
reading strategies for different types of scientific publications.
infurmed shares rnuch with the project of cntical appraisal. It too is based on a

presumption that something is wrong with the relationship of medical science and
clinical practice. It too targets the work/text relations of clinicai activity and the reading
practices of physicians.

Unlike critical appraisal, however, informeci targets the other

end of the text-reader relation; it is an initiative that translates the textual character of
science. Rather than creating among physicians new capacities to read science as is,
infomed organizes interpretation by offering physicians a refiaming of biomedical

literature as 'newsy,' readable, evidence-based, and clinicaI1y relevant information. My
research suggests that these strategic differences between critical appraisal and informed
stem from ways of problematizing both physicians as readers and the relationship
between science and clinical practice that have developed at ICES.
4.2

Problematizing Phvsicians as Readers
As a translation effort designed to enlist physicians in a project of evidential

clinical activity, infomed intends particular reading practices. The specific textual form
of the newsletter and thus its possibilities for uitervening in physicians' work/text
relations, follow upon work done at KES to understand how physicians go about their
clinical reading. This howledge about physicians as readers has been developed at the
Institute through a variety of related activities. It grounds an assessment of physicians7
reading capacities that is quite different fiom that put fonvard in the critical appraisal

literature and is an important part of what accounts for the strategic character of

The project of critical appraisal treats clinicians' extant reading practices as a
problem. Within the clinical epidemiological and EBM literatures there is a tendency to
emphasize the difficulties that physicians have keeping up with their clinical reading,
their failure to adequately assess the evidential basis of research articles, their need to
develop skills for negotiating a burgeoning Literature, and so on (Sackett et al., 1991;
Hayward et al., 1995; Dunn et al., 1994). Coupled with such problematizations of
physicians' reading is the figure of the physician as an active and interested reader.
While slhe may be troubled with the rapid growth of medical howledge, with a little
help sihe can be made a comptent reader of the medical Literature.
Like the broader project of EBM, informeci is an initiative that involves practical

thought about the nature of physicians' reading capacities. Part of the way of thinking
about physicians and their reading that circulates at ICES was put into view for me in a
conversation with a research coordinator about how to make clinical research practical:

...y ou have to think about how you're going to use that information
[clinical findings] that you have generated through research and either put
it all together or work at it in pieces and remodel it so that it does help to
promote change. And..particularly with something like znfonned it was
looking at how physicians read, like basic things. Like how much time in
a &y can they have to read? How well do they process information? Do
they read those learned articles or do they, do they do better if they get
blurbs? Do they do better if they read it in short group sessions where
they can talk about it? Do they have time for that? You have to recognize
that a physician can be an individual and has other demands on his time
other than patients.... So what's he going to priontize as far as new

learning or reading research or understanding changes? And how are you
going to influence that?
(Research Coordinator 05/97)
In her remarks, the coordinator is quite clear that producing clinical research that acts on

and in the world is a matter of its recontextualization, or as she says, its remodeling.
What 1 find interesting about her comments is how the examination of physicians'

reading is treated as a site that helps r e a h the recontextualization of clinical researchIn order to make actionable research, one must understand how physicians read.
Knowing about reading' then, is important for those who produce informed It helps
guide their efforts at scientific translation.
The coordinator's comments m e r indicate some of the questions posed about
physicians' reading that produce it as an object of governance. Asking and answering
questions about how physicians read and how to maximize their reading potential renders
a terrain that research transfer staff seek to act on and harness in their effort to promote
evidence-based clinical decision-making.
The many questions raised by the research coordinator also suggest some of the
efforts that go on at ICES to piece together a knowledge about how physicians do clinical
reading. This knowledge is not exclusively forma1 or technical but, instead, is created
through an admixture of research, disciplinary responses, social marketing conventions

and practical experience. Fonnal research on how to influence physicians' clinical work

has been carried out at ICES. Many of the research transfer staff 1 i n t e ~ e w e dspoke
about how their work on informeci was guided by ICES research on the development of

clinical practice guidelines for sore throat and PSA testingh7 In addition, members of
ICESysResearch Transfer Unit conducted a pilot project on Ontario physicians' use of

MEDLINE as part of planning their physician-targetted research transfer activitie~.~
Some of the practical thought about physicians and their reading that 1
encountered in my conversations at ICES also developed in critical response to the
assumptions of clinical epidemiology.

Below, a RTU staff mernber expresses this

critique in terms that underscore the institutional specificity of the Institute:
To hope that every physician is going to be able to dia1 into MEDLINE,
find the latest abstract for whatever is facing them across the desk and
follow the treatment protocol, 1 think, is lunacy. 1 mean not to say that the
work that's being done at Mac WcMaster University] and other places
[OHCENI is not important... 1 don't want to be critical but I think
[OKCEN is] by and large, it is a group of academic-based physicians. So
they, I'm not sure that they have a good feeling for you know, what the
local physician in Sarnia is up to or what their resource capacity is or what
their level of interest is. We're just in a different environment than the
OHCEN folks. We're nat in the university... We really don't have time to
do the longer terrn mind-set change. We've got to get people to stop
doing what they are doing tomorrow.
(RTLJ04/97)
One rnight consider the interview excerpt as oEering a narrative moment that
positions ICES in respect of the academy. In the speaker's remarks, ICES is made
distant fkom the academy through descriptions of OHCEN that bring to mind 'pointy-

The prostate-specific antigen @)SA)test is a test used to screen for prostate cancer.
* In 1996 through an arrangement with OVID technologies, a distributor of the
MEDLINE database, ICES secved 2500 free accounts for access to MEDLINE for
Ontario physicians for a one year period. A few months after the project was initiated,
some 1950 passwords had k e n distributed. However, an RTU mernber noted that after
an assessrnent at three months, only one quarter of those physicians who had received
passwords had actually "signed on" to MEDLDE. These results confirmed Unit
members' skepticism of critical appraisal.

headedVgacademics who are 'out of touch' with the day-to-day realities of small-town
physicians. But there is more than self-representation at work in this quote. ICES's
distance from the academy does shape its pursuit of physician-based research transfer.
The production of infonned is l e s circumscnied by the forma1 rationality of universitybased disciplinary practices such as clinical epidemiology. With this greater disîance
corne new opportunities for thinking about the physician as subject.
At the sarne tirne, a more informal knowledge of physicians made, in part,

through social marketing practices has k e n operative at ICES. The Institute's RTU staff
have drawn on their media training and media-related research transfer in ways that
produce knowing abouî physicians and their reading activities as a matter of knowing

what their 'needs' and 'wants' are. The people 1 interviewed o
knowledge as "cornmon sense" or as "hunches."

h spoke about this

However, it was aIso based in

marketing conventions, such that physicians were treated as a niche market, the
characteristics of which needed to be understood in order to influence it. Such marketbased understandings M e r combined with an experiential knowledge of the nature of
cIinica1 work. At ICES, knowing how the clinical setting operates and what physicians
can and cannot do in respect of reading derives, in part, from the physicidresearchers
who work there, many of whom continue to practice medicine on a part-time basis.

The term "pointy-headed" was used more than once in my interviews to establish
distance between the applied research concems of ICES and the more academic or
"pure" foms of research going on in university settings.

Through a variety of sources and practices a howledge about who physicians are
in their reading, quite different fiom that of critical appraisal and its presumed
physiciadreader, has been produced at ICES. The physician as subject that conceptually
coordinates the work of making informed is not the avid and interested reader of critical
appraisal. Rather, the maken of informed have organized their work in relation to a
problematization of the physician as a begrudging or inmerent reader:

E: Can we talk about the critical appraisal workshop KES offered last
August?
P: Yes, but that wasn't really designed for doctoa. It was designed more
for planners, hospital administrators, DHC [district health wuncil] staff,
provincial association staff.
E: So why was that the focus?
P: Because we didn't think, 1mean just, doctors wouldn't corne.
E: Why not?
P: They don't have the time. It's not something they think they should be
able to do.
E: To go through the medical literature?
P: Yes. They're there to treat patients. You know, they've been to
medical school, they've been taught the stuff, they keep current. Their
whole capacity to stay current is really through collegial interaction,
rounds in the hospital, sorne C M . [continuing medical education]
sessions now and then. Maybe they go to a conference or two now and
then, but they really don't have the time or inclination to read the joumals.
So I mean we just accept that as fact instead of trying to change it.

Like many others with whom I spoke at ICES, the research participant in this
exchange offea a more tempered assessrnent of physicians' reading proclivities than that
underpinning critical appraisal. Time and again in my conversations with them, people
involved with inforrmd noted that physicians are not interested in ngorous clinical

reading.

Our discussions of reading tended to involve explanations of how the

organization of physicians' work discourages ardent reading. Thus, for example, 1heard
about how physicians lack the time and resources to negotiate an ovenvhelming medical
literature.
The figure of the physician as an indifferent reader presents the maken of
infomed with a set of problems that they take into account in their work of prornoting

the use of biomedical and health seMces research in clinical work. Providing physicians

with new reading slalls with which to tackle the biomedical research literature is a
strategic option that does not work well on the begrudging reader. Rather than bringing
the reader to the te-

at ICES, the evidential governance of clinical work involves

bringing a new kind of text to the reader.
Part of what organizes this recontextualization of HSR and of biomedical science
is a concem to make infornzed interesting. The maken of the newsletter seek to
intervene in the workhext relations of the languid, begrudging physiciadreader through a
particular text-mediated strategy of govemance. It is a strategy that hamesses physicians'
extant reading practices in its service. Radier than fundamentally transfoming how
physicians read science, it transfonns the science they read, offering them an interesting
text that can be quickly and easily read. At ICES, then, the work of recontextualizing
science involves efforts to enter evidence into practice by making science interesting:
The second way [to put research evidence into clinical practice] is to
make it a M e bit interesting so people actually look at it. Because what
happens is even if you're a journal reader and you get a bunch of journals
and it's a lot of dense reading a n 4 I don? know, your night table kind of
piles up and dust balls grow and then eventually you just kind of toss it al1

out and let it grow again, 'cause you just don't have the time or inclination
to do it. So the idea behind this [informed] was that it was reafly short.
It's eight pages. It's kuid of fun, there's a few cartoons. It's got
something snappy at the beginning that draws you in. And you're going to
read it when you get it. And that's what they [physicians] do.... My
feeling was you had to compete. Not with medical journds like the New
Engiand J o d of Medicine. but you had to compete with Tinte
Magazine and The Toronto Stm and the comic section and whatever's on
TV that night And so, to compete in that world for people's attention,
you have to make something that's engaging and interesting The old dry
medical writing is losing people,

(RTU05/97)
4.3

Problematizing;the Relationship of Science and Clinical Practice

Of course, înformed is about more than interesting science.

Even a casual

acquaintance with the rhetorical forms of medical literature is enough to suggest the
text's distinctive character. info,med is curiously intertexhial. It combines tables and
other visual displays found in scientific literature with the textual conventions of media
discourse-cartoon drawings, excerpts fiom interviews, photographs, headlines-and
'newsy' reports of research findings that emphasize the clinical relevance of biomedical
research.

While this particular way of recontextualizing science seeks to act on a

disinterested reader, it also represents a particular response to the problematization of
science and its relationship to clinical practice.
Practical thinking about the relation of biomedical science and medical
therapeutics enten into the making of inforrned in a manner similar to the production of
the physician as indifferent reader.

Like the begmdging physiciadreader, the

constitution of science and medical practice as worlds split apart or distinct cultural

spaces defines a problem area for the makers of infomed- People's ways of thinking
about the failure to use research evidence in clinical practice helps bnng to light how
health senices researchers and others at ICES are engaged in constituting the relation of
science and medicine as a specific kind of problem around which a particular set of
programmatic interventions can be put forward,
The evidential problemaîization of clinical care that the malcers of informed
participate in and contribute to draws on conceptual resources that have a life outside of

the irnmediate setting of their work. The HSR and EBM literatures, in particular, are
important sites where the project of 'putting research into practice' and its presupposition

of an absence or at Ieast a deficient presence of science in clinical medicine gets
articulated. In these literatures one finds mobilized time and again the trope of the
science/therapeutics gap (Rosenberg and Donald, 1995; Komaroff, 1982).

Medical

practice is alarmingly out of date with the state of curent biomedical research we are
told (Slawson et al-, 1994). Too often medical practitioners fail to clinically incorporate
medical interventions that have been deemed eficacious, or they stick with interventions
that have shown to be of litde clinical value (Williamson et al., 1989; Lau et al., 1992).
There is too much inappropriate care going on-physicians are at xisk of making
"ineffective, or even harmful decision[s]" (Rosenberg and Donald, 1995:1122).

In

support of assertions that medical practice is insuficiently informed by biomedical
research, commentators site, arnongst other investigations, the growing body of HSR that

points to inexplicable widespread geographic variations in medical interventions (see

Dunn et al., 1994).
Scholarly critiques of EBM m e r suggest that its particular ways of representing
the relationship of science and clinical medicine are but the latest in a series of efforts to

make convincing, medicine's clairn to a scientific basis (Willis and White, 1998). In her
important analysis of clinical epiderniology, for example, Gordon (1988) locates the
central preoccupations of EBM within a history of assessrnent of medicai practice and
the profession' s response. She also suggests that current proposais to expand "scienti fic

rationality into rnedical practice" are one expression of a long-standing tension within
medicine between two different forms of knowledge and bases of its authority-clinical
science and clinical expertise.
Medicine as art and/or science has been an object of interest within the medical
profession and vvithout, particularly among sociologists and historians for some time (see
Freidson, 1970; Becker et al., 1961; Bynurn, 1994; Berg, 1995). As historical research on
medicine has indicated, the forms that medical science has taken and the nature of its
relationship to clinical therapeutics have varied and changed over the course of
medicine's development (Foucault, 1994; Bynurn, 1994).

Even within the

pOShVar

pend, a variety of notions about the scientific character of rnedical activity have

circulated within the profession. For example, in an analysis of medical editorials, Berg
(1995) challenges the self-representation of EBM as a project of gradual, but steady

transformation of medicine fiom art to science. He notes (1995:438) that

there was no single, unilinear process in which a previously 'unscientific'
practice became 'scientific.'
Likewise, there was no single, stable
realization of 'a problem' which has for 30 years guided such a proccss.
Rather, the 'medical practices,' 'problems' and 'solutions' spoken of in
editorials and t e x t h k s were conceptualized dzJ2erentZy within different
discowses. What 'scientific' medical practice is according to medical
authon, and, concurrently, what medical practice's problems are, took on
different forms in different times and contexts.
Histon'cal and sociological analyses of the relation of science and medicine
historicize and complicate the claims put forward by enthusiasts of evidence-based
medicine. They also suggest how concerns about the "weak scientific bais of medical
practice" (Gordon, 1988:261) operate not simply as representations of the status of
clinical medicine 'as is,' but as an important ground of its problematization.

Drawing

attention to these analyses and to the claims of EBM itself, delineates the broader
discursive terrain within which problernatizations of science and medical practice are
forrnulated at ICES.

Of course, 1 do not mean to suggest that the people who make informed somehow
mechanically apply, in their work, ideas about science and medicine culled fiom the
literature. Rather, I want to underscore that talk about science and medicine as 'separate
spheres' was an important and recurring feaiure of my conversations with them about
their engagement with the newsletter.

A certain way of knowing the relationship of

clinical practice and scientific research is typical of the work of making informed and is

an important part of what organizes the newsletter as a specific kind of goveming
initiative.

These problematizations are not discrete ideas or concepts that fa11 from the shy,
they emerge as part of people's practicd work experience:
Well, from my point of view of a practicing physician, 1was interested in
research and 1 was here doing some research, just after 1did a course and a
few projects here and I felt like the research wasn't really relevant to
practicing physicians. Research wasn't making it into the field. And 1
could see as a practicing physician that you just did what you did and the
research world seemed a million miles away and had nothing to do with
you. So my view was to make it [informe4 useful. To put it in a format
that would be not only relevant but interesting, that would get people to
pick it up and look at it and see how the stuff could fit into their practice.

This excerpt is typical of the foms of talk through which problematizations of the

relationship of science and clinical practice were articulated in my i n t e ~ e w s .Not once

did a member of ICES's Research Transfer Unit speak in ways that suggested they
thought in a discrete or isolated way about this relationship. As one person noted, "I
didn't do that, 1didn't deeply philosophize at the time." Instead, their notions about bow
science and therapeutics are related one with another were expressed within accounts of
their work activities. Thus, in a discussion about e-mails she received from physicians
who had read informed, a research coordinator 1inteMewed noted:
The important part was the doctors that were reading this, they didn't want
big, long lists of references. They didn't want the rneasured and stepped
arguments. What they were hoping you were going to give them was 'tell
me what to do.' 'Give me a little bit of background information so 1 can
answer the patient's questions, but just tell me how to handle this.'

(Research Coordinator 05/97)

People at ICES corne to know about the relationship of science and clinical
medicine through their varied everyday work involvements. Scientific research evidence

and clinical decision-making become known as worlds apart, as part of their experiences
of doing research at ICES, for example. Such problematizations emerge as they think

about this research in Light of their clinical experiences, as they engage in writing up their
research, as they converse with one another and with the physiciadreaders of injermed,

and so on,
While the two interview excerpts above suggest the embodied and processual
character through which science/practice problematizations are made, they M e r point
to some of their distinctive content In my i n t e ~ e w with
s
the Institute's RTU staff, HSR

and biomedical science were not îreated merely as separate fiom clinical therapeutics.
People's primary concern was not w ï h a simple science/practice split or, for that matter,
with clinical decision-making that was insufficiently guided by research evidence.

Rather, the relationship of science and therapeutics was made problernatic through a
specification of science and clinical work as culturally specific domains, as distinct
rationalities. Consider the following remarks:

...he has got a real creative way of k i n g able to put things in a context
that a physician would understand You know, 'I'm a doctor sitting at the

desk and you're a patient sitting with me.' 'How do 1 think about this
[clinical problem]?' '1 don't think about it in terms of research
information, 1 think about it in terms of my patient sitting here and what
are they saying.' So he really helps us *te informed in ways that doctors
respnd to.

@TU 04/97)

The individual referred to as "hem in the excerpt is an editor of infumed; the
excerpt itself is part of a broader discussion about his work activih'es. In these remarks,
the speaker is trying to give an account of the unique contribution made by the editor to
the publication. The nature of that contribution lies in his capacity to help produce a

f o m of writing that, ostensibly, physicians can understand, that they "respond to." At
work in the remarks is a notion of a distinct clinical rationality, expressed by the speaker
as a spatial relationship between physician and patient and as the physician's thought
about the patient and his or her speech. This rationality, this way of understanding that is
unique to physicians, is sought after by the newsletter's makers. Nfomed intends the
practical rationality and work foms of clinical medicine.
Even as they delineate a specific clinical rationality, the speaker's remarks about
writing znformed imply a cornparison. The staternent, "1 don't think about it in ternis of
research information," geshires, in its negation, towards a way of knowing clinical
problems that stands in contrast to physicians' clinical reasoning. In the account,
thinking in terms of research information operates as an unelaborated contrastive object;
it names a way of knowing that the physician as clinician does not mobilize. As such,
the implied contrast that grounds the account is between medicine as art-clinical
experience and clinical rationality, and medicine as science-formal scientific rationality

as expressed in the texts of biomedical and/or health services researchProblematizing the relationship of science and clinical medicine as one of distinct
cultural spaces was typical of the conversations 1had with people who make hjôormd.

One individual, for example, spoke about how scientists and physicians "think
differently," how they speak "different languages" and have different sets of ''~oncems.~'
Often, distinguishing science and clinical medicine as involving unique modes of
reasoning was made as part of discussions about wnting. In tdking about the writing she
does for informed, one research coordinator noted her tendency to "write in the scientific

mode" in contrast to ccdoctor-speak." A member of the RTU spoke about how scientific
articles typically lack direct clinical significance, about how îhey are too long too
academic and too concemed with "scientific rigour." Another noted that informed offers

an alternative to scientific research by gîving the "practical approach to things" and the
''gist of what's there."
Conversations about informed in which science and clinical medicine are
constituted as distinct realms of activity with unique concems, languages and modes of
reasoning suggest a research transfer initiative specified by its organization in relation to

a distinct problematization of the relationship of medical practice and scientific research.
While informed acts on the physician/reader, its primary and most immediate object of
transformation i s the discursive form of health services and biomedical research- Unlike
critical appraisal, which intervenes in the reading repertoire of physicians, informed

offen physicians an interesting and easy-to-read text that articulates scientific research
literatures in a language that is clinically relevant. informed is a text-based exercise in
the clinical recontextualization or translation of science. It does not seek to shape the
interpretive practices of physicians by teacbing them new ways to sort, s i 4 priontize and

make sense of a burgeoning scientific literature.

Rather it works through

physicianlreaders' extant ways of reading, operating on them by entering a new form of
text into their daily work. The most relevant and distinctive feahue of this text is its
effort to speak science clinically.
4.4

The hscri~tivePractices of Recontextualization: Producing Hall-Side
Conversation or 'Give Us the Meat'
-

Most work on the recontextualization of scientific discourses in health focuses on
the physiciadpatient nexus. Often drawing on the resources of ethnomethodology, such
work presents recontextualization as a matter of spoken language, as something produced
in face-to-face interaction. Thus, for example, a growing body of research has begun to
explore the deployment of the concept of risk in physicians' encounters with patients
(Giffard, 1986). In one example, Adels-d

and Sachs (1998) examine how, through the

talk that is made in patient/physician interaction, risk is hanslated from epidemiological
findings into clinical knowledge and into lay understandings and experiences of health.
informed offers an opportunity to investigate scientific recontextualization in a

different way.

Exploring the making of infonnd as the inscriptive practices of

nanslating scientific literature into clinically relevant forms displaces 'talk' as the
privileged analytic site for the analysis of recontextualization. it also shifts the empirical
site of such an analysis fiom the physiciadpatient encounter to the relations of expertise
and governance that obtain between health services researchers and practicing
physicians. Rather than exploring recontextualization as the co-production of knowledge

in clinical settings, attention is turned to text-mediated practices for goveming the
evidential character of medical therapeutics.
TransIating scientific research literature in ways that provide for a clinical
relevance ofien absent fiom its initial form is a cornplex undertaking. Given my research
interest in exploring the organization of practices that enable a particular way of
goveming medical practice evidentially, 1close this chapter with a discussion of some of
writing practices through which informed is produced.
4.4 1

A Brief Overview of Making infimed

In my discussions with them, the people involved with infomed described their

work on the publication in ways that suggest a highly creative, time-consuming and
varied process. The overall direction of the newsletter is fixed by the editor who plays a
central role in setting its topical focus, writing and editing the publication. As a whole,
however, like other ICES projects, the undertaking is a collective one. Various people at
ICES-members of the research transfer unit, research coordinators, the librarian-are
involved in one form of work or another that goes into the publication's making:
conducting literahire searches, reading articles, summarizing research evidence, writing,
and copy-editing.
Individual articles are written by different individuais in what are, likely, different
ways. At the same time, a certain division of inscriptive and other labour appears to

mark the publication's making. Most people who work on infomed are involved in
suggesting topics for it to address. Much of the time-consuming work of reckoning with

the literature, of searching out appropriate articles and reading them, of focusing in on

clinically relevant areas and of producing drafts of articles is done by research
coordinaton. Final versions are created îhrough consultation with the editor, RTU staff
and othen. Al1 articles are also vetted, boîh intemally by senior scientists at ICES and

extemally by clinical and research experts in the relevant fields. Overall, a good deal of
work is involved in producing Nfomed 's chatty, 'easy ' appearance:
1: How long does it take to produce?
P: Well it depends on the topic, you know. Herbs [an article on herbal
medicine], oh God, we spent almost six months putting herbs together
because it was such a desperate topic a r a You know, oh, polarization of
thoughts and that sort of
And, I mean, the cardiovascular stuff [a
special issue of infomed on the care of patients who have had hart
attacksj was al1 together in about three months but we needed to have that
so thoroughly vetted. You know, it had seven extemal reviews, you know,
by experts. Exercise, cardiovascular rehab, experts in da, da da, da da...
And you know the thing that is so, it always makes me laugh at the end of
the day. informed looks so easy, you know, like it looks like 'here7s the
thing, guys,' you know. And it sort of Mies the tremendous amount of
work that goes into making it look thaî simple.

(Research Coordinator 05/97)
4-42

Selecting:informed 's To~icaiFoci

Part of how tnformed shapes its physician/readers7 relationship with scientific
literature is by putting forward particular clinical issues for their attention. It shares with

other texts that abstract or review medical research, a structuring of interpretation that
proceeds as the selection or screening of the materials that readers enco~nter.'~From

'O

Two important medical joumals that are organized as abstracting initiatives are the

ACP Journal Club of the Arnerican College of Physicians and Evidence-Based Medicine.
The editorial committees of the journals regularly screen a select number of journals,

among the many issues addressed in the HSR and biomedical research literature, only
those that can be made clinically relevant find their way into the pages of infomed.

My discussions with people about how they make decisions about what to write
about in informed suggest the collective and somewhat informal character of making the
publication. As one individual put it:
Weil, we sit around and brainstorm and, you know, 'Have you seen any
stuw What's relevant?' ...Me and a couple of other people here
[ICES], we just kïnd of figure it out. We had a few suggestions the odd
time fiom somebody writing a letter, whatever.
@TU 05/97)
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The tone of the remarks reflects that characteristic moment in research interviews when
the questions of the interviewer seern odd or nonsensical to the i n t e ~ e wrespondent.

The remarks were made after a nurnber of rather unsuccessful attempts on rny part to ask
about how decisions about the content of informed were made.

The individual's

cornments about reievance finally broke a 'we just do it' pattern of response, providing a
point of entry for further discussion about the process of deciding upon the newsletter's
content.

For its makers, deciding about what to write about in informed proceeds in terms
of the notion of a 'topic.' People variously spoke about liking a particular topic and not
another, about looking for topics and reading about topics. Their judgements about

potential topics, in ïwn, are fiamed by consideration of their relevance, where the latter

choose articles fiom among hem and print a rewritten abstract of the article. Expert
commentary that foregrounds the clinical significance of biomedical research in the area
often accompanies the abstract.

is shaped by notions of physician subjectivity. However, in respect of topic selection, it
is not so much the physician as reader that is significant, but the physician as practitioner
immersed in a clinical setting with its characteristic daily rhythm of patient complaints.
Knowing who the physician is as clinician guides the choice of what to write about in
informed.

The people I intewiewed spoke about this knowledge as, once again, accniing

fiom the application of marketing principles. As they see it, the task is one of knowing
the needs and wants of the publication's target audience, where needs and wants are tied

to the specificity of clinical work. In selecting writing topics then, their concern is to
focus on common clinical problems and new therapeutic innovations. It is the clinician's
relevances îhat preoccupies them:
1 want to know that [a topic] is cornmon. It's not something I'm never
going to see in my life... No rare syndromes, but] something 1really deal
with. And I want to know that there's something new here, that 1
wouldn't have learnt about earlier.,, you know discovery that drug x is
better than drug y or whatever.
(RTU 05/97)

OveralI, the selection of topical fwi for infomed suggests a certain practice of
screening for ciinical relevance- The topics selected fiom the scientific literature or the
topics for which literature searches are conducted are those deemed relevant for medical
diagnosis and therapy. As such, informed recontextualizes science through efforts to

wn-tefor a particular work context. The publication is a text-based strategy for goveming
clinicai decision-making through a clinical organization of scientific discourse. informed
is a particular kind of interpretive endeavour or meaning-making exercise in which the

hoped for work of the text is provided for by wrïting practices that locate the relevances
of the site of clinical work in what is written about.
4.43

Recontextualizing; Biomedical Research: Patient Information, Clinical Messages
and ACE 1nhi"bitors
The writing practices that make infomed produce the newsletter as a kind of

patient management information marked by the articulation of clinical messages.
infomed offers physicians a resource that they c m draw on in dealing with the patients

and patients' cornplaints that they encounter in their clinicd work. As mentioned earlier,
this effort to put research into practice is partly made in response to the perceived clinical

irrelevance of most biomedical research writing. An example of this shortcoming of the
literaîure is offered in the following description of the problems associated with the
standard scientifk write-up of a clinical trial:
The New England Joumnl of Medicine. You look at it, will have several
different types of articles. n i e rnajority are primary research. So
somebody says 'what is the best h g for this?' And then they7il test two
drugs against each other, as an example, and Say drug A is better than dnig
B 'cause more people survive on drug k Okay? It doesn't tell you how to
diagnose the disease or manage it or when you should use the drug. It
gives you some information if you carefully read the fine print which
almost nobody does, and people look at the conclusion dnig A is better
than dnig B. It's important, but it's not how do you use that in your
practice.
@TU 05/97)

In response to these problems, the makers of informed wrïte in ways thzt
articulate medical research evidence within the broad activities of medical therapeutics.
They seek to intervene in the workhext relations of clinical medicine by writing a

publication that 'matches up' with the relevances and activities of physicians' daily work.
An important device drawn upon in this effort to recontextualize science is the

articulation of unambiguous clinical messages. This involves a type of writing that
assembles and foregrounds a set of interpretations of scientific literature that emphasize
its implications for clùucal practice. It is a fom of 'wxiting for transparency,' in which
the 'hidden' clinical significance of the medical literatcue is brought forward and given

shape through direct, easy to read prose. The people 1 i n t e ~ e w e dreferred to such
inscriptive efforts as "'talkingabout what [the science] means," writing '?he gist of what's
there," and giving the readers of informed "the meat."
An example of this type of clinical recontexhialization of science is provided by a

recent informed article called "Doctors, Play your ACES," that draws from the clinical
trials literaîure on the use of ACE inhibitors for heart failure (see Figure 5). Organized

into three sections: a central research narrative, a boxed offset entitled "Starting ACE
Inhibitors in Heart Failure" and a section of text organiized as a Questions and Answers
series, the article is an effort to evidentially shape physicians' prescribing practices for
patients who have had heart attacks. It is structured i n tems that emphasize time and
again, the clinical value of prescnbing ACE inhibitors for patients who have h a 4 o r who
are at risk of having heart attacks. The article prescrits science translated as clinical
message; the "meat" or bottom lhe of the article is to use ACE inhibitors:

So the message was there, play your ACEs. And then the article was ACE
inhibitors are fantastic for heart failure, you should use them. And then
another bunch of details, but the main message was nght there in front of
you firom research.

(RTU 05/97)

Figure 5

"Doctors Play your Aces." informed, Vol. 2, No. 3, p . l , 3 , 5
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While health seMces research on hospitalization for heart failure does appear in
the article, most of the evidence being presented to readers draws fiom biomedical,
clinical trials research.''

The clinical recontextualization of research evidence fiom

clinical trials is apparent throughout the article. For example, in its main section, which
is the most 'research-heavy,' one finds a simple articulation of research findings that
emphasizes their clinical implications. Thus, we read that ACE inhibitors can reduce
rnortality, improve symptoms and keep patients at home-

There is no formal

condensation of the findings of clinical trials research here, no reportage on changes in
clinical markers for study subjects receiving this or that ACE inhibitor, no discussion of
the duration of trials, of the size of control groups, or of the statistical significance of trial

Rather than simply summarizing the findings of scientific research, the article
rearticulates them as dinically relevant information, emphasizing how ACE inhibitors
can be used to treat patients.

Thus, the article's main section offers a brief evidence-

based discussion of when to augment ACE inhibitors with other therapies. It is M e r
subdivided into sections on the benefits of using ACE inhibitors to treat asymptomatic vs.

pst-MI patients. The organization of prose as clinically-relevant message is quite clear
in these subsections. In the first of them, for example, research evidence is rearticulated
in the simple fom of 'good news:' clinical trials show that patients with asymptomatic

''

Health services research appears in the third paragraph of the main research narrative
in remarks emphasizing the success of ACE inhibitors in reducing readmission for a
condition that accounts "for 3 to 4% of al1 hospital admissions in Ontario." Similar data
are restated in a short section that appears below the Q. and A.

heart failure benefit fiom ACE inhibitors. Such prose simultaneously enters the text into
relations of clinical relevance, while seeking to orgam-zeevidence-based clinical practice.
Rather than detailing the results of clinical trials on the new therapy among subjects with
asymptomatic hart failure, it outlines the diagnostic procedures physiciaris can use to
identi@ such patients and underscores the therapy's value for preventing further hem
deterioration among themThe other sections of the article provide further examples of a form of clinical
information marked by the translation of scientific research evidence. The article's Q.
and A section, for example, offers short pieces of prose that draw on clinical trial results

to authonze responses to questions about the clinicd use of ACE inhibitors. The offset
provides the clearest example of research evidence recontextualized as clinical message.
Here, overt references to clinical trials are elided in a fonn of vurïting that presents a
series of 'rules of thurnb' for initiahg ACE inhibitors. As one bullet reads, "If
you are
stariing an ACE inhibitor in a patient with symptomatic hem failure and the patient is
already on digoxin, don? stop the digoxùi: these patients May get worse if the digoxin is
withdrawn."

Overall, "Doctors, Play your 'ACEs,"' recontextualizes scientific research by
entering it into forms of clinically relevant discussion. The article does not summarize
scientific research but selects features of it, that are recontextuaIized into a forrn of
clinicaI discourse. It provides readers with the clinical 'bottom line' of scientific
research while offering them an oppominity to further investigate the science itself

through ICES's fax back service."

In a chatty fashion, characteristic of hformed as a

whole, the am-de provides a kind of patient management information that d r a w s on
research evidence to articulate clinical messages about the clinical use of ACE inhibitors.
Drawing on the "play your ACEs" metaphor, it presents ACE inhibitors as a clinical
resource that physicians should use in the care of hart attack patients. As new dnigs are
developed, physicians should "get ready to shuffle the card again." In the meantirne, the
article offers a curent, informal evidence-based guide for using ACE inhibitors in
clinical practice.
The form of information presented in 'Doctors Play your ACEs" is similar to that
found in rnost of the articles -en

in informed The newsletter seeks to 'put research

into practice' through writing that recontextualizes research evidence as patient
management information. It presents science written for the ülinic. nius, most issues of
inlormed highlight articles that deal with common clhical problems such as sore throat,

hypertension, or hem attack. In dealing with these clinical problems articles typically
lay out a course of action or approach to managing the condition that extends well
beyond evidence of the eficacy of dnig thenipies. Much of the discussion is organized
around clinical matters such as how to counsel patients, the importance of nunitional and

l2 infonned's fax-back service is an interestiilg technology for entering evidence into
physicians' clinical practice. It attends to the interested reader of science without
disrupting informed 's chatty style. Readers of znfomed who are particularly interested in
the scientific research that it recontexhlalizes are provided an opporîunity to access it.
By dialing a 1-800 nurnber on their fax machines and entering a four digit code, they can
receive a fiee copy of the journal articles and research materials drawn upon in a given
informed article.

lifestyle change, how to diagnose conditions, when to use certain dmgs, how to monitor
their effects, and so on.
znformed. then, is a research tramfer initiative that enters research evidence into
clinical practice by offering physicians hybnd research/clinical narratives that intend
their practical daily work of dealing with patients. The generous use of quotations From
c h i c a l experts, interspened with commentary on research evidence marks this hybridity,
even as it produces a complimentarity of clinical and research expertise. Scientific

research is given a muted, but careful, presence in the newsletter.

There are few

technical terms found in its pages and little of the density of scientific writing. Instead,
the text rnimics what one person I interviewed called physicians'

"hall-side

conversation." Another counterposed the writing f o n d in informed to that of the fonnal
"do xyz" of clinical guidelines in the following way:
It [infonned] takes in a whole variety of factors, not just the disease
portion of the patient's life. So there's other things they Lphysicians] need
to worry about in terms of a patient's family life, their work situation,
their ability to manage on their own or not, and so the chaîty style that sort
of says there's a bunch of things you need to tak with the patient about
tends to reflect more I think what the physician sees.
(RTU 04/97)
Producing clinically relevant hall-side conversation that is evidence-based
involves careful inscriptive work.

On the surface, informed appears as a c h a ~

newsletters for physicians to read in their spare hme.

Upon doser examination it

provides an interesting example of a highly crafted effort to govem physicians and their

practice of medicine in the name of evidence.

Much goes into organinng its particularity.

In a manner rerniniscent of the

problematization of physicians as readers, the remarks quoted above suggest how a
practical reasoning about physicians' clinical work enters into a characteristic way of
rewriting science. The makers of infomed write evidence in ways that intend clinical
practice.

They hope to transfer scientific research into clinical medicine by

reformulating it within the tenns of an interesting, straightforward and message-dnven
clinical language.
Like other EBM initiatives, infomed pins its hopes for clinical refonn on the
place of reading in clinical work.

UnIike the project of critical appraisal, the

problematization of physicians as ambivalent readers and of the relation of science and
practice as distinct cultures or modes of reasoning calls for techniques that let alone the
basics of how physicians rad. The makers of informed hope to change how physicians
practice medicine by working at what they read, by providing a level of interpretation of
the clinical significance of biomedical research te-

not present in their original form.

Imagining the clinical setting is an important resource for a writing project that seeks to
bridge the gap of science and practice while reshaping the latter. Indeed, one of the most
interesting features of informed is how it seeks to harness the real of the clinic in a
project of its transformation.
4.5

Toward the Next Chanter

Moving beyond the textual surface of HSR, this chapter has explored some of the
concephial practices and techniques that provide for a particular way of goveming the

relationship of scientific research and clinical work. Investigating infomed as a research
transfer initiative builds upon my discussion of how health services research is
implicated in the governance of health a r e . Health services research is active not only in
the sense of its constitution of health care in govemable, numencally-based forms. It is
an important base of expertise for a host of initiatives that seek to reorganize health care
by making chnical practice more scientific.

In explonng these relations of scientization, 1 have emphasized the fundamentally
text-based character of one of ICES's research transfer initiatives. The process of making
informed shows health services researchers at work tlying to enter evidence into clinical

practice through a particular recontextualization of biomedical science. The conceptual
and inscriptive practices that lie in back of the newsletter involve a kind of anticipation
of physicians' typical encounters with scientific texts with a view to remaking them
through the provision of a textual altemative to dry, clinicaliy irrelevant science.
informed is an interpretive practice that organizes physicians' temal encounters with

scientific research.
The next chapter moves fonvard from this one by investigating how HSR
becomes active in local settings of health care reform through processes of its texnial
engagement. While my discussion of infrmed has focused on the work of trying to
shape people's text-reader conversations, in chapter five 1explore how HSR is activated
in people's actual encounters with it. From the textual surface of the Practice Atlas, to
efforts at research transfer put forward at the Institute, my analysis of HSR and health

care govemance tums next to the circulation of ICES research into the han& of people
who draw upon it in restnicturing health services.

Chapter Five

On the Use of Health Services Research: Troubled Hearts,
Care Pathwavs and Hosvital Resîructuring

Introduction

1 .O

At a meeting on care pathways and other innovations in patient care practices

held at the Ontario Hospital Association Annual Convention in 1996 1 heard the
following words spoken:
that
Given Naylor's report, [Roxborough Memorial] ~ o s ~ i t aidentified
l'
there was room to irnprove efficiency in how we were managing the AMI2
population. This moved us forward to lwking at quality of care initiatives
and the integration of a care pathway.
(Director o f Patient Care, Cardiac Care, Roxborough Memorial Hospital)
1 had corne to the convention with my Ph.D. research in rnind. Having recently decided

that research on ICES, health services research, and health care reform might make a
suitable dissertation topic, I reasoned that traces of the Institute's significance for the

restmcturing of health care mi@ appear in people's remarks, papers, and presentations.
Hearing the director speak, I had found what 1 was iooking for.
-- -

-- - -

-

-

-

---

.
.

Roxborough Memorial Hospital is a pseudonyrn. RMH is a large community hospital
located in a suburb of Toronto that provides care to patients from diverse ethnic and
racial backgrounds. Among the forms of care provided at the hospital are inpatient and
outpatient nephrology services, women's and children's care, emergency care, inpatient
and outpatient mental health services, and surgical care.
AMI or acute myocardial infarction is an a r a of dead tissue in the myocardium caused
by a sudden insufficiency of blood supply. The middle layer of the kart, the
myocardium consists of muscular tissue and, often, is referred to simply as the heart
muscle. In lay speech an AMI is a heart aîtack.

Among the comments she made were the two prosaic statements quoted above.

The first suggests a relationship between an ICES working paper (Chen and Naylor
1993)~
and the punuit of efficient management of care for a group of patients; the second

positions the working paper as agent, moving the speaker and others into the
development of a care pathway. Lasting al1 of some thirty seconds, her brief rernarks
occasion the andysis of the use of health seMces research that 1offer here. It's a good
thing I was paying attention.
This chapter closes my empirically-based discussion of health services research
and the governance of health care. Like other chapters of the dissertation, it focuses on a

specific text, in this case, a working papa written by Chen and Naylor. Unlike other
chapters, however, it deals exclusively with how those who manage and provide health
care senrices draw upûn HSR in their efforts to restructure health care. Having explored
the textual surface of HSR and investigated efforts to promote evidence-based clinical
practice, I end my analysis of health services research and governance with a discussion

of how HSR gets used in local settings of health care reform.
1 draw on two main conceptual resources to put fonvard my discussion. First,

Smith's notion of the text-reader conversation (1999a) provides a backdrop against which
to explore people's textual engagement with the working paper. While 1employ the term

In her OHA remarks, the director refers to Naylor's report. Technically speaking, the
document is a working paper. Throughout the chapter I use the terms working papa and
report interchangeably. The first author of the report is Erluo Chen. The full reference
to the document is Chen, E. and C.D.Naylor (1993) "Hospital-specific data on length of
stay for patients with acute myocardial infarction in Ontario during fiscal 1991." Institute
for Clinical Evaluative Sciences in Ontario, Working paper #2 1.

'use' to describe readers' relationship to the working papa, 1 do so prïmarily as a matter

of rhetorical convenience. In my analysis of how the working papa cornes to bear on

local efforts at the reform of hospital care, 1 try to move beyond arguments about
individudistic texnial appropriations or instrumental uses and readings. Elaborated in
section 3.0 of the chapter, the text-reader conversation guides me in this analytic move.
Second, drawing loosely on Latour (1987) I orient to the director's OHA remarks
as a "black box." Latour wants to develop an analysis of science in the making. To this

end he recommends that inquiry be directed at scientists at work in moments of
controversy and uncertainty-at points during which the facts and artifacts of science
have yet to emerge as unproblematic black boxes. For Latour, opening up the black
boxes of science is a way of penetrating its inner workïngs in order to display how the
resources and results of scientific inquiry corne to have their taken-for-granted character.
1 share Latour's concem with 'getting at' a world of activity and practice and like

him organize an analysis that begins with questions posed about the unquestioned One
might say that 1am exploring what makes it possible for the patient care director to speak
so routinely about the relationship between ICES research, the pursuit of efficiency and
the development of a care pathway. My additional interest, however, is to pass through
the black box, to explore foms of social organization that are held in her remarks, but

only the traces of which they make visible.
As such, rather than understanding the OKA director's comments as simply

rhetoric or 'proper' evidence-based conference talk, 1treat them as suggestive of a set of

relations of knowledge that can be investigated The director's remarks stand before me

as a point of entry, as something that through analysis can 'open up' onto a world of the
circulation, interpretation and use of research texts in the daily managerial work done in

hospitals. Thus, the chapter treats health seMces research as an active knowledge in the
sense of its deployment within and organization of text-mediated relations of hospital and
patient care management.

To develop my discussion, I draw principally on research in te^-ews conducted
with people who work at Roxborough Mernorial Hospital.

Over the months of

September and October of 1997, 1 carried out a total of eight interviews, two with the
patient care director, and one each with the hospital's manager of hedth records, a nurse,
a cardiologisî, two care pathway coordinators and a vice-president. As at ICES, rny
interviews at Roxborough explored participants7 actual work activities. Their particular

focus was people's involvement in the AMI pathway projecf their engagement with the
Chen/Naylor report and their ongoing uses of ICES research and medico-administrative
information. These interview conversations are the prirnary empincal basis for my
investigation of the interface of HSR and textual practices of hospitaI management.

My analysis emphasizes two forms of textual engagement with the working paper
in the efforts undertaken at RMH to reorganize patient care. One form involves the
director's use of the report as an evidentiary resource in the work of s e c h g physicians'
participation in the AMI pathway project.

Here, the working paper's authority as

scientific evidence on the safety of shortened lengths of stay for AMI patients is

mobilized in the delicate rnatter of managing physicians' involvement in hospital reform.

The use of the report and other scientific research within a technology of enlistment
suggests the penetration of everyday hospital work by evidential practices.

nie second form concerns how the report enters into the comparative practices
through which the director and her colleagues corne to understand the care of
Roxborough's AMI patients as a problem of inefficiency. Here the report gets activated

as part of a textual ground through whkh managers' howledge about hospital care
becornes organized around the discourse object 'length of stay' (LOS). This is a way of

knowing with constitutive features; it is an important part of what makes hospital care
actionable or open to remedy by an initiative such as a care pathway.
While 1 deal with both forms of use of the working paper in the chapter, the buk
of my analysis is focused on its use in coming to know the 'inefficiency' of the care
provided to AMI patients at Roxborough. This discussion enters into conversation with
more established forms of critique of efficiency that have been put forward in
sociological research on health care restnichinng. These generally identify efficiency as

a constituent of strategies of reform drawn fiom industry or the pnvate sector and
transferred to the site of hralth care.

Discussions of this sort illuminate how market

relations have entered into the organization of hedth care services. They further draw
attention to how, under the requirements of efficiency, the treatment of hospital workers

and of patients is at odds with the requirements of caring work (Diamond, 1991;
Armstrong et al-, 1997; Amstrong and Armstrong' 1996)

My analysis contributes to this discussion by suggesting how fomai discounes of
knowledge such as HSR are a condition of poss&iIity for the understanding of health care

as inefficient. More specificaliy, 1 offer an anaiysis of the textuai mechanics of
observability of inefficiency in hospital care and its relationship to a parîicular reform
initiative. In this instance, opening up the black box of use of HSR becomes a matter of
trying to understand just how the ChenMaylor report was drawn upon in an efficiencybased problematization of the care provided to patients at RMH.

In my analysis I try to suggest that the practices at hand go well beyond an
individual reading of an individual research text. Much of my time is spent in an effort

to describe ways of knowing patient care as an intertextua1 relation of use of the
ChenMaylor report.

Exploring foms of inter-institutional cornparison that employ

standardized texts of numerical data as a forrn of social organization is a major part of
this effort. So too is thinking about the report's use as a moment of relations of power
that are coordinated across time and place.

Overall, 1 argue that employing the

ChenMaylor report to 'see' inefficiency is part of a socially organized discursive
practice.

It is a generd and generalizable fom of management activity that both

organizes and is organized by new relations of knowledge and accountability that are
taking hoId in hospital settings.

The chapter contributes to my analysis of HSR, govemance and the social
relations of evidential knowledge in health care in a number of ways. Most importantly,
it develops a central theme of my dissertation-the operation of HSR as a productive

exercise of power. Drawing attention to the movement of texts of HSR into local sites
where they are brought into use in ways that cannot be fully predicted or controlled by
those who work at ICES helps to decenter the Institute in an analysis of HSR and the
governance of heaitii care. More importantly, it brings medico-administrative rationality
'to life' so to speak- Rather than exploring HSR as a formal rationality, known as such
on the basis of considering its fonnd textual expression (chapter three), in thÏs chapter 1
investigate how it enters into Iocally enacted ways of knowing and doing. In this way,

HSR cornes to be understood for where it goes and what (through its textual negotiation)
it gets done there. By demonstrating how HSR is part of what organizes new textmediated relations of management, the chapter forms an important p a of
~ rny analysis of
how it is an active knowledge.
1 begin the chapter with a discussion that specifies the terrain of msnagenal

relations that are explored in the chapter. 1 briefly discus care pathways as a particular
approach to utilization management and outIine features of RoxboroughosAMI pathway
1then discuss the theoretical resources that I employ in reorienting the applied character

of social science research on the use of HSR These inctude Smith's notion of the textreader conversation, Foucauldian approaches to the analysis of accounting and recent
work on intertextuality. Nefi 1 describe the ChenNaylor worEring paper and locate it

within the context of hospital refoxm at RMH. From there, the chapter unfolds as an
analysis of the text-mediated relations of engagement of the report in remaking the care
of AMI patients. This analysis begins with a discussion of the report's involvement in

securing physician participation in reform and then tunis to a discussion of how it
grounds the discursive constitution of care as inefficient.
2.0

Opening UD One Black Box of Use of HSR: Care Pathways and the Reform of
Homital Care
There are many ways to think about the use of health services research and

certainly many foms of its use. In Onttario, where recent reform efforts have focused
largely on the hospital sector (Anderson, 1997; Shamian and Lightsone, 1997; Decter,
1997; McLeod-Dick, 1997) HSR has been operative in a number of ways- For example,
health services research produced at ICES and elsewhere has been engaged as the

p r i m q intellectml technology infonning the hospital closures, mergers and other
~ recent emphasis
directives of Ontario's Health SeMces Restructuring ~ o m m i s s i o nThe
on making hospitals accountabIe for their s e ~ k e also
s relies fundamentally on HSR. For
example, the Ontario Hospital Association initiative to review hospital performance on

an annual basis draws principally on research on small area variations in surgical
practices to assess the utilizaîion and outcornes of hospital care (Ontario Hospital
Association, 1998). More broadly, the use of HSR to discem the health care needs of

The Heaith Sewîces Restructuring Commission (HSRC) was estabLished in April, 1996
by the Tory provincial govemment to "facilitate and accelerate the implementation of
hospital restructurïng" (Ministry of Health, cited in Mcleod-Di& 1997:8). Under the
provisions of Bill 26 the HSRC received broad powers ?O merge and close hospitals
across the province -den,
1999:212). Charged with the responsibility of realizing the
govemrnent's objectives of an 18% reduction in hospital spending budgets, the HSRC
has 'targetted approximately 20% of the province's beds for closure" (Mcleod-Dick,
1997:9). The Commission's activities have provoked incredible controversy within the
hospital sector and promoted trade union and grass-mots health Gare activism

-

populations and to monitor efforts to meet them figure prominently in recent proposais to
regionalize and integrate hospital and other health care services in Ontario (Leatt, Pink,
and Naylor, 1996; Metro Toronto District Health Council, 1996; Pink, 1996; Glynn,

2996).
The fonns of activation of HSR that 1 explore in this chapter are located within
these relations of institutional transformation. They are of a particular kind, however.

My discussion is focused on the point of intersection of ICES research and local efforts
to remake the nature of hospital care through a particular utilization management
initiative.

Specifically, I am investigating the process through which a group of

individuals working in the cardiac care division at Roxborough Mernorial Hospital drew
on an ICES working paper-the ChedNaylor report (Chen and Naylor 1993)-in the work
of developing an AMI care pathway.

In order to contextualize this analysis 1 offer some orienting remarks on care
pathways as a particular approach to utilization management. These are followed by a
discussion of the pathway developed at Roxborough for heart attack patients. Since my
central concern is not the clinical use of the pathway, but the involvement of HSR in its
development, my comments are focused on descnbing the matenal character of the
pathway and on sketching out some of the relations of coordination and standardization
of care that it enables.

2.1

Care Pathwavs and Utilization Mana~ernent
Developed over the past thiriy or so years, utilization management involves the

use of hospital statistics to measure, understand and reduce the use of hospital services

(Payne, 1987). While the services under question can include labotatory and emergency
s e ~ k e s it, is the hospital bed and its temporal use by patients that forms the pnmaty
object of s d y for utilization management.' Anderson et al. (1990) M e r note that a
given programme of utilization management typically draws on one or more of three
approaches: prospective screening of patients, concurrent review of the approprïateness
of patients' hospital stay and retrospective review of patient data pst-discharge.
Utilization management has been promoted in Ontario since at least the late
1980s when it emerged as a popuiar object of Canadian health care poky (Anderson and
Lomas, 1988; Anderson et al., 1990; Wade, 1990; Harrigan, 1992; Working Group on

Health Services Utiiization, 1994).

Through its redeEinition of acuity and the

appropnateness of inpatient hospital stays, utilization management does more than
d u c e costs or improve efficiency; it contributes to processes of questioning the very
place of hospitals in managing major medical illnesses (see Working Group on Health
Services Utilization, 1994:11).

Care pathways are among the initiatives for 'improving bed use' that have been
put forward wi-thin utilization management. Others include the concurrent review of

For an interesting historicai discussion of the changing place of the hospital bed within
efforts to remake hospitd care see Armstrong, 1998.

patient care, clinical practice guidelines, pre-admit labs and day-surgery6 Care pathways

are 'active' documents around which are buiIt a text-based technology for organizing and
managing the delivery of hospital-based a r e . Also known as clinical pathways or care

maps, care pathways set out a parîicular course of action or 'path7 of care for a defined
group of patients.

Such paths of care typicaliy take the fom of a series of tirned

multidisciplinary interventions that take place over the course of a standardized length of
hospital stay (Zander, 1992; Cnimmer and Carter, 1993; Johnson, 1997).
Care pathways were initially developed in the U.S. in the 1980's in partial
response to the introduction of prospective, DRG-based payment7 for hospitaiized

Medicare patients (Spath,1994; Zander, 1990). By fixing the duration of hospital stay for
specific DRGs, pathways offered hospital administrators a rnethod to control hospital
cos& and provide care that matched or feu below the rate of DRG reimbursement. From

6

Concurrent review is a process for detemining the appropriateness of a patient's
ongoing 'bed use.' It typically involves the use of software programs such as the
Intensity of SeMce, Severity of illness and Discharge Screen to assess whether a
patient's condition meets the c l i ~ c a criteria
l
required for ongoing hospitalization. Preadmission clinics reduce pre-operative length of hospital stay by providing pre-operative
testing, and patient education prior to hospital admission. Day surgery involves the
admission, treatment and discharge of a patient within the sarne &y (Worlÿng Group on
Health Services Utilization, 1994:19-20,23).
7
Diagnosis-related groups (DRGs) are units of patient classification that form the
technical hart of the payment system for Medicare patients in the U.S. called the
Prospective Payment System (PPS). PPS was introduced as a cost-swing device by the
US.federal government. It is a "per-case reimbursement scheme" in which each "DRG
is paid a unique price set in advance of treatment" (Frankford, 2993:273). DRGs were
initially formeci out of 23 mutually exclusive principal diagnosis areas (divided into
medical and surgical groups) that were "further differentiated as necessary accordîng to
the critena of age, sex, complication or comorbidity, specified secondary diagnoses or
surgical procedures and discharge status" (Frankford, 1993:288).

their eariy beginnings, then, pathways were pursued as a particular managerial strategy of
cost control, one bound up with changing state-hospital finding relations and with the
introduction of new medico-administrative systems of patient classification.
Care pathways continue to operate as devices for controlling hospital costs by
reducing lengths of hospital stay- At the heart of such reductions is the identification of

patients as an instance of a medico-administrative category. In Ontario, this mecuis that
individuals corne to be known as having a fiacîured femure (CMG 356)* or a heart attack

(CMG 194) that can be clinically enacted as an episode of a particular set of caring
interventions. The mechanics through which patients' hospital stays are reduced and
standardized through pathways involve two primary sites of work. The first of these is
clinical care, where the daily use of pathways by nurses helps to coordinate and

standardize interdisciplinary courses of clinical action. The second of these is formal
management, where the statistical aggregation of completed pathways pst-discharge
helps identifi and facilitate action on 'systemic' variations in expected clinical actions
that prolong lengths of stay.

CMGs or Case Mix Groups are units of a patient classification system used in Canadian
hospitals. CMGs refer to both specific categories as well as to the overall methodofogy
for grouping hospital patients' records withui such categories. Simply put, CMGs
provide a system for classi@ng health information that aggregates patients with sirnilar
clinical and resource utilization characteristics on the basis of coded patient data
submitted to the Canadian Institute for Health Information by health care facilities that
participate in its discharge abstract database network. The CMG system is the
technological base for contemporary hospital utilization management in Canada,
providing a means to know the patient profile of a given institution and the estimates of
resources required to treat that profile.

2.2

R o x b o r o u g h m
1 have reproduced the AMI care pathway developed at Roxborough as Figure 6 .

The AMI pathway is a four-page folio. The face sheet m e s the hospital, calls for

identifying information (type of infarct, admission date, etc.) and provides a coding key

and guidelines for the pathway's clinical use. The two facing pages which form the
interior of the folio set out a five-day path of care. The back page provides a variance
tracking fom, used to identiq the date and time of occurrence of the variation from the

path of care, its nature, the actions taken to correct it, and the recorder's identifying
idonnation.
Like other care pathways (see larrell, 1994; Pringle, et al., 1994), Roxborough's
AMI pathway adopts a grid format to substantiate its path of care. Individual cells of the

g i d are formed out of the convergence of temporal units (horizontal axis) and aspects of
care (vertical axis) and most contain words that have to do with some kind of action or
clinical event, for example, "home medication log completed" (see Day l ~ e d i c a t i o n s ) . ~
An important feature of the document is the pairing of individual cells with blank lines

that appear to their right that act as a texhial beacon for inscriptions made in relation to
the words that appear within cells. Completing the blank lines is a rnatter of following
the codes set out in the face sheet key, such that a pathway 'properly' completed by
nursing staff would indicate which events and actions have been met or unmet.
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The pathway specifies a variety of interventions and can be difficult to read. For a
narrative transliteration of it see Figure 7.

Figure 6

AMI Care Pathway, Roxborough Mernorial Hospital

Figure 7

Narrative Transliteration of AMI Care Pathway

Like other pathways, the AMI care pathway at Roxborough provides a particular
form of textual representation of an episode of care for a particular category of patient.

The expected or standard course of events that the pathway both represents and helps
produce goes something like this: The patient is admitted to the cardiac care unit from
the emergency room, preferably within three hours of hisher arriva1 at hospital (see Day
l/Clinical indicator). He or she is placed on approprîate medication as ordered by the
physician responsible for the pathway. On the first day of the pathway, blood tests are
carried out and the patient is hooked ont0 an electrocardiogram @ay l/Diagnostic Tests).

The regular monitoring of temperature, pulse, respiration and blood pressure is begun
(Day l/Treatments/Monitoring). Oxygen is administered for a 24-hour period and
intravenous fluids commenced (see Day 1 and 2/ Medications and Fluid Balance). The
patient is placed on a low cholesterol no added salt diet (Day ZMutrition). He or she also
receives a package of patient information and is oriented to the expected path of care
(Day l/Patient Education). A social worker is contacted for discharge purposes if need
be (Day 1Discharge Planning).
Medications continue to be administered and adjusted over the course of the
patient's five-day stay. Antiarrhythmics may be discontinued on Day 2 and heparin on
Day 4, 24 hours prior to the performance of a stress test (see Days 2 and 4/Medications).

The monitoring of the patient's heart by ECG continues until Day 3 when it is
discontinued (see Day 3/Monitoring/Treaûnents,) while vital signs are monitored until
discharge. Intravenous is changed to a saline lock on Day 3 (Day 3/fluid Balance)- The
patient is progressively ambulated-activity 1, for example, consists of bathing at the
bedside with a water basin, with assistance from a nurse and sitting up in a chair during
bedmaking, while activity 5 involves having a shower and walking the hospital corridor
(See Activity/Safety). The patient participates in a series of educational initiatives.
These draw on previously distnbuted patient information materials and involve
individual instruction ancilor attendance at classes covering topics such as use of
medications, proper diet, stress management, and planning for daily activities after
discharge. On Day 5 a stress test may be performed prior to discharge.

Accornpanying the pathway as an insert, is a separate document called
physician's orders. Usually completed by the pathway's respons13le physician on Day 1
of the patient's stay, the orders operate as a coordinative device by creating documentary
conditions that permit nursing action in respect of a number of clinical activities that are
potentialiy standardized. The top haIf of the orders provide spaces for noting patients'
removal fiom the pathway.10 The bottom half lists nine adVities tbat are also found on

the pathway. These activities are potentiaily standardized in the sense that physicians
can either mark them on the orders as checked, in which case the actions are to be carried
out as set out on the pathway, or introduce a variation from the path of care by Ieaving
the numbers on the orders unchecked or by wnting out alternative instructions.
Roxborough's care pathway coordinators routinely use statistical reports drawn
from aggregated pathways to rnonitor fluctuations in length of stay, to track outcornes,
and to identie physicians whose practice is at variance wiîh expected courses of clinical
action. In respect of AMI, however, these managerial practices were not an important
source of insight into actions that could be taken to fbrther reduce length of stay. Rather,
the AMI pathway acted to shorten the duration of patient's care primarily h u g h its use
in clinical contexts. My interviews suggest that the processes at hand involve text-

--

--

'O At Roxborough, dl patients who have had MI'S are initiated on the AMI pathway.
They can be removed from the pathway by the responsible physician who, upon assessing
them shortly after their admission, deems hem to be complicated cases. Reasons for this
designation include persistent chest pain., arrhythma, or the presence of comorbid
conditions.

mediated practices of coordination and standardization of interdisciplinary care. Let me

suggest çome of how this works.
The AMI care pathway provides a textual

organization of

clinical

interdisciplinarity. While most of the clinical actions it specifies are nursing hctions,
the work of other health care providers is visible throughout: discharge planning on the

part of social work staff on Day 1, nutritional counselling by a registered dietitian on Day
3, physicians' management of medications throughout, and the work of the pharmacist on

Days 2 and 4. By locating the work of multiple actors within a given sequence, the
pathway helps organize relations of clinical practice through which c m providen, in
consulting the document, corne to b o w who is to carry out what action, when. The
pathway helps produce standardization by pulling together people's work and putting it

into view in a textual forrn that can be held in common.
More than that, the pathway provides a technology that shortens patients' lengths
of stay through a text-mediated coordination of clinical work. This is partly visible
through the interface of physician orders and the pathway. The orders help prevent
'delays' or 'time lags' in the provision of care by organinng into one documentary
moment, physicians' inscriptive practices that othexwise might be dispersed at different
times and that would have to be secured by nurses in order for them to carry out various
actions. If, for example, the physician checks number eight on the orders, the nurse

providing care will not have to wonder whether or when a stress test should occur and
will not have to track d o m the physician to find out or arrange for an order to be filled.

On Day 1 she knows that a stress test is to be carrieci out on Day 5. She can plan her care
in anticipation of the test and c m ensure that it takes place when it shodd, by ordering it
for Day 5 on Day 1.

The pathway itself facilitates interdisciplinary coordination as a feature of the

documentary practices of day-to-day nursing." As 1have indicated, a number of the cells
of the pathway's grid are statements of action to be taken by health care professionals
other than nurses, e.g. "Prescription for discharge meds to be written" @ay
4/Medications) or "Pharmacist to review me& with patient" @ay

4lEducation).

Charting these actions as met or unmet, enters nurses into interprofessional work
relations as coordinators and recorders of others' work. In some instances this is a matter
of intertextual reference-of consulting the patient's chart to determine whether the home
medication log has been signed by the pharmacist, for example. In other instances,

nurses are enjoined to enter into direct relation with other health care providers in an
effort to bring about the expected clinical intervention and chart it as met.

h back of marking other provider's actions as completed, then, is the work of
reminding them about what they have to do, of contacting them when the action hasn't
been completed and so on. The requirement to chart variances fiom the path of care
further encourages anticipation of actual or potential instances of departure fiom the
expected course of events and action to bring about the expected (Timmermans and Berg,
1997). Through a host of textual mechanics, nursing work becomes the pnmary site for
1I

While other health disciplines do chart on the pathway, by f a , rnost documentation on
it is doue by nurses.

the daily accomplishment of new relations of standardization and coordination of health
professionals' work and thus, of shortened lengths of patient stay.
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At Roxborough, the AMI care pathway was an important part of what contributed
to a drarnatic reduction in length of stay for the hospital's heart attack patients. In 1994,
prior to its introduction, the average length of stay for patients with A

. was 8.4 days. In

September 1996, some 10 months after the pathway was introduced, average length of
stay fell to 5.3 days.
My bnef sketch of the AMI pathway and its use at Roxborough should put into
relief the terrain of managerial relations atîended to by my analysis. Exploring how the
ChenMaylor report was engaged in the developrnent of Roxborough's AMI care pathway
is a way of examining the interface of a particular fonn of health science with a
particufar approach to utilimtion management. The kind of managerial use of HSR
addressed in this chapter is one in which health services research is concerted with a
response to 'costly' hospital care that targets 'bed use' as a problem that helps organize
relations of standardization and coordination of clinical care and that ties such care to its
management through specific textual practices.

1 would like to emphasize that these various relations shodd not be seen as
peculiar to RMH. Reporting on the results of a 1995 survey of 187 U.S. hospitals, Spath

The nurse 1 inteMewed drew attention to an Unportant critique of the AMI care
pathway put forward by some of the division's nursing staff. It focused on: (1) the
burden of having additional charthg responsibilities, (2) the possibility of patient
readmissions due to shortened lengths of stay, and (3) concerns about providing nursing
care, particularly patient education, in shorter time h e s than was previously the case.
l2

( 1997:1) notes that 81% of respnding hospitals indicated that they were currently using

clinical pathways. In Ontario, hospitals have k e n slower to introduce pathways, but the

extent of their implementation has been impressive. In 1998, the Ontario Hospital
Association reported that 61% of hospitals in Ontario had developed a ciinical pathway

in at least one of the following six clinicd areas: asthma, heart attack stroke, caesarean
section, joint replacement surgery and pneumonia (Ontario Hospital Association, 1998).
Recently, some hospitds with considerable experience in pathway developrnent, such as
London Health Sciences Centre, have begun marketing their pathways as part of nart-up

kits that aid novice institutions in pathway development. Exploring the use of HSR in
respect of care pathways is a way of reflecting on a rapidly developing organization of
managerial practice in Ontario hospitals.
3.0

Refiarning the Anabtics of the Use of HSR
People with hart aîtacks who becurne patients at Roxborough Mernorial typically

leave the hospital within five days. How was HSR a part of the process of developing the
textual technology that enables this organization of patient care? In this section 1 offer a
discussion that delineates the specificities of my approach to responding to ihis question.
Following the lead set in earlier chapters of this thesis, my exploration of the
relations of use of HSR within hospital reform works against the grain of established

applied scholarship on health seMces research. In the previous chapter we saw how one

current of this scholanhip attends to the use of health services research through a
problernatic stnictured as the articulation and refuiement of strategies for transfemng

research into clinical settings. A related body of work, begun in the 1970s but contimuing
to shape more contemporary thoughts on HSR, specifically addresses the relationship of

HSR to policy-making (Lewis, 1977; Last, 1977; Shortell and LoGerfo, 1978; Spitzer,
1977; Myers, 1973; Eichom and Bice, 1973).

Much of the early discussion within this literature was sthulated by a broadly

based reassessment of the practical utility of social science research and by more spezcific
concerns on the part of govemment fundets of HSR about its usefùlness for poalicy-

making (Bice, 1980; Institutes of Medicine, 1979). A good deal of the discussion took
the form of criticism or defense of HSR, combined with a diagnostics of blame for faulty
research-policy connections and various proposais for improving the research field's
practical value for policy-makers. Detractors asserted an absence of relationship between
health services research fmdings and specific policy initiatives (Myers, 1973; Lewis,
1977), while supporters argued that its value was to be found in its provision of a
conceptua1 field within which policy-making cornes to be articulated (Mechanic, 1978).
These forms of argumentation have survived in recent work that either lauds HSR by
establishing a direct link between specific policy decisions and specific research findings
(Eisenberg, 1998), or that opts for a health services research that has, at best, a '"shaging'
role in pl icy del~%eration"(Brown, 199û:39).

My own approach to questions about the use of HSR departs considerably from

such applied de11hration.s. Unlike those who have previously written about the use of

HSR, I am not concemed with its policy utility. I do not want to make HSR more

practicable for people who are making care pathways. My interest is not in stnrcturing
remarks that in one way or another are resolvabIe to considerations of how well or in
what form HSR does, does not, or can be made to contribute to health care policy and
reforrn,
Instead, 1orient to the notion of 'use' as a device that encourages analysis of how

HSR is an active knowledge form. in exploring how the ChedNaylor report was brought
to bear on the AMI pathway project, 1want to contribute to an understanding of forma1
discourses of lcnowledge as active constituents of hospital refonn. 1 am not trying to
contribute to the use of HSR, but to foms of analysis that explore how discourses of
knowledge operate as social practices.

Use helps focus my analysis around the

problematic of discourse and action. It heIps me engage in questions about how HSR is
part of the way things get done in health care.
1 have been aided by a variety of theoreticat and methodological resources in

putting Forward this effort, including most pnncipally the approach to sociological
inquiry developed by Smith, recent Foucaddian research on accounting and work in
discourse analysis focused on intertextuality.
1 orient to the analytic work of this chapter as an empirical project that in

generating analytic descriptions of relations of hospital reform explores how HSR is an
active knowledge form. As such, Smith's work on the social organization of knowledge
and the organization of contemporary relations of ruling has k e n fùndarnental to the

analysis of the use of HSR 1 put forward here (Smith, 1987% 1990, 1990a, 1999).

Smith's consistent emphasis on the social as a terrain of concerted and coordinated

human action has hdped me to understand the social character of HSR not in terms of its
support of interested positions, but in tems of the mechanics through which it brings
people into relation with one another and helps organize their activïties.
Her approach to textual analysis h a also been the primary means through which 1

have sought to understand how the ChenNaylor working paper is active in the work of
developing the AMI care pathway. Health services research enters the site of remaking
care for patients with heart attacks at Roxborough in textual fonn, as the ChedNaylor

report. Following Smith, 1have tried to explore the use of the working papa in ways that
attend to the materiality of texts-to their ongoing presence within and organization of
daily social action. This has involved positioning people's engagement with the working
paper at RMH as one moment of more generalized text-mediated social relations. It has
aiso involved understanding their textual encounters as involving a twesided
conversation, what Smith calls a text-reader conversation. On the one side are readers
who operate the report through interpretive strategies which are not idiosyncratic but
socially organized (Smith, 1990: 221-224). On the other side is the report, which
although unable to respond to readers' interpretations of it, speaks to them in their
reading of it through its definite and particular assembly of words, figures and visual
displays.
In addition to Smith's work, 1have found ment analyses of accounting that draw
on governmentality perspectives a helpful resource in thinking through the social

relations of use of HSR in hospital reforrn. At a broad level, my efforts to understand
how the ChedNaylor working paper entered into a local s e t h g and helped open up
rather than foreclose possibilities for modes of managerial response is broadly informed
by Foucault's discussion of power as a productive capacity (1977, 1982). At a more

specific level, recent Foucauldian work on accounting h a provided me an example of a
somewhat kindred andytic endeavour that treats a numerïcally-based knowledge form
not as a neutral representational device, but as a social practice that is constitutive of
social relations (Miller and O'Leq, 1987; Miller, 1994, 1992; Robson, 1992, 1993;
Chua, 1995; Preston, Chua and Neu, 1997). While this body of work does not treat
people's actual engagement with expert howledges as a generative terrain for analysis as

dws mine, 1 appreciate its effort to investigate accounting as a set of institutional
practices with consequences for modes of organizational action and for the subjectivities
of the people who engage them.

1 have also found the accounting literature's

engagement with the notion of action at a distance an interesting basis for dialogue with
Smith's work on forms of coordinated rule. I take up this dialogue in my discussion of

the ChenMaylor working papa and inter-institutional comparison which closes the
chapter.

Finally, 1 have found work on intertextuality a helpful resource in thinking about
an analytics of the use of HSR.

One cornmon way that intertextuality has k e n

understood within discourse analysis is as a property of textual surface; texts of various
sorts are understood to be comdtuted by threads and elements of other texts, discourses

and discursive conventions (Fairclough, 1992).

A second popular approach to the

exploration of intertexhiality is the andysis of intertextual chains-processes through

which texts are reconstituted as they move through sequences of organizational action
(Cicourel, 1 968; Jonsson and Linell, 1991 ;Ravotas and Berkenkotter, 1998).
While informed by these approaches, my own concern with intertextuality is
linked wi?h a different set of research interests. My concern is not with the problematic
of textual constitution or transformation, but with the problematic of the actud use of
texts within specific settings.

Thus, 1 orient to intertexhiality not as a device for

understanding how texts are made up of other texts, or how they corne about through a
process of sequential reworking, but as a resource in understanding relations of textual
use.

People at RMH did not engage with the ChenNaylor report as a singular discrete
text.

They took it up in their work alongside other documents. These include, first,

other texts of HSR on length of stay for AMI alongside which the report was used to
enlist physicians' participation in the pathway initiative and, second, comparative CIHl
and Joint Policy and Planning Cornmittee (JPPC) data on Iengths of stay alongside which
it was used to problematize the care of AMI patients at RMH as inefficient. The form of
intertextuality that concems me then, is one which emerges as a feature of the actuaI use

of texts. 1use intertextualiîy to understand how the entry of the ChenMaylor report into
a particular institutional setting involves a process through which the report is made

active as an intertext, that is, through its relationship with a set of other texts with which
it shares a fûnctional relation.
4.0

The Chen/Naylor Working Paper and the Context of Hospital Reform at
Roxborounh Mernorial Hospital
&fore explonng the intertextual relations of use of the ChenMaylor report, a few

wmments on the nature of the report itself are in order- In her work on contemporary
relations of ruling, Smith argues for forms of text analysis that take into account the
materiality of texts. Part of how texts 'go to work' in particular settings of their reading
has to do with the particular configuration of words, numbers and images of which they
are constituted. Roxborough's patient care director codd not have used a phone book to
convince physicians about the safety of reducing LOS through a care pathway initiative.
Nor could she and her colleagues have used an anthology of poems to problematize the
eficiency of care at RMH as she could the ChenMaylor report. Part of the possibilities
of the report's use lies with the text itself

My analysis of the AMI pathway project at RMH accords a special significance
within the process of the pathway's development to the ChenNaylor report.

This

emphasis is not meant to suggest that creating the pathway was simpty a rnatter of the use

of the report and its textual wmpanions. 1 am not arguing that the report sornehow
caused or directly Ied the patient care director and her colleagues to produce the pathway,
or that the pathway's development involved only work done in relation to the
ChenNaylor working paper.

hstead, I argue that the report was drawn upon as part of a process of intertextual
problematization and enlistment that rendered hospital care at RMH amenable to reform
by a pathway initlative. Before tuming to these intertextual relations of engagement, I

offer a brief discussion of the working paper itself. Drawing attention to how the
pathway project is about much more than the simple 'use' of the ChenMaylor working

paper, 1 locate the project within the broader relations of institutional transformation
taking place at RMH. I then briefly descnbe the range and complexity of work that went
into developing RMH's AMI care pathway.
4.1

The Working Pa-wr

"Hospital-Specific Data on Length of Stay for Patients with Acute Myocardial
Infarction in Ontario During Fiscal 1991" is a 23-page ICES working paper written by
Erluo Chen and C. David Naylor. It is a document that enters into the possibilities of a
given text-reader conversation as a particular assemblage of words and numbers
organized as scientific knowledge, or more specifically as health senrices research The

report is structured in a form that is recognizable as a working paper. It begins with an
executive summary, and proceeds with an introduction, methods section, results section,
a discussion section and references. A M e r feature of the basic structure of the report

is its provision of seven visual displays of the sort that identify charactenstics of patients
included in the study as a table, or that represent the distniution of different ranges of
LOS for AMI for Ontario hospitals as a bar graph.

As a working paper, Chen an8 Naylor (2993) contriiutes to an ongoing program

of ICES research on lengths of stay for AMI. This program of research is typical of HSR
in its focus on the study of variations ui length of hospital stay and in its emphasis on the
relationship between LOS and patient outcomes. An ICES working paper published
earlier in the same year used hospital discharge data from 1990 to explore inter-hospital
van*ationin LOS for AMI and its relationship to in-hospital fatality rate (Chen and Naylor
1993a). The ChenNaylor report builds on this earlier work by using more recent 1991

data and by exploring outcomes in a different way, as patients' rate of readmission. A
M e r feature of the more recent ChenMaylor report is its deployment of a particular
textual form,a visual display of numericd data and words that openly identifies hospitals

in institution-specific lists of length of stay, statistically adjusted in various ways (see
Table 1).
As we shall see later, this type of textual organization of &ta on LOS is a feature

of the report mobilized by the patient care director and her colleagues in a
problematization of the efficiency of care provided to Roxborough's AMI patients that is
text-mediated and that proceeds fiom practices of comparative reading. I mention it here

to suggest a particular discursive feature of the ChedNaylor reprt- The working paper
does not simply present scientific research findings.13 It articulates them in tenns that

seek to intervene in the organization of hospital-based managerial practices and that
- -

--

-

l 3 The report points to wide variations in hospital specific LOS for AMI with upper and
lower limits of 6.6 and 12.6 days for crude LOS and 7.1 to 13.2 days for adjusted LOS
(19935).
It M e r concludes that no relationship exists between LOS and rate of
readmission (1993:7).
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Lengtb of Stay Data, Chen and Naylor (1993)
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intend particular relations of use of the report and particular interpretive practices on the

part of its readers.

The early pages of the ChenMaylor report provide a set of descriptions of the
substance of managerial practice that locates the report as a resource to be used by
hospital managers in their restructunng efforts- Thus, in the introduction, the authors
write that as "fiscal pressure on Canadian general hospitals mouots, administrators and
clinicians have grappled with the issue of defining an appropnate length of stay for
comrnon medical and surgical conditions" (Chen and Naylor, 19933). They go on to
describe an organization of managerial practice in which the appropriateness of lengths

of stay is determined through benchmarking exercises, whereby hospital administrators

use information fiom the Hospital Medical Records Institute (now CMI) to "review their
length-of-stay data against the performance of comparable institutions" (1993: 1).

The working paper, itself, is positioned as a document that c m complement such
practiceç by providing LOS data that are more clinically sensitive than those found in

HMRI reports' and by facilitahg wmparison through the open identification of LOS by
individual hospital.

The m e r relations of use that the report intends are heid in

suggestions that comparative analysis of LOS data cm stimulate discussion about how to

' Unlike HMRI reports produced at the tirne, the data presented in the ChedNaylor
working paper are statistically adjusted to control for differences in the age, sex,
complications and comorbid conditions of patients.
By attending to clinical
characteristics that HMRl data do not and by excluding patient differences from the
explanation of interhospital LOS vm-ations, the institutional cornparisons made in the
working paper are understood to be more clinically credible than those of HMRI
documents (Chen and Naylor, 1993:1)

shorten LOS and that such reductions can lead to decreases in hospital costs without
compromising outcornes (1993:7,9). The ChedNaylor report, tben, is not simply a t e a
of scientific research findings. It is an applied piece of HSR that, like the Practice Atlas

and other ICES research, seeks to organize evidential relations of hospital restnictun-ng

and management.
4.2

Its Institutional Context
The entry of the ChedNaylor working paper into RMH and its engagement as

part of the process of developing the AMI care pathway occurred as part of a set of
relations of institutional transformation at the hospital tbat included, most principally,
decreases in hospital fùnding, the installation of ùiformation technologies and new
relations of managerial accountability. Like other hospitals in Ontario, RMH has faced
the challenge of providing hospital care in the context of shortfalls in provincial fùnding.
Most of the people 1 spoke with at the hospital understood the pathway project as an
effort to control hospital expenditures. For example, the cardiologist 1intervieweci spoke
about "financial reasons" and "money" as the "dnvhg force" behind the AMI care
pathway. The patient care director of the cardiac division spoke candidly about 5%
yeady decreases in the division's budget and her tum to pathways as a means to make up

the shortfa11 by reducing patients' lengths of stay:

...And so part of my swings came fiom calculations on, okay we can keep
our length of stay down and possibly lower it. How c m we, how many
estimated beds can you Save and translate that into dollars. And that was
part of my budget reduction. So when we presented it, 1 didn't decrease

stafE

1 didn't want to lose any staff, so you have to bring in those

efficiencies.
(SGH 09/97)

The AMI pathway, itself, was part of a number of initiatives occurring roughly at the

sarne time at RMH that sought to lower costs, shorten lengths of stay and produce
hospita1 efficiencies. These other initiatives included the introduction of multi-skiIIed
worken, a move to day surgery and the use of computerized audit tools for the
concurrent review of patients' hospital stays.
It would be a mistake, however, to see the AMI pathway as simply a reflex of
fùnding cutbacks. The pathway was one of the hospital's first utilization management
initiatives. As such, it was tied to a newly expandecl circulation within the hospital, of
texts of medico-administrative information on hospital care. In m y conversations with
them, both RMH's manager of health records and its vice-president stressed that the
hospital was slow to take advantage of managerial possibilities that follow from the use
of statistical information produced by organizatioos such as C W . The pathway was
produced as part of an impetus on the part of senior management to change this situation.
The very possibility of a pathway as a reform initiative follows upon forms of
visibility of care, particularly its length of stay, that are made possible by the production
of texts of statistical information on hospital care. An important part of the context

within which Roxborough's AMI pathway was produced are new relations of knowledge,
marked by the increasing purchase of medico-administrative information within the daily
work of the hospital's middle level managers. As the patient care director explains:

E: You talked about a change where before you used to do your
management of care but you didn't really think of the length of stay. It
wasn't really something you did. Can you tell me more about that
change?
P: Well 1 guess because we have the tools. 1guess we always did have the
CMGs but at the time when we kgan the pathway those were new tools
that we used. 1 mean they were always there but ttiat was as a manager
who prharily, at that time, was focused on patient care and not redly
utilization management per se. They're new in tems of a way of looking
at things for us. 1 imagine at the VP leveI they had that information, but
we started to work with those toots. And now, 1 mean 1 guess because
we're working with them, now it's just becorne a, 1don? know, part of
the, its al1 part of the utilization management.
(SGH 09/97)
As the director's remarks imply, working with new tools of information have
consequences not only for what managers see and understand, but for w h t their
responsibilities corne to be. The saturation of managerial work by texts of medicoadministrative data is not simpIy an advance in information technology, it is part of a
~ e o r g ~ z a t i oof
n relations of managerial accountability.

Roxborough's AMI care

pathway was produced at a time when a new organizational structure was k i n g put in
place at the hospitaI. Sociai work, nursing and other professional departments were
being replaced by divisions of care (e.g. cardiac, surgical services, oncology) each
managed jointly by a medical and patient care director. These newly hired directors were
charged with new responsibilities for managing the quality, performance and costs of
care delivered within their divisions. As length of stay data and other forms of hospital
statistics produced both at CIHI and within RMH began to circulate throughout the
hospital, they formed the currency with which directors would enter into new forms of
accountability for clinical activities.

5-0

Makinn Roxborou&s AMI care mthway

My i n t e ~ e w sat Roxborough not only put in place some of the broader
institutional context of the AMI pathway project, they shed light on the complexity and
range of work that went into the pathway's making.

While engaging with the

ChenMaylor working paper and its accompanying texts of HSR and of rnedicoadministrative data was an important part of the work of developing the A M I padiway,
much else was involved. As a particular reform initiative, the pathway followed upon
earlier work done at the cardiac care division that introduced a particular techno10~for
improving the 'quality7 of hospital

Continuous quality improvement, as it is ofien

called (see Berwick, 1989; Berwick, Godfiey and Roessner, 1990), draws on
interdisciplinary collaboration, cornmittee work, and the use of nurnerically-based
rneasurernent, al1 feaîures of the work process through which the pathway was produced.

The overall pathway project was cwrdinated, if somewhat clandestinely, by the
division's patient care director. She brought people together, scheduled meetings, did

much of the groundwork and kept the process going. As she put it: '9kind of acted as the
chairperson, though we said Dr- Kerenyi was. So I did the behind the scenes work but

that's okay because that's how you get the work done."

Roxborough's first CQI initiative explored the delivery of thrombolytics or dot-busting
drugs to patients with heart attacks. Its focus was the Iength of time that transpires
between a heart attack patient's admission to emergency and his/her receipt of
thromboiytic therapy. As a result of the project, "time to thromboiytics" was reduced to
30 minutes.

The work to which she is refemng involved collaboration among rnembers of a
cornmittee composed of the director and individuals drawn from the various disciplines
involved in the care of patients with AMI (medicine, nursing, social work nutrition,
pharmacy). Meeting regularly over a number of months, cornmittee rnembers' work
began with the development and administration of a survey of physicians and staff used
to identiQ practice patterns and barriers to early discharge for AMI patients. At roughly
the same tirne, the patient care director camed out a literature search on pathways and
on lengths of stay for AMI. In conjimction with his own clinical experience, the results
of the survey and literature search were drawn upon by one of the participating

physicians to set out a staging of clinical interventions around which the full
interdisciplinary path of care was developed
Other work, done primarily by the nurses on the wmrnittee, inclirded the
development of accompanyïng documentation for patients.'

The pathway coordinator

and director carried out educational sessions about the AMI pathway and accompanying
patient information wiîh nursing staff and physicians.

Once it was completed, the

pathway was 'piloted' for some months, during which time nursing s t a f f s cornpliance
with pathway documentation was monitored and lengths of stay calculated by the patient

care director and others. After the pilot penod, the cornmittee made revisions to the
pathway.
The AMI patient package includes booklets on nutrition and on "life after a heart
attack," a patient version of the AMI care pathway, a pst-discharge activity guideline, a
short tme or false test that reviews information provided in the booklets and a sheet
outlining the progressive activities the patient can undertake during hisher hospital stay.

Sketchy as this review of the process is, it shodd provide some sense of the work
involved in producing the pathway. Having discussed the ChedNaylor report, broader
institutional relations within which the development of Roxborough's AMI paîhway was
located and some of the particulan of its making, 1want now to turn to the main focus of
my analysis, the intertextual relations of use of the ChedNaylor report.

6.0

The ChedNavlor Working Paper as Evidential Warrant: Securing Phvsicians'
'Buv-in. '
As 1have already noted, my interviews at RMH suggest two broad ways in which

the ChenNaylor working paper, as intertext, was drawn upon in the process of creating
the AMI pathway. For the time being, let me set aside the question of how the report

entered into practices of constihiting the inefficiency of care provided at RMH to explore
how it was used as part of a technology of enlisting physicians' participation in the AMI
pathway project.

Most critiques of the introduction of practice guidelines or other forms of
standardization into settings of clinical practice emphasize managerial control over
physicians (Coburn, Rappolt and Bourgeault, 1997). Within such work, which often

draws on the American experience, administrators are located in relations of contest with
physicians over the content of medical practice. They are W e r positioned on the
winning side of such struggles, as one form or another of clinical standardization is
foisted upon physicians, limiting their scope of practice and curtaiiing their clinical
autonomy, while contnbuting to savings on health care costs. At the same time, a second

body of work has begun to critique the mechanics of introduction of such forms of
clinical standardization by

focusing analytic attention on the principles of

interdisciplinary participation which inform t h e a Addressing CQI-related management
practices, researchers such as Armstrong et al. (1997) have drawn on a political economy
tradition to fashion an analysis of participation based in ideology critique. Such work
points to a disjuncture between daims made by CQI proponents of wide-spread
participation by hospital staff in CQI-led refonn initiatives and what actually happas in
practice.
My research at RMH points to a different way of engaging with questions about

the relationship between doctors and managers in the context of the reform of hospital
care. In exploring the use of the ChenNaylor report at Roxborough, 1 offer an account of
how one textual constituent of HSR was drawn upon to respond to the problem of
managing physicians' participation in the AMI pathway initiative. In so doing, 1 am not
trying to argue that the process of making the AMI pathway was fully democratic or
participatory. Rather, 1 want to suggest how the report and a group of related texts of

HSR fomed a textual ground that was used in a strategy of governing physicians that
sought to secure their participation.

My focus, then, is on intertextual relations through which participation is made an
object of govemance. The mechanics involved in this exercise of power are not those of
heavy-handed administrative control over physicians and their clinical work in hospital
settings. Instead, a more delicate form of govemance is at work, one which intends the

production of physicians as "active subjects" of hospital reform (Rose, 1996a).

In

exploring this form of govemance I emphasize the centrality of HSR within its textual
organization. 1 M e r undencore how, through the ChenMaylor report and its textual
companions, HSR organizes evidentid relations that shape both the AMI pathway
initiative and those who irnplernented it.
By the time I had arrived at RMH to conduct my interviews, a formal programme,

staffed by two care pathway coordinators had been established as the central site for
developing and implementing pathways throughout the hospital. The coordinators had
put in place a formal process for developing pathways that was integrated with the
hospital's governance structure, that drew on its resources in health records, and that
engaged a participatory cornmittee structure at the divisional level. When 1interviewed

them, the paîhway coordinators had ushered in some fifteen care pathways. They had
also begun to exploit their data potential, using aggregated pathway information to
monitor patients' duration of stay in hospital and, by extension, the degree of efficiency
of performance of the physicians responsible for patients' care.

The AMI pathway was made well before any of these work relations were put in
place. It was Roxborough's first care pathway, developed pnor to the establishment of

the hospital's pathway programme at a time when few individuals at the hospital had had

any direct experience with care pathways. As a novel reform initiative for Roxborough,

the AMI pathway \vas made wiîhin certain relations of tension. On the one hand,
members of senior management at the hospital were eager for a successful initiative that

could be promoted throughout the institution. On the other hanci, physicians who were
concerned about the implications of standardization on clinical autonomy and about the
safety to patients of shortening lengths of stay, were more wary of the initiative.
My i n t e ~ e w ssuggest how these tensions were addressed through a set of
practices for organizing the pathway project that privileged the question of physicians'
relationship to the AMI pathway, that sought to address their concems and needs, and
that focused on the problem of managing their participation in the pathway's making.
One of the peculiar features of the accounts given by the patient care director and the
care pathway coordinator about their work was a particdar way of talking about
physicians. Time and again 1heard physicians spoken about in ways that positioned their
participation in reform as an object of managerial work. Thus, it was impressed upon me

that in order for an initiative like a care pathway to be successful, ccphysicianchampions"
needed to be identifie4 physicians had to be "brought on board" and their c'buy-in"

secured. Here is an extended example of such talk spoken by one of the hospital's
pathway coordinators:
If you don? get the physicians buying into it then it doesn't matter how
good the process is. Because if the physicians don't buy into it, then it's
not going to work. So it was a real selling job to them about what the
value of this whole thing [the AMI pathway] was, why we were doing it...
They were very new into it... There was sorne concern too... that you're
confonning to this theory of cookbook medicine, that you're going to be
forcing people, that you're not going to give hem tbat flexibility, which is
certainly not what we're doing...And just enforcing the idea that there is
that flexiiility, that they al1 have input into wbat they would like the
design to be. So it's not like a person [saying] 'this is what the practice is
going to be and this is how we're going to go fiom there...' And for some
of them it's actually getting h e m involved. Like what 1'11 do right now.
I'm actually no longer in this role but when I was doing it, what you

would do is that you would get somebody who had some real interest with
it You would explain what the whole concept of care pathways was.
You would get some buy-in fiom it there. And then from that step on 1
mean there would sometimes be some physicians who initially wodd not
be interested and its more 'okay let me see the process work first and îhen
I might buy into it.' And its more you know when they do see the value of
it and they see for example that, you know, everybody has an
understanding of what this patient's care is going to be. Even the patient's
got a better understanding because they have a patient version of the
pathway.
(SGH 09/97)

One of the interesting features of the pathway coordinator's description of her
work both in relation to îhe AMI pathway and pathways in general, is how it records a
particular administrator/physician relationship.

The coordinator's remarks cerîainly

describe a mode of managing physicians, but its substance is hardly what one might
expect from the accounts of administrative control over physicians found in the literature
on clinical standardization. My concem here is not to suggest that such forms of control
over physicians' work are not taking place. 1 simply want to point to their ill-fit with
what at RMH is a vexy different organization of physician govemance. The coordinator's
remarks do not inscribe a relation of control or power over physicians. Instead, they
suggest a rather delicate technology that introduces refonn of patient care in ways that
are highIy sensitive to physicians' needs and that try to secure physicians' support for
such refonn by involving them in the process of its making.

This technology of 'reform üuough participation' is a major feature of the health
seMces research literature. The HSR advice fiterature on research -fer

generally

counsels that evidence-based hospital reforrn initiatives, such as clinical practice

guidelines, are most successful when developed locally by interdisciplinary cornmittees
rather than imported ready-made from afar, and when introduced with the explicit

support and involvement of physicians (Lomas, 1994; Dixon, 1990; Grimshaw, et al.,
1995; Home, 1996). The importance of treating physicians' participation as mething

to be cultivated and cared for when introducing hospital reform was underscored for the
director through her experïence with the tirne to thrombolytics initiative, for which she
had secured physician 'buy-in' from the outset. It was aIso something she came to know

about through her reading of the HSR ~iterature.~
Other places in sorne of the literature that we read, [a pathway] was
developed by nursing and then given to the physicians, and their reports
weren't that positive... They didn't include physicians. And 1 think that's
really, really key because they've always been seen as kind of driving the
practice. If you try to change their practice without having them involved,
they will just, it will be very difficult. Maybe the word isn't buy-in but I
believe that this is a g d thing(SGH 08/97)
The organization of the pathway initiative in tems of a technology of
participation is suggested by physicians' active involvement in the project.

Two

physicians sat on the AMI pathway committee. Prior to the committee being established,
the patient care director, with assistance from the hospitalyschief of staff, identified one

of them as what she called a "physician champion." This is a cornmon term of the HSR
literature on research transfer used to refer to a locally respect4 physician who will

support a given reform initiative and advocate for or 'champion' it among his/her
4

The term "buy-in" is a component of managerial discourse that circulates wideIy in
both public and private sector settings. The HSR literature was likely not the only
source of the director's familiarity with it.

colleagues (Ellrodf 1997; Lomas et al-, 1991). Physicians were also involved in the
pathway through their participation in a survey which sou@ their advice on what the
average length of stay should be for AMI, how the îhen current length of stay ai RMH

could be lowered, and what the barriers to such reduction were.

The physician 1

interviewe4 aIso the project's 'physician champion,' referred to the survey as an
important part of a broader process of coming to know what physicians wanted, "of kind
of getting a sense about how they felt about the situation.. the kinds of investigations5
they wanted, and what their ideas were about the care of patients." The developrnent of
the pathway, then, involved a variety of strategies for i n w r p o r a ~ gphysicians'
involvement in various forms.

One rnight think of the M e r work of securing physicians' 'buy-in' for the
project as involving a process of producing the AMI pathway and representations of it
and the project as something digned with the concerns and interests of physicians- This

involved responding to concems about cookbook medicine by incorporating flexhility
and discretion into the care process set out by the pathway. Thus, only a small portion of
medical care provided for AMI patients is actually standardized by the pathway. The
pathway does not set out the type of medications to be prescribed, for example.
Physicians can also modiQ the staging of clinical interventions by altering the physician
orders which accompany the pathway.

It also involved representing the project and its

standardization and harmonization of care as in everyone's best interest. Suggested by

By investigations, the cardiologist means diagnostic tests as well as clinical indicators
such as a stress test

the final comments made by the pathway coordinator in the quote above-"when they do
see the value of it...for example that...everybody has an understanding of what this
patient's care is going to be"- such forms of representation are echoed in the patient care
director's assertion that '-we've made it more, we've made it easier for the physician.
[The AMI pathway] streamlines their work."
Producing the AMi care pathway as an initiative that physicians could support
and 'buy-into' also involved the use of the ChenNaylor report to allay their concerns
about the safety of the pathway. As one of RMH's first efforts to systematically reduce
length of stay, the hospital's cardiologists were understandably concemed about the
potential impact of the AMI care pathway on patient a r e . As the patient care director
explained to me:
So again, we didn't have pathway coordinators at d l . All we had was the
information that [the vice-president] had presented and we had the ICES
report...and then I guess the other literature, studies.... And the physicians
were really concemed that if they had a process in place that was okay.
But they wanted to make sure it was validated...The physicians were
saying, 'if there's documents7-this is what you cal1 evidence-based
medicine-'if there's clear evidence out there that we can decrease our
Iength of stay by x number of days without compromising our patients,
without increasing our readrnission rate, then that's fine- But I want to see
your documents...' So when they saw the report that kind of swayed them
into saying yea, 'okay we'll look at our practices.'
(SGH08/97)
What the patient care director's remarks help put in place is how physicians'
concems about safety and their cal1 for documentation enters the pathway initiative into
evidential relations. Within this set of relations, the ChenMaylor working paper is
activated both by the director and physicians as an evidential warrant for the pathway

initiative- It is the report's character as scientific research and an authority it derives
from being a publication of an important research institute, that help make possible its

use as a textual resource in the work of enlisting physicians' support and participation.
The working paper does not, however, enter this work effort done. The
"other ...studies" the director mentions in her remarks are those she found in her literature

search- Most of the studies she located were pieces of health services research on the
consequences of shortening length of stay for AMI that were published in the medical
literature in the early 1990's.

They included work by Fisher et al. (1994) and Sanz,

Betriu, and Oller (1993)- It is in concert with these other scientific texts that the
ChenMaylor report cornes to have its full weight as an evidential text. The report, as
intertext-as member of an intertextual groug-can be brought to bear on the project in
ways that satisfy skeptical physicians, as it locates the AMI pathway within a trajectory
of well-documented initiatives in which LOS for patients with AMI was safely reduced.
One important use of the ChenMaylor report, then, is its anchoring of a reform
initiative introduced into RMH by a strategy of governance through participation. The

report helped secure physician 'buy-in' by providing a textual resource that was used by
the patient care director and others on the AMI pathway cornmittee to represent the
project in terms that could be supported by physicians. An important feature of this use

is the significance a particular fom of evidence, HSR, comes to have in shaping people's
judgements about proceeding with the project This type of engagement with the report

is just one moment of a broader set of evidential relations both organin'ng and orgdzed
by the initiative.
The AMI pathway project involved not only creating a pathway, but establishing a

set of procedures fkom which codd be developed the forms of representation of the
project expected by physicians, managers, and others at Roxborough. In producing the
conditions of vislbility of the project, the patient care director and her colleagues hooked
themselves and their efforts into forms of ratiodity typicaI of health senrices research.

Thus, HSR acted as the primary discursive source for a set of practices of enlistment
enacted within the project. In the particular form of the ChenMaylor report and its
scientific, textual companions, it fûrther operated as the project's evidential warrant.
.-

More broadly, HSR provided a certain organizing fiamework for the project.
From the outset, Roxborough's AMI pathway project was organized in ways that would
make possible a M e r contribution to the HSR Iiterature on AMI and lengths of stay. In

my conversations with her, the patient care director stressed that she knew early on that
she would be speaking about the project at fora such as the OHA convention 1 attended

and fully intended to write up the project for publication. This meant that the project was
organized through practices of self-monitoring that made the project knowabie within the
relevances of HSR. The carefüi monitoring of readrnission rates during the pilot phase of
the AMI pathway project and beyond provides one example of a set of documentary

practices used to judge the 'effect' or 'impact' of the pathway in ways that privileged

HSR's peculiar medico-administrative way of knowing.

As suc4 the patient care director and her colleagues did not simply restructure

care at RMH, they restructured it evidentially. The AMI pathway project \vas made at a
time at RMH when ICES research and other instances of HSR began to emerge as a

resource for managerial practice and thinking. The use of the report to secure support for
the AMI pathway initiative is one example of the forms of practice referred to in the
previous chapter as research transfer. More specifically, it suggests one moment of the
penetration of evidence-based decision making into managerial work fonns in a hospital
setting.
In taking up evidence as part of her daily work-as a technology for making

judgements, for example, or as a resource for enlisting physician participation in refomthe patient care director was participating in what have become routine managerial

practices at Roxborough. This routine use of HSR in hospital reform shapes not only
how managerial work is done, but who people become in its doing.

Behaving

evidentially would appear to be no longer simply a clinical injunction. At Roxborough
and elsewhere, 1 suspect, managers have become evidential subjects.

7.0

Health Services Research and Practices of Problernatization
Moving from the director's OHA remarks to the i n t e ~ e wconversations I had

with people at Roxborough Memonal, already the black box of use of HSR begins to be

opened. Having considered my discussions with the director and others at RMfT, it
becomes clear that the report is used in the pathway initiative as an evidential warrant,

grounding a text-mediated effort to govem physicians as active participants of hospital
reforrn.
But there are other ways in which the Chen/Naylor working papa was used to
identie "room to improve efficiency" in îhe care of RMH's heart attack patients. Further
engaging with my research interviews, 1 now tuni to a detailed mlysis of how the report
was drawn upon to problematize that very care. This invo3ves opening up the black box
of use in ways that put into view another set of textuaI relations, those through which
patient care at Roxborough is çonstituted as inefficient and thus in need of remedy by a
pathway initiative.
As with my analysis of the report as evidential warrant, 1 a m concemed here with

intertextual relations of use.

However, the textual cornpanions alongside which the

report is drawn upon to problematize efficiency are not the scientific documents
previously noted, but statistically-based m e d i c o - a n i t v e texts used in utilization
management.

In exploring intertextual relations of problematization, my discussion moves from
what one might cd1 the particular to the general. I b e g h with remarks made by the
patient care director about her encounter with the report, which 1 explore as a moment
within generous relations of expertise. 1 then try to locate the practices of comparative
reading through which she engaged with the working paper as a sociaily organized
interpretive practice. Moving beyond the working p a p a and the AMI pathway initiative

I further draw attention to the variety of text-mediated practices of inter-institutional

cornparison taking place at Roxborough that were suggested to me in my interviews.
This sets the stage for a closing discussion that explores how the use of the ChenNayIor
report to problematize hospital care is part of a complex organization of coordinated
relations of power.

As in my discussion of the ChedNaylor report and physician

governance, 1 investigate HSR as active in relations of problematization in ways that
focus on how it shapes the conduct, objects and subjects of management.
7.1

Seeing Inefficiencv Through Cornparison: Activating;the ChedNavlor Working;
Paper within Relations of Generous Expertise
/

My anaiysis of how the AMI care pathway follows fiom and responds to an
intertextual problernatization of efficiency at RMH relies on people's talk about their
work with texts. In my conversations with them, 1 asked people at Roxborough about
how they worked with documents. When appropriate, I asked them how they came to
understand the problematic character of hospital care.

Not wanting to presume its

significance and rnindfbl that people were recalling a textual relation that had occurred
some years before our conversation, 1 was somewhat wary to irnpress upon them a topical
focus on the CheniNaylor report. While 1preferred to follow up on its more spontaneous
emergence in people's talk, when needed 1 did ask pointed questions about people's
engagement with the working paper. 1 did not directly ask about intertextuality.
One of the few instances of extended talk made in our conversations that is
specifically focused on the ChenMaylor working paper and the AMI care pathway is
quoted below- The main speaker is the director of patient care for RMH7scardiac care

division. This particular moment of talk occurred midway through our second interview.

We had been discussing the hospital's budget cuts and the introduction of utilization
management at Roxborough. The director had just spoken about a new emphasis at the
hospitd on efficiency and on the possibility of providing care more quickly and had
referenced the AMI pathway project as one of the starting points of such new managerial
wncerns. When 1 asked whether budget cuts were part of what prornpted her to take
action around reducing Iengths of stay, a t u .in our conversation occurred:
R: But that's going back to the ICES report. That's what Naylor was
saying al1 dong, saying you're, 1 mean that was the basis for it although
maybe he didn't Say, 1think he did. He did say îhat the number of beds
couid be saved. So that was way back in 1992 he was saying that, that we
wuld do it. And it took us a couple of years.
EM: Well it's not that longR: We were a little slow. 1 mean when we looked at the bench-marked
hospitals, sonîe hospitals had already got there.
EM: Ri& so it seems then that the report was actually putting forward
an approach to respond to some other broader problerns, or broader
budgetary crises at the hospital.
R: Well, they didn't talk about pathways in that report. They just said you
can decrease your length of stay, the readmission rates will not, you Imow,
'fkom the data we've coilected the readmission rates will not increase.'
The report said that there were wide variations in tength of stay in those
hospitais. Ail of that. But it didn't Say how to do it. They just provided
the base line data-'this is what we see and we know that as hospitals you
can do better,'
(SGH 09/97)
1like to think of this quote as a moment that begins to suggest how the efficiency-

based problematization of care at Roxborough proceeds through a textual mechanics
involving practices of comparative reading. Part of how this understanding begins to be

put in place, is through the director's correction of the kind of text-reader conversation 1
suggest she entered into in using the ChedNaylor report in the AMI pathway project.
The correction occurs midway through the exchange. It follows my suggestion
that the report put forward a partïcular respome to reductions in hospital budgets: "Right
so it seems then that the report was actually putîing forward an approach to respond to...
problems, or.. . budgetary crises...." My remof our talk.

were formulated within the relevancies

We had been speaking about hospital budget cuts and utilization

management. The director had earlier located the report within hospital reform by
suggesting its purpose was to demonstrate that bed utilization could be reduced I was
trying to advance our conversation by locating the report within a possible relation of use.

It is a lcind of textual engagement that readily cornes to mind when we think of
research reports, namely, that of following programmatic recommendations.

1 had

thought that the director's encounter with the report had taken the form of following its
recommendations to institute care pathways as a cost and utilization saving device. The
director's resistance to this suggestion occasions an altemative account of how the report
speaks. Directly following my comments she picks up fkom some of her opening
remarks and begins to describe what the report talks about in ways that suggest a
different form of engagement with it.
As mentioned earlier, the notion of text-reader conversation shapes analysis of

textual processes as an exploration of the interaction of text, in its materiality, with
socially o r g a d interpretive practices. 1 understand the directorYscomments about

what the ChedNaylor report "was saying" in the quote above as traces of just such an
interaction. They are not simply comments about the report's contents. They are an
articulation of an alternative interpretive strategy made to correct my suggestion about
following recommendations. The director's cornments about content, then, open up for
view both the text and its activation.
The director was nght about the textual absence of care pathways in the

ChenMaylor report. Not once in its 23 pages are care pathways or, for that matter, any
other specific hospitd reform initiative mentioned. Tts contribution to the text-reader
conversation is of a different order.

You will recall that one of the distinguishing

feahires of the ChedNayIor working paper is its explicit expression of the interpretive
practices it intends. Peppered throughout its early pages are no less than three moments
of commentary in which the authors position the report as a resource to be used by

managers in their restnicturing efforts. These all point to a set of relations in which
managers' judgements and actions proceed from their use of medico-administrative texts
to compare 'their institutions' with others. Here are two such moments drawn from the
report's executive summary:
To assist hospitals in making cornparisons with sister institutions, we also
provide a detailed institution-specific list of length of stay.. .

Despite this weahess in the database, the amount of discrepancy in length
of stay attributable to complications of acute myocardial infarction is, in
general, far too small to account for the degree of difference arnong
institutions. Simple cornparisons of the agekex-adjusted length of stay
data can highlight an oppominity for many hospitals to reduce bed
utilization for this common condition.

In pointhg to this form of commentary within the ChenMaylor report, 1 am not
ûying to read the director's use of the working paper fiom its textual surface. Nor am I
arguing that her engagement with the report was somehow shaped directly and singularly

by her reading of such instructions. 1simply mean to suggest that the report explicitly
contributes to the text-reader convenation a method of interpretation that the director
knows how to engage as a matter of its competent reading.
1 want to M e r suggest that features of this reading are visible within the

director's remarks in the dialogue excerpted above. Her comments on the working

paper's contents form a pedagogic moment; they are intended to show me how to
properly operate a research text withïn the context of managerial efforts at hospital
reform. As she makes clear, activating the ChedNaylor report is not a matter of adopting

a specific recommended initiative for refonn. Rather, it is a matter of responding to the
report' s generosity.

The director's marner of speaking about what the report 'says' positions her use

of it as one moment of what might be called relations of generous expertise. The
generosity of expertise is a notion put forward by Nikolas Rose in his work on advanced
T~kralism(1994). Rose uses the tem to depart from more established approaches to the
critique of expertise *ch

emphasize relations of exclusivity and monopolization in

favour of analyses of expert howledge that attend to its widespread promotion and
proliferation.6
Rose suggests the generosity of expertise as among the most significant features of the
contemporary relation of expert knowledge forms and political power. He uses the term

As implied by the director's rernarks, activating the ChedNaylor report involves

responding to the invitation it makes to use its data as a ground of uitelligibilitpccButit

didn7tsay how to do it. They just provided the base line data-this is what we see..."
Rather than reading the report for a recommendation to establish a care pathway or some
other initiative, the operative interpretive strategy involves using it as an evidential
resource through which the problematic character of hospital care as locally delivered is

known. Within such a text-reader conversation, the report is positioned as a text of
encouragement that acts something like a 'coach,' urging action to be taken as part of a
common project.

Thus, the motivational metaphors used by the director in her

recollectiori of what the report said-"

...he was saying that., that we could do if"

"we

know that as hospitals you can do better."
Responding to the report as coach, taking up its invitation, so to speak, also
involves engaging in practices of comparative reading, much like the authors of the
report would have ir. The director provides a glimpse of how this worked in her own

engagement with the text, in her comnients about Iooking at bench-marked hospitats:
"We were a little slow. I mean when we Iooked at the bench-marked hospitals, some
hospitals had already got there." Here is a comment that gestures toward a text-mediated

way of knowing ineficiency through a process that is fundarnentdly comparative.

to draw attention to the proliferation of experts-lawyers, doctors, psychoIogists, etc-

who "Freely7' offer up their knowledges to others-social workers, probation officers,
teachers, managers, etc.-for use (1 994:36 1).

In the director's remarks, the place to which some hospitals had "already got7' is a
length of stay at or below the bench-marked level. At the time the director consulted the
report and examined its list of lengths of stay (see Table l), RMK had not "got there."
Local inefficiency thus emerges as an accomplishment of a particular kind of interpretive
strategy. Efficiency is not a reading effect in the seme of something that becomes laiown
through its direct observance by the report. Like care pathways, ineacient hospital care
is never explicitly mentioned in the pages of the working paper. Instead, the report is
made active through an interpretive practice that takes shape as a comparative reading of

LOS made within relations of generous expertise. The operative text-reader conversation
is one in which inefficiency is produced as an actionable problem through a reading of
the report's contents that points to a set of possibilities: "'the number of beds could be
saved," "you can decrease length of stay," "the readmission rates will not increase," "'we
know that as hospitals you can do better."
7-2

Reading L e n H of Stav Data Corn~arativelv:an Intertextual and Socidlv
Organized Discursive Practice
My analysis of the director's remarks in the previous section should make clear

that using the Chen/Naylor report to problematize the care of AMI patients at
Roxborough involved its activation through a comparative reading of length of stay data.
What it does not yet fidly suggest, however, is how this form of interpretive practice is
more than idiosyncratic. Making the report active through comparative interpretive
practices is not simply a matter of the director's individual reading of an individual text.

senior medical and managerial staff who had k e n gathered together were given an

overhead presentation of comparative data on LOS derived fkom a recently pubkhed
JPPC report.
These overheads presented data for some 12 "hi&

volume," "high variation"

CMGs including7for example, stroke, ceasarean section, and AMI. Each slide dealt wiîh

a different CMG and presented RMH-specific data on number of cases, average Iength of
stay, beds used and in some instances practitioner variation. Each slide also indicated

RMH3s relative position for LOS within its peer group as well as LOS data for a select
group of peer hospitals. Thus for angina, RMH's LOS was 5.3 1, cornpared with 3.92 for

one of its peer hospitals.
At the retreat, discussion was organized around the data in ways that produced for

those in attendance an understanding of "where we are," in the words of the patient care

director. As told by the vice-president, a good part of the discussion also focused on
efforts at standardizing care that could be undertaken at RMH to improve its relative
position. I thus understand the retreat as a particular mobilization of texts of medicoadministrative data within an organization of managerial accountability.

A senior

manager-the vice-president-put in place a problem by enacting a text-mediated practice

of comparative reading. Those in attendance were being called upon to work with the
texts presented at the meeting to understand their local situations and take action upon
them.

nie patient care director's encounter with the Chen/Naylor report was organized
within this intended coune of events. In attendance at the planning retreat, she soon after

met with a group of cardiologists to discuss Roxborough's poor performance in respect
of AMI as reflected in the LOS data presented at the retreat. In her words: "Dr. Merton.

said to me '1 think we really shodd do this. Evidence shows that we are, at this point we
are only mediocre.'

Now nobody wants to be mediocre and particularly 1 was the

manager of the area and 1 want my area to be the best that it cm. So you just get on with
it and do it.'?
For the director, an important part of getting "on with it" was requesting copies of
the statistical information presented by the vice-president at the planning retreat. When

she received if accompanying the JPPC data, now in photocopied rather than overhead

fiom, was some additional information fiom CHI, as well as the ChedNayIor report.
The report, then, did not enter the director's han& as a free-standing document. From
the outset, she was engaged with it not as a singular or 'solo' text, but as one already
associated with documentary forms that provide comparative hospital-based rnedicoadministrative data Encompassing both research and non-research texts fiom various
sources-JPPC, CMI, ICES and RMH itself-the documents of concem are al1 marlced by
a particular visual organization of numerka1 information.

in the context of the present exarnple, the appearance of such documents as a

whole, as what the patient care director referred to as a "package of background
matenal," is part of what organizes for them a functional similarity. The director's work

of problematizing care at RMH did not involve a singular engagement with the
ChedNayIor report, but an engagement wiîh it as part of a group of related texts-as an
intertext. Through the relations of use which activate it, the report is aligned with a
textual form that has as its most important operative feature a visual organization of data
on LOS that makes possible inter-institutional cornparison
This is not meant to suggest that the report ever loses its status as an instance of
scientifically based health services research. It simply underscores how the use of the
working paper to question the efficiency of care for AMI at RMH involved its appearance
and circulation as part of new relations of lmowledge rnarked by the distribution of
medico-administrative information among middle-level managers at the hospitaI- Zn my
interviews at RMH, ICES reports, CIHI and JPPC data were time and again spoken about
almost interchangeably as sources of data used in day-to-day managerial work. At the

time of my interviews at the hospital, division directors and senior medica! staff had
becorne quite accustomed to such textual forms. At the time the pathway was developed,
however, they would have been much newer to them.
For the director, then, reckoning with the ChenNaylor report was part of
reckoning with a new kind of documentary form that was king circulated within the
hospital at the time. The interpretive strategies she brought to bear on it were not
idiosyncratic and not directed at it as a singular te% but as one funçtionally tied with
medico-administrative texts produced by, or drawing on data from, C M and JPPC.The
comparative strategies of reading through which the report was activated are socially

organized They were enacted at the planning meeting by the vice-president and others

and were thus a part of the social relations through which the report was introduced into
the hospital. Strategies of textual interpretation that engage comparative practices of

reading were a part of the "package of texts" received by the director. They are a feature
of the initiatives to decrease LOS at RMH that followed Eom the planning retreat and are
themselves a practice of hospital reform.

7.3

Intertextual Problematization Throurrh CornDarison: A Generalized Managerial
Practice at RMH
Locating the director's use of the Chen/NayIor report within an intended sequence

of hospital refonn puts into relief its socially organized character. This section builds
upon the previous one by moving beyond the report, relations of problematization of care
and the AMI pathway initiative, to explore text-mediated practices of inter-instituîional

compatison as a general organization of managerial work at Roxborough. It fiuther
opens up the black box of use of HSR by exploring interview conversations I had with
the hospital's manager of health records and care pathway coordinators. As 1 engage
with their descriptions of their work, 1try to describe some of the ways in which HSR, in

concert with C H and JPPC data, helps shape new ways of doing managerial work as
well as new 'kinds' of managers. Let me begin in the hospitalysmain floor, in the health
records department.
My discussion with the manager of health records was h e d by what she

described as new concems at R M H focused on efficiency, utilization and cornpetition.

She M e r traceci this new emphasis to the activiîies of the province's Health SeMces
Restnrcturing Commission, including its promotion of comparative LOS data as a marker
of hospital performance. As she described the work she had k e n doing over the past few
years, what came into view was an important part of the tocal practices that established
the conditions of visibility of care at RMH- The director and those who worked with her
were fast at work putting in place the textual ground through which Roxborough's
managers would corne to know patient care.
The manager understood the activities of her department as a kind of service
provided to hospital administrators, particularly division directors, that helped them meet
new responsibilities for monitoring and improving the eficiency of patient care.

Hospitals were now in competition with one another for limited resources. As she put it

"each hospitaI wants to be the one that survives." Within these new relations of funding
and competition, division directors needed to "k up to date on everything that's
happening in their division, how efficient they are being, how they compare to al1 of
Ontario.,."
For the manager, helping division directors 'mow what is "happening in their
division" was largely a matter of establishing a system for producing and distributing a

new set of medico-administrative documents-what she called reports. OBen tailor-made
for particular uses and needs of division directors, reports typically draw on C M and the
hospital's own MEDITECH data to represent patient care in comparative medicoadministrative terms. One type of report that the manager hopes to make a standard for

al1 divisions takes the form of a one-page visuai display that provides comparative
idormation on Roxborough's top 40 CMGs as defined by number of cases. 7 In addition
to producing reports of various kinds, the manager was engaged in a pedagogy that would
establish them as the basis through which managers made Roxborough's patient care
intelligible. As she suggested, '4 can give thern reports with these CMGs and compare
them, but they have to understand what that means. 1 am trying to increase their
knowledge."
While most of the activities taking place at the hea1th records department
involved work done in relation to C M data, the manager also discussed HSR as an
important documentary resource for text-mediated practices of cornparison that she both
engaged in and hoped to promote. In a set of remarks quoted below, she extends my
discussion of how the ChenMaylor report was engaged in practices of problematization
by drawing atîention to related ways in which ICES research is engaged in the work of

assessing RMH's care and of knowing its management as work done well:
If you can show that your outcornes, that you're on the top of the list of
one of ICES's studies and it's a good thing to be on the top of the list
instead of a bad thing, then yuu can show that out of d l of Canada we've
got the best outcome. And that's how ICES helps us to analyze the
outcome of what we're doing. 1 don? have the capability to do that kind
7

To be produced on a monthly basis, each report lists the 40 CMGs in rough rank order
in the left hand column of a five-columned table. For each CMG, the report provides
information on typical, atypical and total cases, organized as three columns. Moving
fiom left to nght for a given CMG, the type of data included within these columns
includes the number of cases, Roxborough's average length of stay (ALOS), the
provincial benchmark and ALOS, the average resource intensity weight and the number
of weighted cases. A fifth column positioned at the right hand side of the table provides
data on the number of days saved for a given CMG if Roxborough's ALOS meets either
the provincial benchmark or the provincial ALOS. For an exarnple, see Table 2.

Table 2
Report, Roxborough Mernorial Hospital

of study... So they help us do that as well as pinpoint those hospitals that
need improvement.
(SGH 1O / W )
Here, once again, ICES research is positioned as a cornpanion (albeit a more
sophisticated one) to medico-administrative texts of utilization management, in
managerid work. More than that, the manager's remarks provide a glimpse into the
organizing potentiat of HSR within relations of managerial knowledge and
accountability. Her comments suggest some of the ways that the results of local
managerial efforts are made h o w n and displayed publicly by locating 'oneself within a

MsuaI display of comparative data. They M e r point to how HSR and interpretive
practices associated with it help organize taken-for-granted features of managerial
practice including, for example, the possibility of taking up a stance to one's work as an
outcome relation, or of understanding the substance of improvement as a calculable
matter of lengths of stay, teadmission rates or some other rankable statistical object.
A second example of a more general use of ICES research in intertextual

processes of problematization and cornparison arose in my conversation with one of

RMH's care pathway coordinators. At one point during our discussion, the pathway
coordinator 1 was interviewhg began speaking about a portion of RMH's standard
process for developing and implementing care pathways-what
examination of practice phase.

she called the

What followed was an interesting account of the

organization of managenal practice at RMH. En particular, her remarks suggest how

HSR, in concert witfi medico-administrative texts fiom CIHI, is active in reshaping

managerial practice through its grounding of a text-based technology of comparative

A lot of tirnes we practice Ipro.yide clinical care] sometimes because this

is the way we've always practiced and you continue to do so- This [the
examination of practice] allows you to step back, take a r d , d o a cntical
view of how you have been practcing. To look at it. To look at practice
guidelines and Say, you know, 'Is there room for improvemenq? b there
room for efficiency in how we are doing things here?' And bench marking
yourself against, you know, we look at the C H data and yoia7re able to
pick up there, where you're looking at lengths of stays, you want to look at
readmissions patterns. And the information fkom KES actua1ly was
useful too when we looked at that information to help usncis tbere, based
on that, is there r w m where we could improve how we were managing the
care of our patients either from the standpoint of quality or efficiency.'

(SGH 09/97)
1 find this account remarkable for how it describes managerial activity as a

visually organized practice enabled by specific textual maneuvers. A s she tells it, what
allows the pathway coordinator and others to "look at7' clinical practice is a particular
intertext consisting of practice guidelines, C W data and unspecified ICES research, that

is positioned in her account as a resource in coming to know patient care and tnnsfom
how it is delivered.
The coordinator's comments shed light on one moment of a routine technique for
reorganizing clinical practice, a moment in which that practice is problematized
evidentiaily. Clinical practice is already located within the terms of intelligibility of HSR

in the account, as physician practice style, a rationality of c l i n i d practice that is selfreferential-". ..we practice. ..because this is the way we7ve always practiced."

As

articulated by the coordinator, moving beyond habitua1 practice invotves new ways of

looking at "how we have k e n practicing" that produce the possibility for providing care
differently, particularly more efficiently.
These new forms of intelligibility of c l i n i d practice are fundamentally text-

based. They take shape as a p d c u l a r kind of scrutiny of clinical activity, one in which
established clinical care is made problematic by Eaiowùig it textually. As suggested by
the pathway coordinator's remarks, medico-administrative texts produced by C W and

ICES are among the documents drawn upon in such work. These documents carry into
the local site-the site of their reading-a source of 'ciifference' in the simple form of a
number that suggests a length of hospitai stay lower than that currently in place locally.

Once again we find ICES research and CIHI data paired in managerial practices of
problematizing the efficiency of care. The textual mechanics and interpretive practices
implied by the pathway coordinator's accoimt are not unlike those activated by the
patient care director in developing the AMI pathway. Overall, her account shows how
standard managerial practices at RMH are organized as textual work. It fkther displays

HSR actively engaged as an intertextual resource in a process of forming managerial
judgements about which CMGs at Roxborough are most probiematic and, thus, best
candidates for a pathway project.
A conversation with another of RMH7s pathway coordinators brought to my

attention still M e r ways in which managerial work at RMH is organized around the use
of rnedico-administrative data. Earlier, 1 discussed the work done by Roxborough's
manager of health records to pur in place the textual conditions of visibility of the care

provided at the hospital- I then explored how ICES research and CMI data are drawn on

by RMH's care pathway coordinators in a phase of pathway development through which
clinical practice is scrutinized evidentially. Below 1comment on how reports produced
by the health records department at RMH are used by pathway coordinators in related
effortç to create care pathways.
We actually have a data analyst here now who's wonderful... And she'll
actually generate a report- E 1Say to her you know, 1think we want to do
a pathway on C-sections, she'll actually pull our hospital length of stay,
compare it with the peer group, we're in a peer group of 8 hospitals, show
where we rank with our length of stay, who ranks the best...And that's
been really helpful because it also allows us to sway the [nursing] staffs
opinions. About that particular are% 1 know the staff quite well and 1
went to them to Say, we're going to be shortening our length of stay, how
do you think we can do it? And the survty came back that 90 percent of
staff said, 'don't shorten leng'rh of stay, increase it.' Well we know we
couldn't do that because we're at the bottom of our peer group
performance. You know 8 out of 8 is not very good standing. So I
actually went back to the staff and did a couple of inseMces to say '1
know you don? want us to be doing this, but now I want to share why we
need to be doing this. We're one of the last hospitals that have cut our
lengths of stay, we need to if we're going to stay cornpetitive.'

(SGH 10/97)
Here is a set of remarks, made by one of RMH's care pathway coordinators, that
points to rnedico-administrative rationality in action. Her account displays how texts of
comparative length of stay data circdate from the hospital's health records department to
its pathway coordinators and through them to nursing staff. As they circulate, they help
coordinate ways of thinking and forms of action that intend the reduction of lengths of
hospital stay through the implementation of a Gare pathway.

1 fmd the quote interesting for how it shows the coordinator using textual

practices of comparison as a warrant in her efforts to persuade nursing staff of the need
for a particdar restnicturing initiative. The interprofessional relations at work here are

hardly those through which the patient care director sought to secure 'buy-in' fiom
physicians in the AMI pathway project. In the instance at hand, science is not being
mobdized to reassure medicd practitioners about the safety of a restnicturing initiative or
to delicately enlist their participation. The process is much less gentle, more blunt and
rough-edged In response to nurses' resistance to the prospect of shortened lengths of
stay, the coordinator harnesses a report fiom hedth records in a way that structures her
relationship with them around the display of inefficiency and the encouragement of
cornpetition.

-

The report, as warrant, 'shows' in a decidedly econornic fashion how things are

and where they must go. A textual mechanics that involves practices of comparison of
self with others is fundamental to the process. As she uses the text to convince nurses,
the coordinator mobilizes comparative data to produce with and for them the lirnits of

possible response to the delivery of care in their unit. Roxborough is at the bottom of the
list-seven

other hospitals have 'betîer' lengths of stay.

Within the cornpetitive

environment that hospitals now operate in, what else can be done but cut length of stay?
The examples 1have provided above suggest sornething about how text-rnediated
practices of inter-institutional comparison are a generalized managerial practice at RMH.
My first encounter with such an organization of managerial activity was the patient care

director's engagement with the ChenMaylor report alongside JPPC and C M data in
ways that problematized the care of AMI patients through a comparative reading of LOS

data. Further opening up the black box of use of HSR., moving beyond the report and the
AMI pathway to wnsider further managerid uses of HSR by others at the hospital helps
to Iocae the director's engagement with the ChenMaylor working papa within a broader
set of text-mediated relations of managerial practice.
It also helps to suggest some of the additional ways in which HSR helps to shape
how hospital management gets done and who managers becorne in the doing of their
work. Part of the active character of HSR was put in place by m y discussion of the use of
the ChedNaylor report as an evidential warrant within a technology of reform that

targetted physician participation as an object of management. Moving to a new form of

use of the report, one in which its engagement through a comparative reading helps
produce care as inefficient and thus in need of amelioration by a pathway, suggests other
features of its organizing potential. When the comparative reading practices underlying
the report's use in problematizing Gare are understood as a social and general practice of
management, HSR's implication in the organization of hospital reform becomes more
fully apparent.
Through its association with practical texts of utilization management, ICES
research provides the conditions of visibility of care provided at RMH and helps anchor a
set of texhial practices that corne to be enacted as managerial practice. Increasingly, at

R H , the management of Gare has involved engaging with numerically-based texts of

medico-administrative data. A particularly striking if mundane feature of the circulation
of such texts is their activation through practices of cornparison. At the time 1conducted
my i n t e ~ e w s ,the comparative use of LOS data was a fundamental feature of

Roxborough's efforts at utilkation management. In the examples 1 have provided in this
section, 1have tried to display how comparing 'self with 'other,' through the intertextual

use of ICES research and C M data, has become a routine technology of managerid
practice. It is a technology used to monitor the hospital's performance, make judgements

about which pthways to develop, bring nurses into lhe, and more generally, to know
care, observe its efflciency, problematize its character and otherwise open up grounds for
action.
Working with HSR texts, with documents from CMZ, P P C and elsewhere, also
holds implications for managers' subjectivities. As utiLization management takes hold at

RMH through the circulation of new documentary forms and the development of new
reporting structures, the patient care director, pathway coordinators and othen at RMH
corne to orient to a world of health care held in common and constituted as medicoadministrative discowse.

As they become concernai with "new opportunities for

improvement" made visible through comparative statistical information, with how the
hospital or division is doing "length of stay-wise," and with "making a diserence in your
statistics," they enact new ways of understanding hospital care that position them in
relation to it as agents responsible for the institution's financial viability. Such relations
of accountability increasingly involve fonns of self-monitoring.

At RMH, division

directors, pathway coordinators, and even some physicians and nurses have come to be
concerned with how their own performance or the performance of their units or divisions

are reflected '&inthe numbers." It would appear that managers at RMH have become not
only become evidential subjects but calculating subjects (Miller, 1992) as well.

8.0

The ChedNaylor Working; Paper. Health Services Research and Coordinated
Relations of Power
Trying to make sense of and write about my conversations with people who work

at Roxborough Mernorial Hospita1 and who engaged in its AMI pathway initiative has
proven an interesting analytic joumey. Along the way, a good deal of the social relations

of hospital reform only hinted at in the statements that sparked my investigation have
been fieshed out. The black box of use of EISR has been opened up; if not fiilly, at Least
far enough to understand how the report's association with the pathway initiative is a part
of new relations of knowledge, of accountability, and of text-mediated managerial
practice that have taken hold at the hospital.

The patient care director's OHA remarks matter-of-factly announce an
association of the Cheflaylor working paper and the pursuit of a pathway initiative.
Through my engagement with the people involved in the pathway's making, E have
explored the use of the report as a moment of a wmplex set of intertextual relations that
shape managerial practice and the conduct of hospital reforrn. These relations involve

much more than an individual's reading of a report. They involve practices of physician
governance and of intertextual problematization They involve mobilizing interpretive

practices that are socially organized and a daily feature of managerial work at
Roxborough Mernorial. They also involve entering into, producing and reproducing a
characteristic relation of power. Let me close this chapter by explonng how mobilizing
the ChenMaylor report in the seemingly mundane work of comparing 'self with 'other'

organizes relations of hospital refonn that transcend the temporal and spatial limits of the
report's Iocal reading.
When the patient care director activates the ChenNaylor report in such a way that

local inefficiency becomes observable by comparing Roxborough's LOS for AMI with
Ehat of its peer hospitals or with a provincial average or other benchmark, she is engaged

in a fairly uncomplicated text-reader conversation. But in knowing and responding to
hospital a r e through such comparisons, she is also participating in more complex forms

of coordinated governance or nile through which the delivery of care and its management
at RMH is brought into relation with care and management happening elsewhere.
Such forms of coordinated power have become a central preoccupation of
contemporary analytic work on political d e . Smith explores them as text-mediated
social organization. Hers is a project of explication, of ccrecover[ing]those forms of
concerting people's activities that are regularly reproduced" (Smith, 1999:7). The
possibility of such forms of reproduction is, in turn, linked with the distribution of texts,
whose "stanciardized form of words or images...can be redseedheard in many other
settings by many others at the same or other t h e s " (Smith, 19997).

Power here

involves forms of coordination through *ch

people are brought together and into

courses or sequences of action through their textual engagements (Smith, 1999:79).
For îheir part, govementality theorists understand contemporary coordinated
forms of governance as a kind of rule at a distance (Miller and Rose, 1990), a
formulation that draws fiom a convergence of Foucault's discussion of the art of
goveniment as action on action (1982) with Latour and Callon's work on action at a
distance (Callon and Latour, 1981; Callon, 1986; Latour, 1987). As deployed in the

Merature, rule at a distance is theorized as a centrai f e u e of neolikral governrnent and
is undeatood to involve a particdar relationship of expertise and central political
authority. It is further taken up in ways that emphasize how forms of expert knowledge
enable the exercise of indirect authority, at the same time, over people and events that are
geographically and temporally dispersed (Robson, 1992).
The relations of indirect governent that govenmentality theorists have stressed

as central to action at a distance seem at least a *al

analytic resource for making sense

of the relations through which the ChedNaylor report was brought to bear on the
development of RMH' s AMI pathway. In the governrnentality literaîure, an association
between length of stay data and indirect relations of govemment has k e n made by
Preston, Chua and Neu (1997).

In respect of the United States, they argue that

accounting-based data and calculations derived fiom the introduction of a DRG-PPSbased system of reimburçernent for Medicare help operate decentralized relations of
allocation. Through the production and use of DRG-based accounting knowledge in local

hospitals, decisions about who is to receive what forms of care and under what
conditions are made by local decision-makers, thus enabhg the rationing of health care
to occur without direct involvement on the part of centrat govemment (Preston, C h u and

Neu, 1997).

In Ontario, the rationing of hospital care has involved both direct and indirect
relations of govemment It is difficult, for example, to imagine the hospital closures and
other directives of the Health Services Restnicturing Commission as occmïng at full
ams' length fiom the provincial goveniment.

At the same time, however, the

reçrnicturing of health care in Ontario is occurring through relations more complex than

those which wodd have central govemment directly t e l h g hospitds how to save on
cos& and which services to provide. The work that went on at Roxborough Mernorial to

establish a care pathway for AMI is one of a range of I d , hospÏtal-based efforts through
which the kind and duration of care that patients receive is k i n g altered. The processes
at work are complex. They involve an interplay of disciplinary and managerial expertise,
changes in organizational structures, new forms of dinical practice and judgement,
changing relations of acwuntability and, as 1 have underscored, the circulation and

production of new documentary forms.
The mechanics through which the ChenMaylor report was activated in the AMI

pathway's making suggest further features of action at a distance as developed by

govemmentdity theorists. For exarnple, the very movement of the report into the han&
of the patient care director involved a set of relations of restnicturing in which upper

management emcted an intertextual display of hospital inefficiency, but left the nitty

gritty of how to rectie inefficient care a responsibility of individual division directors.
As the vice-president said of the director and her colleagues: %ey really did it on their

own." In a parallel fashion, the report itself is m m on the programmatic particulan-ties
of hospital refom. The text-reader conversation that the director enters into through her
engagement with the report is not one of following a specific recommendation for this or
that utilization management initiative. Rather, it is one of acting within a "field of
possible responses and reactions" (Miller, 1992:63) framed by the report through its
problematization of inefficient care as a matter of length of stay variances. Lastly, at a
broader level one can understand how forms of medico-administrative data alongside
which the report is read give shape to new "distantiated" relations of accountability. On
the b a i s of the widespread production and circulation of such data provincial h d i n g of

hospital care can now be tied to the performance of hospitals made visible through
numerid values such as length of stay.
When, however, the report is considered h m within the director's more specific
work of problematin'ng and acting rernedially on RMH's care, that is from within her
work of rendering RMH at variance with its peers through a comparative reading of LOS,
the centre-periphery metaphor grounding the notion of action at a distance presents
problerns of il1 f i t When the director engages the ChedNaylor report alongside CIHI
and related information and notes R M H Y srelative inefficiency, she is not trying to act on
hospitals located at a distance from the site of her work. She does not participate in

relations through which a center acts upon the actions of ouiers in far away places; she
does not hope to influence what goes on in other hospitals in ways that preserve their
autonomy of action-

Instead, the intertextual relations of problematization with which she is
implicated involve a form of action on the local that engages information about distant
places. The terrain that HSR opens up as a ground for action is the local setting of health
care deIivery at Roxbrough. As such, the pecdiar and powerfid feature of how the
Chen/Naylor report as intertext operates in the local hospital setting, involves its enabling
of managerial practices through which local care is associated with care delivered
elsewhere and remaàe. Following Smith, 1 want to ernphasize the textuality of this
process, something which those who work with govemmentality perspectives do not fully
exploit in their analyses of power and expertise (see Robson, 1992; Chua, 1995).
In their discussions of contempomy relations of power, govementality theorists

link the constitutive feature of expert knowledge fonns with numencalization. This is
particularly true of work on accounting whîch underscores how domains of experience
are rendered objects of government at a distance through their transformation into

numerical values. Numbers make things govemable fiom afar by giving them a form
that is highIy mobile, calculable, stable and combinable (Robson, 1992). In the context
of the ChenNaylor report, the cornplexity and particdarity of health care as it is
delivered in hospitals across the province are denuded by its inscription in the simplest

and most economic of expressions: the single figure-length of stay. Hospital care is

pulied into the local setting of the report's reading through its transformation into
numbers, an inscriptive form that permits certain forms of cornparison and that enables
fiuther chains of calculative work. The numerical representation of care provides for an
economy and simplicity of judgement that would be difficult to achieve were care to be
represented through narrative words alone. Expresseci numerically, the director can
compare the care provided at RMH with that delivered elsewhere and know it as better or
worse within the ternis of economic rationality. She can see variation. She can also
begin to make calculations about how many beds and therefore how many dollars might
be saved at RMH should a lower length of stay be achieved
Numbers and numericalization are thus important for the organization of power

as action coordinated across time and place. When, however, analysis of the operation of
expert knowledge fonns is grounded in people's accounts of how they actuaily work with
formal discourses of knowledge, the governmentality literature's rhetorical constitution
of the power of numbers, of governent by numbers, or of the power of numbers qua
numbers is unsettled (Robson, 1992; Miller, 1992). In their work of developing the AMI
care pathway, the patient care director and her colleagues at RMH did not simply engage
with nwnbers, they engaged with numbers vested in texts. Knowing the care of AMI

patients at RMH as inefficient through its cornparison with care delivered at other
hospitals was a textual as well as numerical affair. It was not simply a matter of the
power of numbers, but of the organization of nurnerically-based information--of numbers

combined with words-in recognizable textual forms that began to circulate throughout
the hospital and around which managerial practice came to be organized.
The engagement of a research text-the Chen/Naylor report-alongside CMI data
or the reports generated by the manager of health records-texts that do not include the
narrative structure of scientific research-in the common work of problernatizing the care
of AMI patients suggests that it is a particular textuai assembly of numbers in ways that
make them easily comparable that anchors the processes of coordinated power at hand.

Documents including or produced as these kinds of visual displays have become
extremely important constiîuents of the daily work of hospital management. They help
coorduiate new possibilities for howing and managing w e îhat proceed as and fiom
inter-institutional cornparison of medico-administrative objects of discourse such as
length of stay. Such ways of knowing care and doing management were not in place
pnor to the widespread production and distribution of such documentary forms.

Managerial practice becomes expressed as new ways of seeing care and
proceeding with its remaking as new relations of knowledge take hold within hospita1
settings. These relations have a textual ground, of which health senices research such as
the ChedNaylor working paper and reports of C W and JPPC data are fundamental

constituents. As documents that compare institutional care numerically corne to be taken
up throughout the province's hospitals, those who activate them are brought into relation

with one another through a reprduchle form of social organization. Separated by time
and place but working with shnilar documentary forms, managers and others reproduce a

rnechanics of hospital reform that engages a kind of normalizing judgement. Seeing and

responding to inefficiency of hospital care through texhial cornparison of medicoadministrative data becornes installed as a characteristic social practice of management.
Comparing self with others in more or less the sarne fashion, managers reproduce a way

of doing management through which the care for which they are responsible cornes to be

harmonized and brought into Line with provincial averages or with benchmarks set by
peer hospitals. Coordinated practices of govemance, then, involve not oniy the power of

numbers but the organization of managerial activity around a new traffic in texts of
medico-administrative data.

Chapter Six
Closing;Remarks

This thesis has explored the social organization of health care reform through a
reflexive analysis of health services research as social practice. Much of the work of
developing the analysis has been made in a relation of tension with the applied
preoccupations of HSR. 1 have been careful to distinguish my work from the policybased relevances of contemporary heaIth services research and have tried to write in
resistance to the relations that produce a knowledge for ruling health care.
WhiIe wrïtten from an analytic stance located outside the routine conceptual

practices of HSR, like HSR in its broadest sense, the thesis is a form of research on the
organization and delivery of health care services. My work highlights the significance of
a group of knowledge maicers for reshaping medical care evidentially.

It points to

important relations of howledge through which the delivery of health care services in
Ontario is being restnictured.
While 1stop short of thinking of my research as a "counter-HSR," it should speak
to health seMces researchers, giving them pause to think about their activities. The
wrïnen corpus of HSR is rather silent about the organization of health services research
activities within relations of power in health care. In the HSR Merature, producing and
promoting health services research tends to be inscnbed as the 'matter of fact' or
'eamest' business of getting on with making a better health care system out of 'good'

researcb The thesis invites a reconsideration of this positioning of HSR and health care
restruchinng.
A central goal of my analysis has been to suggest new ways of understanding how

HSR is implicated in contemporary reiations of health care reform. The technical,
policy-based narratives of applied social science suggest that health s e ~ k e research
s
enters health care restnicturing as a resource for ameliorating the escalation of health

k Drawhg on a negative theory
care costs. They position HSR as a kind of technical f
of power, established political economy approaches ernphasize that health services
research works as an obfuscating discourse that negates more politicized or embodied
ways of understanding health care and its r e o r g d t i o n . Political economy perspectives
further inscribe the social character of HSR as its support of a given niling interest.
The alternative approach offered in the thesis treats HSR as a productive or active
discourse of knowledge. My concem has been to explore the social practices through
which HSR operates as an active constituent of health care reform. This approach to the
analysis of health services research underscores how HSR 'goes to work' in health care.
It foregrounds the problematic of social organization, directing attention at the

'translocal' relations-the forms of coordinated action across time and place-that HSR
helps organize as it is produced, promoted and used in particular local settings. Rather
than focusing on what HSR prevents or represses, or how it supports a coherent,
organized interest, my work explores the social character of HSR as intellectual
technology. This has involved an effort to explicate how health services research shapes

both the way health care and its problems corne to be known, and the form of solutions to
these problems that are proposed and enacted by health seMces research and hospital

managers.
Following Smith's work, my way into investigating HSR as active knowledge
form is based in the materialist analysis of textual processes. What 1have offered in the
thesis is a discussion of how HSR is a part of text-mediated relations of evidential
governance of health care.

My discussion of the Pructice Atlas, for example, drew

attention to the discursive conventions through which HSR constitutes health care, in
text, in govemable form. Rather than underwrituig the verity and objectivity of health
seMces research and its discoune objects, my analysis of the Atlas suggested their
artifactual character. It explored the inscriptive mechanics through which health care is
made inteiligible and problernatized as medico-administrative object In so doing, the
chapter contributes an understanding of how the constitutive conventions of a health
science supply health care policy and management with objects and conceptual practices
of rule.
In exploring informed, my analysis shed light on one initiative to ameliorate the
evidential deficits of clinical medicine, so thoroughly problematized in the Atlas. It
opened up for discussion a central preoccupation of health services researchers--research
transfer. Rather than trying to contribute to the project of encouraging the practical use
of research findings in clinical medicine, as health services researchers do, my analysis

pointed to the fundamentally text-mediated character of such work as it is carrîed out at

ICES. In exploring »rfrmed as a governing initiative, my discussion emphasized the
conceptual and wrïting practices that organize a particular effort to clinically
recontextualize biomedical and heaIth services research.

It showed health services

researchers at work trying to 'influence' clinical medicine at the various sites where it is
practiced by pnmary care physicians. Working with a howledge of who physicians are

as readers and rewriting science in a clinically relevant form, the makers of informe8 pIay
at physicians' work/text relations, hoping to produce an "'active text" that encourages
physicians to incorporate research results into their clinical work. The chapter highlights
a unique and innovative textual form within biomedicine and contributes to work o m the
social organization of interpretation.
Lastly, my discussion of the ChenNaylor working paper explored how HSR
enters into processes of hospital resmicturing through its intertextual engagement.
Drawing on Smith's notion of the text-reader conversation, my discussion argued for
understanding the local use of the report as a socially organized discursive practice. The
chapter detailed how inefficient hospital care was made observable through the
comparative reading of the report's standardized medico-administrative data. More than
thai, it opened up for investigation the complex world of text-mediated hosgital
management and restmcturing. The engagement with the working paper as part of
producing the AMI care pathway is a moment organizing and organized by new textmediated relations of competition and acwuntability in Ontario hospitals. It is also a
moment of coordinated or concerted practice, a reproducible fonn of managerial practice

that rests fundamentally on the comparative practices enabled by texts of standardized,
numericdly-based information on hospital care.
My investigation of the Arlas, Ïnformed and the Chen/Naylor report is not a series

of discrete analyses of independent textual processes. Rather, it sheds light on the more
general character of ruiing practice in which HSR is implicated

Organized as an

institutional ethnography, my work directs attention to the textual specificity of HSR. It
explicates how the production, promotion and use of texts of HSR involve a 'hooking up'
of what people are doing in a given local site into courses of action that coordinate
"multiple local sites where others are active" (Smith, 1999:7). The making of a
constitutive text that objectifies health care and proffers readers a rnedico-administrative
rationality for knowing and respondîng to health care problems, the efforts of ICES's
research transfer members to encourage evidential practice among physicians by
producing and distributing a novel textual form,the coordination of hospital reform at
RMH with efforts going on elsewhere through the intertextual problematization and
harmonization of the length of time heart attack patients stay in hospital, al1 these
processes point to the organization of the social as concerted action.
My analysis also points to the complexity of governing medical practice. ICES
research problematizes health care as wasteful and 'irrational' and provides evidential
strategies for its remedy. At the time of my research, much of the Institute's work was
focused on hospital care and, in particular, on surgical services. iCES research poses
questions about the management of health care, critiquing, however gently, the work of

minisûy officiais and of local hospital administrators. At the same tirne, its pnmary
object of investigation is surgical care. ICES research most directly problematizes the
medical care provided to patients in hospitals, which it targets for evidential
transformation.

It treats both medicine and its local management as objects of

governance.
Of course, governing medical practice is no simple feat. ICES has no Iegal
authority to compel physicians to practice medicine in any particular way. State-centred
initiatives for producing clinical guidelines have met with considerable resistance from
the medical profession and have been relatively unsuccessful (Rappolt, 1996). The very
location of the Institute within a teaching hospital suggests a strategic positioning within
a set of conflicting tensions. ICES is not Iocated within the universiîy proper. Nor is it a
simple research arm of the government. Rather, the Institute tries to occupy 'neutral'
ground, a location that lends itself to negotiating the tensions of clinical and academic

medicine, the Ministry's turbulent relationship with the Ontario Medical Association, and
the competing policy imperatives o f cost containment and the maximization of

population health.
Lacking 'power over' medicine, ICES govems through liberal techniques of
fieedorn (Osborne, 1993). The Institute's research texts organize a kind of evidential
pedagogy of reform. Thus, the makea of the Atlas hope to provide readers a distinct way
of knowing health care and a technology of restnicturing that invites and requires their

use of research in local refom initiatives. While ICES research promotes forms of

normaiization through the translation of health care activities into objectified,
numerically-based forms such as surgicd rates and average lengths of stay, its work does
not have disciplinary force. Few ICES research texts articulate specific recommended
numerical noms or standards of practice. Rather, they offer readers a textual 'work up'
of health care in terms that incite local action on the part of hospital managers,
physicians and others. One exarnple of such a translocal, text-mediated relation is the
comparative shaming practices explored in my analysis of the ChenNaylor report. As
my investigation makes clear, ICES does not and, in facf cannot govem clinical

medicine with a heavy hand The Institute's research texts are fundamental to the
organization of tempered, I~heralpractices of govemance in which it is implicated.

Of course, one would not want to make the error of suggesting that health
services rzsearch is necessarily bound up with liberal strategies of ruling. Health senrices
research involves a variety of research objects, methodological approaches, calculative
strategies and textual foms. It enters into, organizes and is organized by vaned social
relations of health care research, management and delivery. How it goes to work, what it
gets done, the relations it organizes and is a part of, are al1 a matter of careful ernpirical

research.
This thesis has offered an example of a way of doing research on health care
restnicturing that can be drawn upon in such efforts. Beyond its specific empirical
analysis of health services research, it suggests how one can research modes of health
knowledge in ways that foreground the social organization of contemporary relations of

govemance. Formulated as an ernpincal sociotogy of govemance in health care, it
presents a form of inquiq that 'gets at' the ways in which health sciences enter into and
help shape restructuring processes. It records one approach to an analysis of healîh care
restructuring that takes seriously the social character of new modes of knowledge.
Understanding how health and health care are now governed requires M e r
work on the operation of formal discourses of knowledge in health care. Health care
reform involves important, growing, and rapidly changing forms of application of
population-based health research and related knowledges and information technologies.
Understanding the social organimtion of health care reform requires their investigation.
ICES researchers, for example, have taken health seMces research in new
directions in the short time that has passed since 1wnducted my interviews. Their

growing interest in producing information targetted at patients and based on the findings

of health services research me*

inquiry. So too does the increased use of ICES

research in population-based programmes for planning and managing the care provided

to patients with specific diseases.' Beyond ICES, the complex of inscriptive, calculative
The Cardiac Care Network of Ontario (CCN) offers an important example of this
development. The CCN was established in 1990 following concems expressed in the
media and elsewhere about patients dying while waiting for cardiac surgery and about
excessively long waiting lists and wait times for cardiac care. The CCN is funded by the
Ministry of Health and includes al1 Ontario hospitals that perform cardiac catherization
andor cardiac surgery as well as a cwrdinating body, a number of cornmittees, and a
central management office (Cardiac Care Network, 1999). The CCN acts as a provincial
advisoxy body. It also coordinates the delivery of cardiac seMces across the province,
largely on the b a i s of a computerized patient regisûy for cardiac surgery. ICES
scientists conduct research in parînership with the CCN and cany out regular analyses of
data fiom its registry. The Network's efforts to rationalize and plan cardiac care through
the use of population-based demographic, procedural and clinical data present an

and other practices through which health services research and reIated forms of
knowledge are produced awaits investigation. We d s o need to better understand how

health sciences enter into government jmlicy-making processes. More broadiy, we need
more empirical analyses that can aid an understanding of how, and with what
consequences, health services research and related discourses of knowledge are taken up

in the work of managïng and delivering hospital a r e , in community and public health
work, in primary medicai care, private indusiry and other sites where health and health
care are produced and managed-

important opportunity for exploring health services research and tex.-mediated relations
of health care reforrn.
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Dear Dr.Naylor,
1 am completing a doctoral thcsis at York Universiq entitled "Knowing Health Care: An
Exploration of Health Services Research." I wouldi like prmission to allow inclusion of the
following material in the thesis and permission for the National Library to make use of the thesis
(Le., to reprduce, loan, dismbute, or sel1 copies off the thesis by any means and in ariy form or
format).
1 would like to reprint "Cholecystectomy" (pp. 94-95) wn-nen by Marsha Cohen, Wendy Young
and Marc Theriault for the 1994 ICES Practice Atlas. I would also Iike to repnnr exhibits 5.20,
5.2 1 and 5.22 which appear on pages 9 5 9 6 , and 9 3 of the same Atlas.
ïhese rights will in no way restrict republication offrhe material in any other fonn by you or by

others authorized by you.
If these arrangements meet with your approvai, piease s i g this letter where indicated below and
return it to me in the enclosed retum envelope. Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
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Eric M khalovskiy
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Kathy Chapeskie
Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences in Ontario
G-1 O6
2075 Bayview Ave,
Toronto, Ontario
M4N 3M5
Dear Ms.Chapeskie,
1 am completing a doctoral thesis at York University entitled "Knowing HeaIth Care !
Governing Health Care: Exploring Health Services Research as a Social Practice." 1
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permission for the National Library to make use of the thesis (Le., to reproduce, loan,
dismbute, or sel1 copies of the thesis by any means and in any form or format).
1 would Iike to reprint two excerpts from Informed"Recipe for Success." Vol. 5, No. 1p.1 and "Doctors Play your Aces." Vol-2 No. 3. p. 1.3 and 5.

These rïghts w i I I in no way restrîct republication of the matenal in any other form by you
or by others authonzed by you.
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Appendix 2

Sample Information Sheet and Consent Form

Information Sheet
T I T E OF RESEARCH: Toward a Sociology of Health Services Research: ExpIoring
the Govemance of Health Care in Ontario
XNVESTIGATOR: Eric Mykhalovskiy (tel. 4 16-538-3 147)
1. The Studv
1am conducting a qualitative study that explores the role that health services research
plays in contemporary health care reform in Ontario. My research looks at the

relationship between new forms of evidence-based knowledge about medical practices
and ways of managing health care problems. It focuses on the Institute for Clinical and
Evaluative Sciences (ICES), the main producer of health services research on Ontario's
health care system. 1am interested in speaking with people who have had first hand
experience working with andlor promoting the kind of information produced by ICES.
My interest is in betîer understanding how such information is associated with ways of
understanding what are relevant health m e problems, wiîh decision making practices,
and with ways of responding to heafth care problems.
2. Interviews

s
infonned individuals who work in the health
My research design involves i n t e ~ e w with
care sector. Interviews will last 30 to 60 minutes, will be tape-recorded and will be
transcribed in whole or in part. These interviews are confidential. Your name and
other information that may personally identiQ you wilI be deleted fiom transcripts and
from publications based on the research. Your participation in interviews is
completely voluntary. You may stop the tape-recording or decline to answer any
question. You may withdraw your participation from the study at any time. The tapes
and tramcripts will be kept in a location to which only 1 have access. Three months
following the completion of the study, the tapes will be erased. A transcript or taperecording of your i n t e ~ e w
can be made available to you upon request.
3. Risks and Benefits

This research has been classified as minimal risk student research in accordance with
York University's policy for ethics review for research involving human participants.

Aluiough interviews are kept confidential there is a small risk that readers with a highly
specialized knowledge of the field and of its relevant social actors may guess the identity
of some participants. This risk will be minimized by the exclusion of identifjang
information fiom the dissertation and subsequent publications. The benefits associated
with participating in this study include the opportunity to contribute to socially beneficial
knowledge about the role of health services research and evidence-based medicine in
contemporary health care refonn.

Thank you very much for your interest. Please feei fiee to contact me shouid you have
any comrnents or questions about the research-

Consent Form

TITLE OF RESEARCH: Toward a Sociology ofHeaIth S e ~ k eResearch:
s
Exploring
the Governance of Health Care in Ontario
INVESTIGATOR: Eric Mykhaiovskiy (tel. 4 16-538-3 147)

1acknowledge that the research procedures described on the attached information sheet,
of which 1have a copy, have been explained to me and that any questions 1may have
about the research have been answered to my satisfaction. I also understand the benefits
of joining the research study. The possible risks have been explained to me. 1
understand that I may ask further questions about the research at any point during the
study's duration.
1have agreed to have the interview tape-recorded. 1understand thaî 1rnay refuse to
answer any questions that I choose not to answer. If1 wish to withdraw my participation
from the study at any time, 1 may do so.

I understand that this i n t e ~ e w
is confidential. My name will be excluded fiom
interview transcripts and publications, as will other information that reflects my identity.
The organization at which 1work will also not be identified.
1 am aware that the data produced in this interview may be used in Eric Mykhalovskiy's

Ph-D. dissertation and in other professional and scientific publications.
1 hereby consent to participate.

Signature of Respondent

Date

Signature of Researcher

Date

